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Abstract

This research describes the development of a state-of-the-art atomic force microscope

(AFM) for improved force spectroscopy. Although the AFM has been used exten-

sively in this field of research, the performance of the instrument has been limited by

inefficient operation techniques, incorrect experimental assumptions, and inadequate

controller design. This research focuses on overcoming these deficiencies by provid-

ing precise control over the instrument for specialized research in a manner that is

conducive to the natural science researcher.

To facilitate this research, a custom, multi-axis AFM system was constructed.

The instrument was designed primarily for AFM-based force spectroscopy and as a

result a substantial amount of research focused on the development of a wide variety

of approach/retraction methods for the instrument. Defining research in this area

included the development of methods to minimize potentially damaging compressive

forces, form polymer bridges at different tip-sample gap widths, produce clean, decon-

voluted force-extension curves, and limit single molecule force spectroscopy pulling

geometry errors. In an effort to increase the efficiency of the instrument, the pro-

grams developed during this research were fully automated, allowing autonomous

operation of the instrument for long periods of time. To compliment the data col-

lection programs, both manual and automated analysis programs with force volume

imaging capabilities were also developed.

By studying the AFM from a dynamic systems, measurements, and controls ap-

proach, the resulting controllers were tailored to meet the process requirements of the

intended applications. In doing so, the sensitivity of the instrument was improved

for applications of interest. By incorporating control over the environment, contact

force, loading rate, and pulling angle, the research has increased the accuracy of the

iv



AFM such that molecules and receptor-ligand binding events can be investigated

with greater detail. Furthermore, the incorporation of a graphical user interface and

automated data collection and analysis tools has made the AFM a more user-friendly,

efficient instrument for the natural science researcher.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its conception by Binning, Quate, and Gerber in 1986 [7], the atomic force mi-

croscope (AFM) has become a powerful tool for measuring and manipulating objects

at the nanoscale. A technological offshoot of the Nobel Prize winning scanning tun-

neling microscope (STM) [8], the AFM applies and measures minute forces through

the use of a microscopic cantilever. Because the behavior of the cantilever can be

recorded and/or regulated in gaseous and aqueous environments, the AFM is often

used by researchers to study the properties and behavior of biological materials in

solutions similar to their natural environment [9–13]. For instance, the AFM has

been used to characterize the unfolding of ubiquitin [14], measure the rupture forces

of antibody pairs [15], observe the behavior of biological molecules at work [16], and

detect the presence and growth of Escherichia coli [17].

With the nanoscience race in full swing, new and more complex experimental

techniques are continuously being developed by researchers in the biological sciences.

However, due to the rapid pace in which the field is advancing, adequate control

of the instrument for these experiments is often overlooked or difficult to obtain.

Customized instruments, for instance, can be modified for tailored research but often

suffer from inadequate control and inefficient data collection techniques. Commercial

AFM systems, on the other hand, are more efficient but often contain proprietary

‘black-box’ software and controllers that are often difficult or impossible to modify.

Given the nature of the research, a custom multi-axis AFM system was constructed

for the project. The customized setup enabled rapid, on-the-fly adjustments to the

instrument and software and, as a result, was an ideal testing platform for the project.
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Critical to the continuation of AFM research is the advancement of instrumenta-

tion, controllers, techniques, and software. This project focused on addressing these

matters for applications in force spectroscopy. Specifically, the research increased

the accuracy and sensitivity of the instrument by incorporating control over the en-

vironment, contact force, loading rate, and pulling angle such that molecules and

receptor-ligand binding events can be investigated with greater detail. The research

also increased the efficiency of the instrument through the development of automated

data collection and analysis tools. When examined as a whole, the research has co-

alesced to form a powerful, accurate, and efficient instrument for the in-depth study

of biological molecules and materials.

1.1 Research Motivation

A key step in furthering our understanding of molecules and materials is the devel-

opment of advanced instrumentation to study the properties and behavior of these

items. As one of the primary tools for nanoscopic research, the AFM has been widely

used as a means to probe the mechanical properties of molecules and receptor-ligand

pairs. By revealing the secondary and tertiary structure of a folded molecule, the

AFM is capable of providing insight into the function of the molecule [18].

While the importance of such research is significant for the advancement of basic

science, the in-depth study of molecular form and function also has implications

for the medical community. Over the past few decades, a number of diseases and

disorders have been found to arise from the failure of a specific peptide or protein

to adopt or remain in its native conformational state [19]. Often referred to as

proteopathies, these protein mis-folding disorders have been associated with diseases

such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease [20], bovine spongiform encephalopathy (mad cow

disease) [21], and Alzheimer’s disease [22,23]. As the 6th leading cause of death in the
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United States [24], Alzheimer’s disease is believed to cost society an estimated $100

billion each year [25]. With an estimated 26.6 million people worldwide currently

suffering from Alzheimer’s disease [26], an investigation into the causative agents

and potential treatments of the disease is desperately needed. Because the AFM is

capable of deciphering the three-dimensional structure of molecules under a variety

of environmental conditions, it is an ideal tool for Alzheimer’s and other proteopathy

related research.

If the AFM is to be used to determine the structure and complex interactions of

a molecule, the accuracy and the efficiency of the instrument must first be improved.

While recent advancements in AFM instrumentation and cantilever manufacturing

techniques have increased the resolution of the AFM, erroneous assumptions and

inefficient data collection and analysis techniques have hampered the screening ca-

pabilities of the instrument. For instance, in AFM-based single molecule force spec-

troscopy (AFM-SMFS), researchers previously assumed that the pulling geometry

was negligible and that the force applied to the molecule was equivalent to the force

measured by the instrument. Recent studies, however, have indicated that the angle

at which a molecule is stretched can drastically alter the measured-force extension

relationship of a given molecule [27]. Because pulling geometry errors can adversely

impact experimental results and conclusions, a method is needed to address this issue

if the accuracy of AFM-SMFS is to improve.

In addition to furthering our understanding of molecules and materials, the AFM

has also been explored as a biochemical sensing device. The need for rapid, hand-held

diagnostic tools is evident in the medical, law enforcement, and military communi-

ties. For instance, a number of studies have indicated that the early detection and

treatment of critical health issues such as acute coronary syndrome and acute is-

chemic cerebrovascular syndrome can drastically improve the prognosis of patients
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in the emergency room [28–31]. However, due to time-consuming diagnostic tests

and the lack of available medical personnel, the detection of these and other acute

disease states are slow, and often result in an increase in patient morbidity and mor-

tality [3, 32]. The ability to rapidly test for a variety of blood factors and proteins

has the potential to dramatically decrease the time needed to diagnose and treat

patients. Because the prognosis of patients is contingent on the time to treatment,

the development of a rapid biochemical sensing device has the potential to decrease

the magnitude and severity of adverse outcomes.

Due to its sensitivity and environmental flexibility, the AFM is a logical precursor

for a rapid yet quantitative biochemical sensing device. Although a number of AFM-

based sensing techniques are currently under investigation [17,33–44], threshold force

sensing [3] is of particular interest to the researcher. AFM-based threshold force

sensing is founded upon force spectroscopy principles and uses competitive binding

measurements to determine the concentration of a specific analyte in solution. Before

a concentration baseline can be established for this sensing technique, it is necessary

to determine the variables that influence binding statistics and the forces associated

with nonspecific and specific binding events. In order to obtain accurate estimates

of binding probabilities and rupture forces, it is essential to limit the number of

rupture events per pulling cycle. Preliminary research has indicated that this can be

accomplished by minimizing the tip-sample contact force such that only one or two

molecules are capable of binding to the cantilever at a given time [45]. This is typically

accomplished by manually moving the cantilever towards the surface in one to five

nanometer increments until tip-sample contact is established. Although effective

in minimizing the contact area of the two surfaces, this method is extremely time-

consuming. If a variety of solutions and concentrations are to be investigated during

the course of the sensor development, an automated data collection and analysis
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system should be developed to increase the efficiency of the instrument and to provide

control over key variables such as contact force and tip-sample dwell time.

While a number of commercial AFM systems are currently available for the afore-

mentioned force spectroscopy research, the cost and proprietary ‘black-box’ software

often inhibit customized and advanced studies. In an effort to overcome these obsta-

cles, many researchers have opted to construct their own customized AFM systems.

While this is a more cost-effective option, many of these systems require significant

user interaction and are not properly equipped to provide controlled nanoscopic forces

and movements. The research conducted during this project focused on optimizing

the performance of a custom AFM for force spectroscopy applications. Specifically,

efforts were made to increase the accuracy, sensitivity, and efficiency of the instru-

ment such that molecules and receptor-ligand binding events could be investigated

in an accurate and objective fashion. In doing so, this research serves to expand our

knowledge of biological molecules, further our understanding of molecular processes,

and provide insight for the development of a rapid, quantitative sensing device.

1.2 Goals and Objectives

The primary goal of this research project was to improve the accuracy and sensitivity

of the AFM in a manner that was both efficient and conducive for the average AFM

user. In an effort to direct the focus of the research, three research objectives were

proposed. These objectives have since been satisfied. In an effort to highlight the

major accomplishments of the research, these objectives are outlined below.

Objective 1: Determine the relevant dynamics of an AFM and create

accurate system models for force spectroscopy.

Critical to the continuation of AFM research is the advancement of instrumen-
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tation, controllers, techniques, and software. While a number of commercial AFM

systems are available, these systems often contain ‘black-box’ software and controllers

that inhibit the development of specialized research techniques. As a result, a cus-

tom, multi-axis AFM system was developed. Before the instrument could serve as a

software development and testing platform, noise sources within the system needed

to be minimized, core operational software needed to be developed, and instrument

capabilities needed to be established. In addition, two of the major concerns of

the proposed software-based alignment program were that the forces during the cir-

cling process would not be detectable with the instrumentation and that the circling

motion would cause fluid-fluctuations that would interfere with the force detection

process. To alleviate these concerns, a simulation of the AFM alignment software

was developed and the behavior of a cantilever circling in an aqueous solution was

investigated. The results obtained from these studies demonstrated the feasibility

of the proposed alignment technique and provided the frame-work for experimental

implementation of the program.

Objective 2: Identify appropriate measurement and signal processing tech-

niques to observe and control the response of the instrument.

The second research objective focused on improving the performance of the in-

strument by identifying methods to maximize the desired signal during specific ex-

perimental applications. In an effort to increase the accuracy and sensitivity of the

instrument, the force-trigger software was tuned for the AFM system, sampling rates

were adjusted in order to observe crucial molecular transitions, and system drift was

characterized to enable the development of advanced force spectroscopy pulling tech-

niques. In an effort to increase the accuracy of the software-based alignment program,

considerable effort focused on investigating methods to maximize the circling-induced
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force fluctuations in the alignment program. During this process, circling diameters,

circling frequencies, and filter settings were tuned such that the speed and the accu-

racy of the alignment process could be maximized.

Objective 3: Explore methods for controlling system dynamics to improve

the sensitivity and accuracy of an AFM.

During this phase of the project, a variety of AFM-based force spectroscopy tech-

niques were implemented in an effort to increase the accuracy, sensitivity, and ef-

ficiency of the AFM. The development of an automated, minimally compressive

approach technique improved the accuracy of force spectroscopy techniques by re-

ducing problems (e.g., tip damage, nonspecific adsorption, multiple binding events,

and molecule denaturation) that may obscure the true structure and behavior of the

molecule(s) under investigation. The establishment of multi-phase pulling techniques

increased the accuracy and sensitivity of the instrument by improving the clarity of

force-extension curves and by facilitating research into the time and distance de-

pendency of polymer bridging. The implementation of a software-based alignment

program also increased the accuracy of AFM-SMFS research by minimizing pulling

geometry errors. The accuracy of AFM force spectroscopy experiments was also

improved via the development of automated analysis techniques that allowed large

quantities of data to be analyzed in a rapid yet objective fashion.

1.3 Research Impact

The research has advanced the state-of-the-art of AFM instrumentation by improv-

ing the accuracy and efficiency of the device for force spectroscopy applications.

The power of the AFM as a force and mass sensing tool lies in its ability to pro-

vide controlled nanoscopic forces and movements. Unfortunately many AFMs are
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not properly equipped to do so. As a result, the experimental data obtained from

these devices may be misleading. By determining the relevant instrument dynamics

and the appropriate measurement techniques, the architecture of the instrument and

controllers can be altered to maximize the desired response for each application. By

incorporating control over the environment, loading rate, tip-sample contact force,

and pulling angle, the research serves to increase the accuracy of the AFM such that

molecules and receptor-ligand binding events can be investigated with greater detail.

The development of automated data collection and analysis tools has increased the

objectivity and efficiency of the AFM for force spectroscopy applications.

1.4 Organization

The research presented in this dissertation focuses on increasing the accuracy, sensi-

tivity, and efficiency of the AFM for force spectroscopy applications. This disserta-

tion documents the work conducted as a part of this research and is organized into

chapters that focus on specific aspects of the project.

Chapter 2 begins with a description of the AFM, its sensing methodologies, and

its four main applications: imaging, nanolithography, sensing, and force spectroscopy.

The chapter continues with thorough description of the custom, multi-axis AFM sys-

tem that was constructed for the research. Chapter 3 centers on the development of

automated force spectroscopy data collection tools for customized research with spe-

cific emphasis on the development of methods to minimize compressive forces during

approach, form polymer bridges at different tip-sample gap-widths, produce clean,

unconvoluted force-extension curves, and catch single molecules for alignment stud-

ies. Chapter 4 focuses on the development of manual and automated data analysis

tools that were designed to assist the researcher in analyzing the copious amounts

of force spectroscopy data. The following chapter, Chapter 5, concentrates on the
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development of a software-based alignment program that serves to minimize pulling

geometry errors in AFM-SMFS studies. Theory, simulations, and experimental re-

sults will be discussed. Concluding remarks and suggestions for future work can be

found in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Development of a Custom Atomic Force

Microscope

As previously mentioned, the primary goal of this research was to improve the accu-

racy and efficiency of an AFM for force spectroscopy applications. While a number

of commercial AFM systems are currently available, the proprietary ‘black-box’ soft-

ware and controllers used to operate the instrument often inhibit the development of

novel experimental techniques. Because the research focuses on the development of

innovative experimental methodologies, a commercial AFM was not appropriate for

the research. Therefore, in order to accomplish the goals outlined for this project,

a custom multi-axis AFM system was developed. The transparent nature of the

software provided easy access to electronic signals and enabled rapid, on-the-fly ad-

justments to the operational system, making the instrument an ideal prototyping and

testing platform.

This chapter focuses on the development of a custom, multi-axis AFM system.

The chapter opens with background information on the instrument and its sensing

methodologies and capabilities. The chapter continues with a brief discussion of

the AFM’s four main applications: imaging, nanolithography, sensing, and force

spectroscopy. Chapter 2.3 focuses on the custom AFM instrumentation and contains

sections on both hardware and software.

2.1 Background

Since its conception by Binning, Quate, and Gerber in 1986 [7], the AFM has become

a powerful tool for measuring and manipulating objects at the nanoscale. A techno-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.1: SEM images of (a-c) commercial and (d) custom AFM cantilevers.
a) Rectangular cantilever (Veeco, TESP series probe [2]). b) Triangular cantilever
(Veeco, NP series probe [2]). c) Active cantilever (Veeco, DMASP series probe [2]).
d) Custom active cantilever [3].

logical offshoot of the Nobel Prize winning scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [8],

the AFM’s capabilities stem from its ability to apply and measure minute forces

through the use of a microscopic cantilever. When a microscopic cantilever interacts

with a sample, surface, or solution particulate(s), the vertical and/or horizontal de-

flection of the cantilever will change. The AFM records these changes in deflection

and correlates them to incurred or applied forces. When used in conjunction with

precise positioning equipment, the AFM can then be used to control the interaction

between the cantilever and the object under investigation in order to gain insight into

the object’s geometry, quantity, or physical properties.

Because the sensitivity of the AFM is dependent on the responsiveness of the

cantilever, a wide variety of custom and commercial microcantilevers have been fab-

ricated for AFM research. Commercial AFM cantilevers are typically made of silicon

or silicon nitride and come in two different geometries: rectangular and triangu-

lar [2,46]. These cantilevers can be manufactured in a wide range of stiffnesses (0.006

N/m - 200 N/m) and often contain a pyramid-shaped tip on the underside of the

device. Pyramidal tips are available in a variety of aspect ratios and curvatures de-

pending on the experimental application. Cantilevers can also be coated with several

materials (e.g., gold, aluminum, cobalt, lead zirconate titanate (PZT)) in order to
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increase surface reflectivity or to enable alternative actuation modes. Scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM) images of both commercial and custom microcantilevers can

be found in Figure 2.1.

In order to achieve the best experimental results, the cantilever selection process

should focus on the intended application, the goals of the research, and the range of

forces to be measured. Once the parameters of the research have been established,

one can determine the most effective combination of cantilever properties and features

for the research.

The deflection of the cantilever is typically measured using the optical lever

method, and as a result, most AFMs contain a laser diode and a position-sensitive

quadrant photodiode. In the optical lever sensing mode (Figure 2.2), a laser is re-

flected off the back of a microcantilever and onto a position sensitive photodiode.

When the deflection of the cantilever changes, as it does when stretching a molecule,

the path of the reflected laser beam is altered, shifting the location where the laser

beam hits the photodiode. Because the photodiode in the AFM head is split into

four quadrants, the output of each of these segments can be used to determine the

relative location of the beam on the photodiode. Using this information, the normal

and lateral deflection of the cantilever can be determined.

The cantilever is typically mounted in the AFM head through the use of an

interchangeable cantilever holder. Depending on the AFM model, a piezoelectric

stage is mounted directly above or below the cantilever such that the distance between

the cantilever and the sample can be adjusted during the course of the experiment.

Additional piezoelectric stages can be incorporated into the system to enable lateral

movements.
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Figure 2.2: Optical lever method for cantilever deflection detection. Laser intensity
and cantilever displacements (vertical and lateral) are calculated from the outputs of
the photodiode segments.

2.2 AFM Applications

Due to the simplicity of the positioning and measurement techniques, the AFM can

be used in both gaseous and aqueous environments. The subnanometer resolution,

piconewton sensitivity, and environmental flexibility make the AFM an ideal instru-

ment to study the properties and behaviors of molecules and materials. Currently,

there are four main applications for which the AFM is used: imaging, nanolithogra-

phy, sensing, and force spectroscopy. In an effort to illustrate the diverse capabilities

of the instrument and the state of the art in the field of atomic force microscopy,

each of these applications will be briefly discussed in the following sections.

2.2.1 Imaging

The AFM is often used by researchers as an imaging tool to determine structure of

microscopic materials [47–50] or to observe the behavior of biological molecules at

work [16, 50–52]. During imaging, the AFM measures the forces between the can-
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tilever and the surface as the tip is raster scanned over a sample surface. Depending

on the properties of the surface material and the information one wishes to ascertain,

researchers can use one of many AFM imaging modes, the most common of which

are contact, intermittent contact, and non-contact.

In contact mode imaging, feedback is used to keep the force on the sample constant

as the tip traverses over the surface. Because the extension of the piezoelectric z-

stage adjusts to keep the force constant throughout the scanning process, the z-stage

signals can be used to create a topographical image of the sample surface. Because

forces can be substantial during the scanning process, contact mode imaging is often

used to scan hard surfaces. If the scanning motion is perpendicular to the long

axis of the cantilever, the frictional force between the cantilever and the sample

can be measured. Often called friction force or lateral force mode imaging, this

method utilizes the lateral deflections of the cantilever to gain insight into interactions

between the cantilever tip and the sample surface. Because the friction forces will

vary depending on the properties of the material, this mode is particularly useful in

imaging composite surfaces of similar height. An extension of lateral force imaging is

chemical force microscopy. In this imaging mode, the cantilever tip is functionalized

with a chemical species (e.g. -COOH, -CH3, -OH) and scanned across the surface

[53,54]. Because the interaction forces will vary depending on the chemical species on

the cantilever tip and surface, this method is particularly useful for imaging different

materials of similar heights.

In intermittent contact mode or tapping mode imaging, the AFM cantilever is

positioned above the surface and oscillated at an amplitude that causes the can-

tilever to tap the surface during the imaging process. In this technique, the height

of the sample is determined from changes in the oscillation amplitude and the ma-

terial properties of the sample are determined from changes in the oscillation phase.
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Because lateral forces on the surface are minimized during the scanning process, this

mode is particularly useful for imaging delicate or fragile surfaces.

Non-contact mode imaging is similar to intermittent contact mode imaging in that

a cantilever is oscillated above a sample surface except that in this imaging mode,

the cantilever never touches the sample surface. In non-contact mode imaging the

cantilever hovers above the substrate surface while attractive van der Waals forces

between the tip and sample are recorded. As with intermittent contact mode imaging,

this technique detects changes in the oscillation amplitude and phase during the

scanning process. While capable of providing true atomic resolution [55], non-contact

mode imaging is often difficult to implement. Because the magnitude of the attractive

forces is small and liquid layers on the surface can create image artifacts, this imaging

mode requires sensitive detection schemes and ultra-high vacuum setups.

2.2.2 Nanolithography

In addition to imaging, the AFM is also capable of depositing or removing materials

onto/from a surface, a field of research aptly coined nanolithography. AFM-based

nanolithography encompasses a variety of techniques, two of which, dip-pen nano-

lithography (DPN) and anodization nanolithography (ANL), are presented here.

In DPN, capillary effects are used to transfer molecules from an AFM cantilever

onto a sample substrate [56]. Because the motion of the cantilever on the substrate

can be prescribed by the user, it is possible to create patterns of molecules or chemicals

on a sample surface. Because the patterning technique has high resolution, direct-

write capabilities and does not require harsh operating environments, DPN has been

widely used by researchers to pattern biological structures onto surfaces [57–60].

In ANL, on the other hand, cantilevers are used to create localized oxide patterns

on metals and semiconductors at the nanoscale [61–64]. In this technique, the AFM
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cantilever is used to create a localized electric field between the cantilever tip and the

surface. When the electric field interacts with the surface, a localized silicon oxide

layer is grown above and below the surrounding surface [65]. The shape and the

height of these oxide patterns can be controlled by adjusting the relative humidity,

voltage bias, and speed of the cantilever as it is scanned across the surface [63].

2.2.3 Sensing

AFMs have also been utilized as a means to detect the presence of specific molecules

in air and in solution [17, 33–39, 41, 43]. Most AFM-based sensors function by de-

tecting changes in the effective mass of the cantilever that result when molecule(s)

or analyte(s) bind to a surface modified cantilever. This is typically accomplished

by measuring changes in the surface stress or by measuring shifts in the resonant

frequency of the cantilever. Otherwise known as static deflection and resonant fre-

quency based sensing, these methods have been widely researched as potential sensing

techniques for acute biochemical detection devices.

Static deflection based sensing is based on the principle that when analyte(s) bind

to a cantilever, the additional mass from the bound analyte(s) will alter the surface

stresses of the cantilever such that the cantilever will bend. While the binding-

induced surface stress changes are capable of altering the shape of the cantilever, this

method is extremely susceptible to errors. For instance, changes in the refractive

index of the solution, thermal drifts in the fluid, mixing of the solution, and non-

specific binding on the cantilever have all been shown to influence the deflection of

the cantilever, making specified analyte detection difficult [17, 38, 66, 67]. While it

is possible to minimize the aforementioned sources of error by incorporated a refer-

ence cantilever into the experimental setup, additional errors can arise. For instance,

changes in the conformation of the adsorbed analyte(s), changes in the hydropho-
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bicity of the cantilever surface, and electrostatic interactions between neighboring

adsorbates can also cause stresses in the cantilever [38, 68]. Because these stresses

cannot be separated from the binding induced stresses, the static deflection based

sensing technique is neither accurate or quantitative.

The second AFM-based sensing method, resonant frequency based sensing, is

predicated on the detection of resonant frequency shifts that result when analyte(s)

bind to the cantilever surface. The resonant frequency of an AFM cantilever (ω) can

be defined as

ω =

√

kc

me

, (2.1)

where kc is the stiffness of the cantilever and me is the effective mass of the cantilever.

Shifts in this frequency arise due to increases in the effective mass of the cantilever.

When analytes bind to the surface, the effective mass of the cantilever changes from

me = mc to me = mc + mb, where mc is the mass of the cantilever and mb is the

mass of the analyte(s) bound to the surface. Therefore, by detecting changes in the

resonant frequency of the cantilever, the mass, and therefore the amount of bound

analytes can be determined.

Although more stable and powerful than static deflection based methods, the sen-

sitivity of the technique has been limited by resonant frequency detection difficulties.

Due to fluid loading effects, the resonant peaks of cantilevers operating in aqueous

solutions are low in amplitude and broad in nature [43, 69–71], making accurate de-

termination of the resonant peak difficult.

The percent error in resonant frequency detection is related to the percent error

in the determination of the mass of the bound analytes as such
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Because mc ≫ mb, even small errors in the detection of the resonant frequency can

lead to substantial errors in mb. For instance, if the error in determining the mass of a

single bacterium of Escherichia coli (mb = 0.7 pg) on a cantilever (mc = 1.725 ng and

ω = 50 kHz) must be less than 10%, the resonant frequency must be determined to

with 1 Hz of its actual value (< 0.002% error). However, in the absence of any control

techniques, AFM-based sensors can only determine the location of the resonant peak

within approximately 0.2% or 100 Hz. An error of this magnitude would result

in an astounding 1000% percent error in determinations of the mass of the bound

Escherichia coli bacterium.

Because the quality factor (Q) of a cantilever in an aqueous solution is two to five

orders of magnitude lower than the same cantilever operating in gas or ultra-high

vacuum, researchers have explored methods to artificially increase the effective quality

factor of the cantilever (Q-control). In Q-control, the cantilever response signal (z )

is phase shifted by a phase (θ), amplified by a gain (K ), and then added to the drive

signal (F1) such that the effective damping constant is decreased and quality factor

increased [69, 70, 72]. Although effective, do to model uncertainties associated with

the cantilever actuation techniques, this method often relies on variable phase shifters

and gain amplifiers and, as a result, the technique can not be easily parallelized for

biochemical sensing devices.

In an effort to find a cantilever-based sensing technique that is both sensitive

and suitable for parallelization, threshold force sensing was developed [3]. Threshold

force sensing is based upon determining the dynamic or transient response of an AFM

cantilever to an unbinding event. The dynamic response of a cantilever depends on

both the material properties of the cantilever and the force required to break the

bond between the cantilever and the substrate. The hypothesis is that by measuring

the magnitude of the transient response for a given cantilever, unbinding events
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can be classified as either nonspecific or specific. Because the sensing method relies

on detecting and not measuring the response of the cantilever, sensors based on this

technique will not require expensive measurement equipment that is typical of similar

microcantilever based sensing devices.

2.2.4 Force Spectroscopy

In addition to imaging, nanolithography, and sensing, the AFM is also used by re-

searchers for the in-depth study of molecules. Also known as force spectroscopy,

this application uses the external forces supplied by an AFM to stretch or unravel

molecules. By measuring the vertical deflection of the microcantilever throughout the

pulling process, one is able to calculate the forces required to stretch the molecule.

The resulting force-extension profile can then be used to gain insight into the sec-

ondary and tertiary structure of the molecule.

As with imaging, there are a number of different force spectroscopy techniques

used to investigate the mechanical properties of molecules. In the most basic form

of force spectroscopy experiments, the tethered molecule is simply unraveled at a

user-defined velocity. While this method can provide insight into the mechanical

properties of the molecule, results obtained via this method should be analyzed with

care. Because the entropic stiffness of molecules in nonlinear, the force applied to the

bonds of interest are not weighted equally. If however, a constant load rate is used to

stretch the molecule, the force on the bonds will be weighted equally and prominent

energy barriers can be revealed. This constant load rate method is widely known

as dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS). In DFS, the applied force adds a mechanical

potential that tilts the energy landscape and lowers the energy barriers which are

formed by bonds within the molecule and interactions between the residues [5,73–76].

Because the probability of escape from an energy barrier is dependent on the applied
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force and the time spent at that force (loading rate), a map of the energy barriers

can be created from the spectrum of bond rupture force and loading rate [5, 73].

Alternatively, the tethered molecule can be held partially stretched at a constant,

user-defined force, otherwise known as force-clamp spectroscopy [77,78]. This method

gives insight into the time course of unfolding events at a constant force. Because

the research focuses on AFM-based force-spectroscopy, a more detailed description

of these techniques can be found in Chapter 3.1.

2.3 AFM Instrumentation

Due to their ‘black-box’ controllers, operational rigidity, and exorbitant costs (com-

parably equipped AFM systems from Veeco and Asylum Research cost approximately

$150,000 [79] and $300,000 US, respectively), a commercial AFM system was not ap-

propriate for this research. In order to accomplish the goals outlined for this project,

a custom multi-axis AFM system was developed. The following sections outline the

development of this system and is split into two sections, hardware and software.

2.3.1 Hardware

The custom AFM system developed during the course of the research consists of the

primary hardware segment, peripheral electronics, an environmental chamber, and

a cantilever imaging system. Figure 2.3 contains a schematic of the overall system.

The primary hardware segment of the AFM is the heart of the instrument setup

and consists of the AFM head, piezoelectric stages, and various interfacial parts. In

this particular AFM setup, vertical tip-sample separation distances are controlled

by moving the position of the sample and lateral tip-sample separation distances

are controlled by moving the position of the AFM head. In other words, samples

are mounted to the piezoelectric z-stage while the AFM head is attached to the
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Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of the multi-axis AFM system developed as part of
the research.

piezoelectric xy-stage. To facilitate future replication of the AFM system, the design

of the instrument is outlined below. A complete list of parts and related computer-

aided design (CAD) drawings can be found in Appendix B.

The main component of the instrument, a MultiMode AFM head (Part 1), was

purchased from Digital Instruments, a subsection of Veeco Instruments Inc.. The

MultiMode AFM head utilizes the optical lever detection method to measure the

deflection of the cantilever and, as a result, the head contains a laser diode and a

quadrant photodiode. The photodiode outputs of the AFM (Appendix B, Table B)

are connected to an analog sum/difference board (Part 26) that calculates the position

(horizontal and vertical) and intensity of the laser hitting the photodiode. Before

connecting the signals to the dSPACE connector panel (Part 32), the intensity and

vertical position signals are low-pass filtered by a dual 24 dB octave filter (Part 30)

to remove noise. Because an additional filter was unavailable and lateral cantilever

deflections were rarely used during the research, the unfiltered horizontal position

signal is connected directly to the dSPACE panel.

During the course of the research, the constructive interference associated with the

laser diode in the AFM head became a limiting factor on the sensitivity of the instru-
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Figure 2.4: Normalized vertical signal (vertical/intensity) during z-stage movement
(50 nm/s) before (black) and after the laser upgrade (gray).

ment. In order to address this problem, the AFM was factory retrofitted with low-

noise electronics and a new, low-coherence laser. The addition of the low-coherence

laser virtually eliminated the effects of optical interference during cantilever deflec-

tion sensing. A plot of the vertical deflection signal before (black) and after (gray)

the laser upgrade can be found in Figure 2.4.

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 contain a 3-dimensional (3D) CAD rendering of the primary

hardware segment of the AFM in standard and exploded formats, respectively. The

MultiMode AFM head actually consists of two parts, the head itself, and a manual

xy-translational stage that enables coarse lateral movements of the AFM head. The

manual AFM stage sits on three Silicon-Nitride ceramic balls (Part 14) that are

partially countersunk into a custom aluminum part (AFMInterface, Part 9). The

AFMInterface is rigidly secured to the piezoelectric xy-stage (Part 2) via four screws

(Part 17). Contact between the AFM head and the aluminum interface is preserved

via two replaceable elastic bands (Part 22) that are stretched between the AFM head

and four screws (Part 16) projecting from aluminum interface. The piezoelectric

xy-stage has a scanning range of 100 × 100 µm and is equipped with capacitive

sensors which enable a closed-loop resolution of ∼0.3 nm. The 50 mm × 50 mm
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Figure 2.5: 3D CAD rendering of the primary hardware segment of the AFM in-
strument.

open aperture design of the xy-stage facilitates three-dimensional AFM movement

by providing a window through which the piezoelectric z-stage can travel.

The piezoelectric xy-stage is rigidly attached to a custom aluminum piece (AFM-

Top, Part 8) via four countersunk cap screws (Part 18). The AFMTop piece is

suspended above an aluminum base (AFMBase, Part 7) through the use of two

high-precision screws (Part 12) and one lockable differential micrometer (Part 13).

By suspending the AFM head above the base of the instrument with high-precision

screws, the relative distance and angle between the cantilever and the sample can be

manually adjusted. The differential micrometer was utilized in this design in order
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Figure 2.6: Exploded 3D view of the primary hardware segment of the AFM shown
in Figure 2.5.
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to allow for easier, more repeatable alignment of the cantilever and the substrate.

Contact between the high precision screws and the AFMBase is ensured through the

use of four tension springs (Part 21) that are stretched between the screws (Part 15)

projecting from both the AFMBase and AFMTop.

The piezoelectric z-stage (Part 3) is centered within the open aperture of the xy-

stage and secured to the AFMBase via two countersunk low-head screws (Part 17).

The z-stage has a traveling range of 12 µm and a closed-loop resolution of 0.05 nm.

Due to mechanical constraints, the z-stage will not fit into the circular opening at

the base of the AFM head. To alleviate this issue and to ensure that the sample will

be within range of the cantilever, a custom z-stage extension assembly (Parts 10, 11,

and 20) was mounted to the top of the z-stage.

The piezoelectric stages are operated using proprietary hardware from Physik

Instrumente. This hardware includes a three-channel low voltage amplifier (Part

4) and sensor/controller module (Part 5), both of which are housed in a modular

hardware chassis (Part 6). This additional hardware allows the user to easily control

the position of the piezoelectric stages using the dSPACE data acquisition (DAQ)

system (Parts 31 and 32). The DAQ card (Part 31) is equipped with four multiplexed

16-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) channels (conversion time 2 µs), four parallel 12-bit

A/D channels (conversion time of 800 ns), and eight 16-bit digital-to-analog channels

(settling time 10 µs). The channel input and output information can be located in

Table B in Appendix B.

The primary hardware segment of the AFM is enclosed in custom environmen-

tal chamber (Figure 2.7). The enclosure consists of a clear acrylic cabinet (Part

EC1) with a humidity/temperature sensor (Part EC2) and a single air input line

(Part EC13). The humidity in the chamber is regulated via a programable humid-

ity/temperature controller (Part EC2) that opens or closes the two solenoid valves
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Figure 2.7: AFM instrumentation and custom environmental chamber with Faraday
cage.

(Part EC3) through which humid or dry air flows. The chamber is small in size

and can sustain humidity levels within a range of 3-90%. Surrounding the outside

of the chamber is a wire mesh (Part EC12) that serves as a custom Faraday cage.

The Faraday cage blocks external static electrical fields and electromagnetic radiation

that were found to impact active cantilever current measurements. A complete list

of all the parts that make up the environmental chamber can be found in Table B in

Appendix B.

To facilitate alignment of the laser on cantilevers, an optical imaging system was

also added to the AFM setup. This system consists of magnifying lenses, a charged-

coupled device (CCD) camera, a monitor, and various camera mounting equipment.

A detailed list of all the parts contained in the imaging system can be found in Table

B.2 in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.8: Simulink block diagram of the custom AFM software. The Real-Time
Interface (RTI) links the DAQ hardware with the block diagram thereby enabling
complete control over the signals to and from the AFM hardware.

2.3.2 Software

The control scheme for the AFM was designed in MATLAB’s Simulink environment

and was digitally implemented through the use of a dSPACE DAQ card. A block

diagram of the digital control system can be found in Figure 2.8. Parameters within

this digital system can be manipulated via custom programs or via the ControlDesk

graphical user interface (GUI) in order to perform a variety of AFM functions. To

enable the research described in the following chapters, two different control schemes

were used in the AFM, position control and force control. A brief description of both

controllers follows.
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Position Control

The root of many AFM applications lies in the instrument’s ability to control the

motion of the cantilever or substrate in three-dimensions. This is done by manipu-

lating the voltage input to the piezoelectric stages contained within the instrument.

Although it is possible to actuate the piezoelectric stages of the AFM without closed-

loop feedback control, doing so can result in drift, hysteresis, and nonlinear stage

movement, each of which can introduce errors into the experimental results. However,

by incorporating a closed-loop position controller, virtually all of these problems can

be eliminated. Unfortunately, some researchers have avoided servo controlling posi-

tion because of the noise introduced into the system by poor controller designs [80,81].

However, with the design of appropriate control paradigms, these problems can be

avoided.

In position control, the appropriate control signal is the piezoelectric voltage in-

put, u. This signal is related to the reference position, zref, and the measured position,

za, by the compensator, C1, as follows

u = C1(zref − za) = C1ep, (2.3)

where ep is the position error. A block diagram of the position controller can be found

in the subset of Figure 2.9. Here, G1 is the transfer function relating the control input

to the position output. The transfer function describing the closed-loop response is

the complementary sensitivity function and can be defined as

T1 =
G1C1

1 + G1C1

. (2.4)

The complementary sensitivity function gives insight into the stability of the system

and specifies the quality of reference position tracking and the damping of distur-

bances in the closed loop.
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The instrument developed for this research is position servo-controlled in all three

axis of movement. Because the sampling speed of the DAQ card depends on the

complexity of the digital control system, commercial position controllers were utilized

in the AFM setup. The programs developed to control linear stage movement (e.g.,

xmove.m, ymove.m, zmove.m) converts the desired position and velocity into the

appropriate signals for the DAQ card sampling rate. Depending on the application,

the desired position and velocity can be defined explicitly by the user through the

command-line interface or implicitly by sub-routines in higher-order programs (e.g.,

photocal.m, plus5.m, pulln.m).

Force Control

Because the system precludes direct measurements of force, determination of the

force must be done indirectly by measuring the vertical deflection of the cantilever.

Assuming that the cantilever obeys Hooke’s Law, the force on a molecule, Fa, can

be calculated by multiplying the stiffness of the cantilever, kc, times the cantilever

displacement, dc, or Fa = kcdc. The cantilever stiffness is determined before the

start of the pulling experiment using cantilever calibration techniques [82] and the

cantilever displacement dc, which is a sum of the displacements due to disturbances

(dN) and the displacements due to the properties of the molecule (dm), is measured

from the vertical photodiode signal. Cantilever disturbances can come from a vari-

ety of sources (e.g. thermal motion, acoustic vibrations) and as a result have been

collectively grouped as N . The transfer function describing the dynamics of the

disturbance input has been defined as G3 and the transfer function describing the

properties (stiffness, damping, and inertia) of the molecule has been defined as G2.

In force control, the relevant control signal is the reference position of the piezo-

electric z-stage, zref. This signal is related to the reference force, Fref and the measured
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram of force control in the custom AFM.

force, Fa by the force controller, C2, as follows

zref = C2(Fref − Fa) = C2ef , (2.5)

where ef is force error.

2.4 Conclusions

Serving as a foundation for the research, the information contained in this chap-

ter provides the necessary background information on the instrument such that the

sensing and operational techniques of the instrument are fully understood. In order

to illustrate the diversity of the instrument, the state of the art in the four major

applications of the instrument was presented. After documenting the limitations of

existing AFM systems, the chapter shifted focus to the development of a custom,

multi-axis AFM system. To facilitate instrument replication, a thorough outline of

the AFM hardware and software was included.
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Chapter 3

Automating AFM-Based Force

Spectroscopy

Chapter 3 focuses on the development of automated force spectroscopy tools for cus-

tomized research. The chapter begins with background information on techniques and

applications of AFM-based force spectroscopy. The next two sections of the chapter

center on the two main phases of a force spectroscopy pulling cycle, approach and

retraction. The first of these sections focuses on the development of a variety of tech-

niques to approach the surface and form the necessary bonds between the cantilever

tip and substrate. The second section focuses on the development of techniques to

catch, stretch, or rupture molecules and receptor-ligand pairs. In order to expand

the capabilities and increase the efficiency of the AFM as a force-spectroscopy tool,

each of the data collection techniques presented in this section is interchangeable and

fully automated. The chapter concludes with a summary.

3.1 Force Spectroscopy Background

Force spectroscopy is a specific field of nanotechnology research in which the mechan-

ical properties of molecules and receptor-ligand pairs are observed and characterized.

In this particular area of study, the behavior of molecules and receptor-ligand pairs is

recorded as the object(s) are systematically stretched and/or ruptured. By measuring

the forces throughout the extension process, one can gain insight into the material

properties and structural conformation of the object(s) under investigation.

In force spectroscopy experiments, molecules are stretched and receptor-ligand

pairs are ruptured by applying external forces to the molecular system. External
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Table 3.1: Comparison of techniques used for the mechanical characterization of
biomolecules [1].

Force Minimum
Method Range (pN) Response Time Typical Applications

Magnetic traps 0.01 - 100 ≥ 1 s Stretching and twisting DNA

Optical traps 0.1 - 150 ≥ 10 ms Actin, DNA, molecular motors
proteins

Microneedles > 0.1 ≥ 001 ms Actin, stretching, unzipping,
and twisting DNA

Biomembrane 0.5 - 1000 ≥ 1 ms Membrane anchors, receptor-
force probes ligand pairs

Atomic force > 1 ≥ 10 µs DNA, proteins, receptor-ligand
microscopes pairs

forces can be supplied by a number of instruments, the most common of which

are magnetic traps [83], optical traps [84], glass microneedles [85], biomembrane

force probes [86], and atomic force microscopes [7]. The dynamic and force ranges

of each of the instruments vary, and as a result, the choice of instrument is often

dependent on the intended application (Table 3.1). The AFM, for instance, has

been used to probe the mechanical properties of polysaccharides such as dextran,

pustulan, and amylose [87–89], proteins such as titin and ubiquitin [14,77,78,90–93],

and nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA [94–99]. The AFM has also been used

to probe the rupture forces of receptor-ligand pairs such as biotin-avidin [100, 101],

antibody-antigen [102], and Galectin-3-lactose [45]. Often used in conjunction with

steered molecular dynamics calculations, these experiments have given researchers

insight into the force-driven conformations of molecules and the bond strengths of

receptor-ligand pairs, furthering our understanding of biological systems.

In AFM-based force spectroscopy experiments, forces are applied to the molecule

or receptor-ligand pair by increasing the distance between the cantilever and sample

to which the molecule or biomolecular system is attached. By measuring the verti-
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cal deflection of the microcantilever throughout the pulling process, one is able to

calculate the forces required to stretch the molecule or rupture the molecular bonds.

The resulting force-extension profile can then be used to gain insight into the me-

chanical properties and structure of the molecule. The structure of molecules is of

particular interest to researchers as the function of a molecule arises from its three-

dimensional structure. This structure-function relationship is perhaps best illustrated

in proteopathies, where structural irregularities have been associated with illnesses

such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease [20], bovine spongiform encephalopathy [21], and

Alzheimer’s disease [22, 23].

Figure 3.1 contains an illustration of a typical AFM-based force spectroscopy

pulling cycle. Each force spectroscopy pulling cycle can be split into two phases,

the approach phase (blue) where the bonds and attachments are formed and the

retraction phase (green) were the molecules are stretched and/or bonds are broken.

The remainder of the chapter is divided into two sections that discuss the variety of

techniques that were developed to approach the surface and stretch molecules.

3.2 Approaching the Surface

A crucial, yet oft overlooked step in every AFM force spectroscopy pulling cycle is the

confluence of the cantilever tip and the substrate. Also known as the approach phase

of a pulling cycle, the meeting of the cantilever tip and the substrate is fundamental

to the experiment as it enables bond formation between the two surfaces. Depending

on the particular experimental setup, molecules can bind directly or indirectly to the

cantilever tip through the use of a functionalized or uncoated cantilever, respectively.

Because the number of available binding sites is related to the surface area of the

cantilever tip within range of the molecules on the substrate, it is possible to influ-

ence the number of binding events by carefully controlling the substrate approach.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of an AFM force spectroscopy pulling cycle with correspond-
ing cantilever-substrate diagrams. During the initial approach (1), the cantilever is
not in contact with the substrate sample and, as a result, the deflection of the can-
tilever is constant. When the substrate makes contact with the cantilever (2), the
deflection of the cantilever begins to rise in a linear fashion (3). Once the desired con-
tact position or force has been reached, the substrate is retracted from the cantilever
tip at a specific velocity or load rate. If nonspecific or specific binding occurred while
the tip and substrate were in contact, the cantilever will begin to deflect as the two
surfaces are separated (4). Rupture of the bonds will lead to a sharp transition in
the vertical deflection signal as the cantilever snaps back to its original position (5).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Cantilever drift rates measured in various aqueous solutions. The can-
tilevers were not in contact with the surface during this time. a) Veeco MLCT series
probe in water. Blue trace = raw data, gray trace = exponential fit. Source [4].
b) Veeco NP series probe in various solutions. The normalized vertical signal is the
measured vertical signal divided by the overall intensity. Black trace = functional-
ized cantilever in unknown solution, gray • = functionalized cantilever in unknown
solution, dark gray ▽ = uncoated cantilever in deionized (DI) water, gray dashed line
= uncoated cantilever in PBS, black ∗ = uncoated cantilever in DI water.

Furthermore, because nonspecific adhesion increases with increasing contact force,

controlling the substrate approach can also reduce the amount of adhesion seen in

the force-extension curves [45, 103].

While regulating the tip-sample contact force and tip-sample separation distance

is straightforward for manual operation of the instrument, automating the process is

more difficult. Due to sample irregularities, surface roughness, and system drift, the

measured location of the tip-sample contact position is not constant over the course

of the experiment. Figure 3.2 contains measured vertical signals of commercial AFM

cantilevers in aqueous solutions. As the figure illustrates, the vertical deflection of the

cantilever can fluctuate greatly over a period of 1 to 2 hours. Because the system drift

can be caused by hardware drifts, sample changes, cantilever bimetallic effects, and

solution fluctuations, the magnitude and rate of the system drift varies throughout

the experiment [104–106]. Since the cantilever and the substrate can drift at different
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rates, automated force spectroscopy programs must be adaptable if the tip-sample

contact force or tip-sample separation distance is to be regulated.

The following sections outline a number of different force spectroscopy approach

techniques that were developed during the course of the research, with specific focus

on force-minimization capabilities. Each of the programs is fully automated and is

capable of probing multiple substrate surface locations. Additionally, in an effort

to assist researchers in studying the kinetics of bond formation, all programs are

integrated with adjustable tip-sample dwell time capabilities.

3.2.1 Motivation for Minimizing Tip-Sample Contact Forces

Recent studies have indicated that the compressive forces in AFM-based force spec-

troscopy experiments can lead to tip damage [107], nonspecific adsorption [45, 103],

multiple binding events [87,88,108], sample damage [103,109], or molecule denatura-

tion [103,109]. While each of these problems will impact the experiment in different

ways, they all are capable of altering or obscuring the true structure and/or behavior

of the molecule(s) under investigation. Figure 3.3 contains an artist rendition of the

relationship between contact force and binding events. With small tip-sample contact

forces (Figure 3.3a), the area of the tip in contact with the molecule layer is small and

the number of tip binding sites available to the molecular surface is marginal (two).

As the contact force increases (Figure 3.3b), the cantilever tip indents the sample

surface, thereby increasing the cantilever surface area in contact with the molecular

layer. With a larger interfacial surface area, the number of cantilever binding sites

within range of the molecules increases, resulting in additional binding events (four).

Due to the curvature of the cantilever tip, deformation of the molecular surface leads

to compression of the molecules located beneath the apex of the cantilever tip. With

large tip-sample contact forces (Figure 3.3c), the layer of molecules on the sample
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Artistic rendition of the relationship between contact force and binding
events. Blue crescent shapes represent the available binding sites on the cantilever
tip. a) Minimal contact force: two bonds are formed, negligible molecule compression.
b) Intermediate contact force: four bonds are formed with slight deformation of the
sample surface. c) Large contact force: six bonds are formed with severe deformation
of the molecular surface.

surface is severely deformed and the number of binding sites available for bond for-

mation increases (six). The molecules located directly beneath the apex of the tip

are subject to substantial compressive forces, which may, in turn, lead to sample

denaturation or cantilever damage [103,109].

In order to limit multiple binding events and tip/sample damage, it is often desir-

able to keep the tip-sample contact force to a minimum. This minimal compressive

force requirement, however, leads to complications when integrated into an auto-

mated pulling system. Currently, there are two different methods commonly utilized

during the approach phase of an automated pulling cycle, a position-based method

and a force-trigger method.

While the position-based method might be adequate for experiments conducted

in air or vacuum with a closed-loop positioning system, it becomes problematic in

aqueous solutions and/or open-loop systems where thermal instabilities or drift can

lead to fluctuations in the position of the cantilever with respect to the substrate

surface. Because the drift of commercial cantilevers can be on the order of hundreds

of nanometers [104–106], tip-sample contact force can fluctuate drastically during

experiments. As a result, this surface approach method should not be utilized for
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sensitive molecular systems where compressive forces could alter structure of the

molecule. Because nonspecific binding increases with increasing contact force [45,

103], this method is also not appropriate for short molecules where key bond ruptures

could be obscured by nonspecific adhesion.

The force-trigger method, on the other hand, is capable of providing more consis-

tent contact forces throughout the span of an automated force spectroscopy experi-

ment as the substrate will only approach the surface until the desired force is reached.

While more consistent than the position-based method, this approach method is sus-

ceptible to system noise and cantilever fluctuations, particularly for low trigger forces

in aqueous solutions. At low trigger forces, the deflection of the cantilever associ-

ated with the trigger force is comparable to that which may be induced by thermal

variations or fluid flow within the system. As a result, the approach phase of the

pulling cycle is often prematurely ended due to false triggering of the contact thresh-

old. While it is possible to decrease the likelihood of a false trigger by filtering the

vertical photodiode signal, this can lead to time delays in the triggering process.

Because neither of the aforementioned automation approach techniques are ca-

pable of repeatedly providing contact forces below 100 pN, many researchers have

opted for manual approach techniques [45,103,110]. In these manual techniques, the

approach-retraction cycle is repeated several times, each time moving the starting

point of the next retraction phase one to five nanometers closer to the cantilever

tip until the resulting force-extension curves began to show evidence of adhesion or

interaction between the two surfaces. While manually controlling the approach has

the advantage of keeping the contact force minimal (<100 pN), it has the distinct

disadvantage of being extremely user-intensive and time consuming. Using the pro-

cedure outlined above, a fellow research associate (Dr. Phillip W. Snyder) spent five

full work days commanding the position of the z-stage on the AFM to collect the
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necessary amount of data (3500-8000 pulls) for the particular experiment [111].

3.2.2 Existing Approach Techniques

Position-Based Method

One method commonly employed to automate the collection of AFM force spec-

troscopy data is a simple position-based approach that oscillates the z-stage between

two user-defined positions at a desired rate [102]. As previously mentioned, this

method is both fast and easy to implement, however because the system drift is not

constrained to the piezoelectric z-stage, the contact force varies over the course of

the experiment (Figure 3.4a).

Force-Trigger Method

One way to approach the cantilever surface is to utilize a force-trigger. When this

method is utilized, the piezoelectric stage is moved towards the cantilever, typically at

a constant velocity, until the desired force is reached. While this approach technique

is common in commercial systems, the technique was previously unavailable for our

custom instrument and needed to be developed for this research.

For flexibility and usability purposes, the force-trigger system was designed in

MATLAB and digitally implemented using the dSPACE DAQ card. Due to DAQ

equipment constraints, it was necessary for the data recording and data comparison

processes to run at different sampling frequencies. Because the variables recorded

during the approach cycle are more important from an analysis standpoint, these

variables were recorded at the desired sampling frequency (5 kHz) while the force

comparison process was operated at a lower frequency. As a result, the force-trigger

program had to be tuned in order to obtain an acceptable force distribution for

repetitive pulling cycles.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: a) Tip-sample contact forces recorded over the course of 250 pulling
cycles using the position-based approach method. b) Histogram of contact forces
obtained using the digital force trigger program (Ftrig = 500 pN, approach velocity
= 50 nm/s). Both experiments were conducted using a functionalized cantilever and
a Galectin-3 surface in room temperature PBS (Appendix C.3).

The program was tuned by adjusting the approach distance, approach velocity,

and force-trigger threshold such that the tightest contact force distribution was ob-

tained utilizing the fastest approach velocity. The program tuning was performed

using a force-trigger of 500 pN and a functionalized NP cantilever with a nomi-

nal spring constant of 120 pN/nm submerged in room-temperature phosphate buffer

saline (PBS). The FRMS of the approach data was 14 pN. Figure 3.4b contains the

resulting force-distribution. For this particular program setting, the average contact

force was 478 ± 37 pN (range 419 pN - 579 pN). Taking into account the stiffness of

the cantilever, the maximum deviation from the desired position is 0.7 nm.

3.2.3 Development of a New Contact Force Minimization

Technique

As neither of the aforementioned approach techniques were appropriate for automated

force minimization studies, an alternative approach technique was developed for our

collaborative research with the Toone Research Group (Dave Carlson and Carleen
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Morris). The program is a position-based method that uses the data recorded during

the previous retraction cycle to reposition the sample to account for system drift for

the current pulling cycle. A flow chart of the program can be found in Figure 3.5.

The force-minimization program begins with the user inputting parameters into the

program to customize the software for the particular experiment. Once this has been

completed, the z-stage moves the substrate to a location a few hundred nanometers off

the estimated cantilever surface. At this non-contact position, the vertical deflection

signal is re-zeroed to account for system drift. At the conclusion of this vertical signal

adjustment process, the substrate is moved towards the cantilever at the desired

speed until the desired z-position is reached (ZREF). Once the desired position is

reached, the retraction phase of the pulling cycle begins. Once the full pulling cycle is

complete, the program plots the data, calculates the tip-sample contact force (vertical

photodiode signal), and determines if any rupture events were present. Because the

photodetector calibration process may result in cantilever fouling or damage, this

process is done at the conclusion of the program. The automation program uses

the raw photodetector signal to determine cantilever-substrate contact. However,

because an estimate of the contact force can be obtained from the vertical signal, for

explanation purposes, vertical signals will be designated as forces for the remainder

of this section.

Errors due to drift and fluid loading were minimized by detrending the collected

data for each pull. Data was detrended by fitting the last 100-200 nm of the pulling

data to a 1st order linear equation and subtracting this linear trend from the entire

data set. In order to minimize the likelihood of improper detrending, the retraction

distance was specifically chosen to be 200-300 nm longer than any potential unbind-

ing event. Similar normalization techniques have been utilized in automated data

collection with force control [106]. Once the data has been detrended, the software
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Figure 3.5: Flow chart of the automated pulling program. ∆Z1 and ∆Z2 are user-
defined parameters that control the magnitude of the z-stage adjustments. These
values will depend on the magnitude and direction of the cantilever drift. For the
present experiments, the cantilever drifted towards the surface and therefore ∆Z1
and ∆Z2 were set at 3 and 5 nm, respectively.
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determined contact force is compared to a threshold value in the software. If too

much tip-sample contact is made, the desired position of the z-stage for the next

approach cycle is decreased by an amount ∆Z2. If the contact threshold has not been

surpassed, the software proceeds to determine if any rupture events were present

by comparing the largest recorded rupture force to a second threshold value. If a

rupture is present, the desired z-position will not be adjusted for the next pulling

cycle. If no rupture events are present, it is possible that the tip was not within

range of the substrate for binding to occur. In such a case, the desired z-position

for the next pulling cycle will be increased by an amount ∆Z1. At the conclusion of

this process, the data is saved, and the program will repeat again using the adjusted

z-contact position. Because the desired z-contact position changes with each pulling

cycle, system drift can be offset and contact forces can be minimized over the course

of long-term experiments.

3.2.4 Force Minimization Results

To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed automation method, the contact

forces obtained via the standard position-based approach were compared with those

obtained via the new controlled approach (Figure 3.6). As one can see, the contact

forces obtained via the standard approach method (solid, blue line) slowly increase

due to drift within the experimental system (mean contact force, Fcm = 2587 pN ±

799 pN, range of contact forces Fcr = [892 pN - 3974 pN]). The initial contact force

was set high (1394 pN) such that contact would remain throughout the experiment

should the system drift the other way. The contact forces obtained via the controlled

approach (dashed, green line), on the other hand, remain relatively constant through-

out the automation experiment (Fcm = 101 ± 132 pN, Fcr = [0 - 409 pN]). In many

cases, the cantilever hovered within the attractive regime without actually contacting
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Figure 3.6: Contact force (Fc) vs. pull index for the position-based method (solid)
and the force-minimization method (dashed). Approach/retraction cycles that had
evidence of proximal contact (adhesive forces and nonspecific unbinding) without a
positive contact force were designated as having a 0 pN contact force. 100% of the
pulls in both methods had evidence of contact or proximal contact.

the substrate surface, an ideal situation for some experiments. If however, sample

contact is necessary the program parameters can be adjusted accordingly.

Although the linear increase in Fc associated with the standard approach method

might lead one to believe that linearly decreasing the desired in contact z-position

would yield better results, such a method would be difficult to implement and would

be inappropriate for long-term experiments. Because the system drift is not consis-

tent for different cantilevers, samples, and solutions, such a method would need to

be recalibrated every time the program was used or the experimental environment

changed. Second, and more importantly, the linear approximation of system drift

will fail to hold over the long time periods due to highly variable cantilever instabil-

ities that result from bimetallic effects, protein adsorption, and evaporation-induced

solution concentration changes [4, 112]. The proposed controlled approach, on the

other hand, overcomes these issues by constantly readjusting the desired in contact

z-position based on the previous pulling data.
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Figure 3.7: Contact force (Fc) (solid, blue line) and starting z-stage position (zstart)
(dashed, green line) for 250 pulls. Those pulls that contained evidence of surface
contact or unbinding are designated with the red dots.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the long-term capabilities of the controlled approach pro-

gram, showing the contact force and starting z-stage position for 250 pulls taken

over a period of approximately 1 hour. The number of pulling events per hour is

dependent on retraction/approach velocity, retraction distance, and contact dwell

time and, therefore, can be increased or decreased by adjusting the parameters ac-

cordingly. In this particular experiment the automation program was set to take 50

pulls at 5 different xy-locations. Out of the 250 pulls, 63.3% had evidence of contact

or proximal contact. This percentage is lower than the original tests (100% contact)

due to the extra precautions taken when changing xy-locations. Specifically the z-

stage was backed off the surface by 500 nm before the xy-stage was moved and the

new zstart position was decreased by 10 nm to account for sample slope or surface

irregularities. Of the pulls that had surface contact, Fcm = 44 pN ± 48 pN, with the

maximum contact force not exceeding 410 pN.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.8: Force-extension curves of Galectin-3-lactose obtained using the a-b)
Position-based approach. c) Force-trigger approach, Ftrig = 500 pN. d) Force-trigger
approach, Ftrig = 250 pN. e) Force minimization approach, Fc = 46.8 pN, Frup = 41.5
pN, Erup = 65.1 nm. f) Force minimization approach, Fc = 85.4 pN, Frup = 90.7 pN,
Erup = 107.3 nm.
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To illustrate the impact of tip-sample contact force on sensitive receptor-ligand

pairs, a number of pulling cycles were conducted using each of the approach methods.

Each experiment was conducted using Galectin-3 and lactose (Appendix C.3) in room

temperature PBS. Figure 3.8 contains a representative sample of the force-extension

curves obtained during these studies. Figures 3.8a and 3.8b were obtained using

the position-based method, Figures 3.8c and 3.8d were obtained using the force-

trigger method, and Figures 3.8e and 3.8f were obtained using the force minimization

method. As the figures illustrate, larger tip-sample contact forces often resulted in

convoluted force extension curves that are difficult to analyze. As the contact force

decreased, the curves become cleaner, with less adhesion and fewer multiple rupture

events. Only with the force minimization technique were clear, rupture events easily

discernable.

Although this automation program cannot control the contact force exactly, the

advantage of the program lies in its flexibility and simplicity. Because ∆Z1 and

∆Z2 are user-defined parameters, the program will be functional regardless of the

magnitude and direction of the AFM system drift. This is extremely important in

that system drift varies within and between individual experiments. Furthermore,

because the program does not rely on force control or closed-loop position control, it

will not increase the system noise and it can be easily adapted for use on any AFM

system.

3.3 Techniques to Stretch Molecules and Rupture

Bonds

Equally important as the approach phase of an AFM-based force spectroscopy ex-

periment is the retraction phase where the cantilever tip and substrate surface are

separated. It is during this phase of the experiment where the structure and proper-
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ties of the molecule or receptor-ligand pair are revealed. As previously mentioned the

separation of the two surfaces is typically done at a user-defined velocity or loading

rate. In the former method, the substrate is retracted from the cantilever by moving

the piezoelectric z-stage at a desired velocity. This retraction method is capable of

providing insight into the mechanical properties of the molecule under investigation.

In the latter method, the piezoelectric stage is retracted in a controlled fashion such

that the deflection of the cantilever changes at a constant rate. This is accomplished

via use of the force controller described in Chapter 2.3.2. Also known as dynamic

force spectroscopy (DFS), this method is capable of revealing prominent energy bar-

riers because the bonds within the molecule are weighted equally.

In DFS, the applied force adds a mechanical potential that tilts the energy land-

scape and lowers the energy barriers which are formed by bonds within the molecules

and interactions between the residues [5, 73–76]. Because the probability of escape

from an energy barrier is dependent on the applied force and the time spent at that

force (loading rate), a map of the energy barriers can be created from the spectrum

of bond rupture force and loading rate [5, 73].

The energy landscape of a molecule is a one-dimensional representation of the

energy and entropy that is available to a molecule from its folded to unfolded struc-

ture [74–76]. Within this context, the folded and unfolded states of the molecule

are separated by a number of energy barriers that are formed by bonds within the

molecule and interactions between the residues. If given sufficient time, bonds within

a molecule will unbind under thermal agitation. Although individual bonds may fail,

the probability of a molecule to overcome a succession of energy barriers to fully de-

nature is extremely unlikely. However, when an external force, such as that provided

by an AFM, is applied to the molecule, the energy landscape is altered such that the

sharp energy barriers are lowered and the likelihood of unbinding increases [5,73]. A
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Conceptual energy landscapes for bonds confined by sharp activation
barriers or transition states (ts). An external force, such as that provided by an
AFM, adds a mechanical potential, −(fcosθ)x, that tilts the landscape and lowers
the energy barriers. The shape and location of the barriers are unchanged by the
external force, just the height of the barrier changes. a) A single barrier under force.
b) A cascade of barriers under force where an inner barrier emerges to dominate
kinetics when the outer barrier is driven down. Modified from [5].

graphical representation of this concept can be seen in Figure 3.9.

Because the AFM developed as part of this research is equipped with both po-

sition and force controllers, both the velocity and constant-rate pulling methods are

available to the researcher. The novelty of the research, however, lies in the develop-

ment of fully automated, multi-phase pulling software for specialized research. Two

of the programs will be described in the following section. The first program was

designed for intersurface self-assembly studies and the second program was designed

to deconvolute force-extension curves and to catch single molecules for alignment

studies.

3.3.1 Multi-Phase Pulling Technique for Intersurface Self-

Assembly Studies

In a typical AFM force spectroscopy experiment, the cantilever tip and substrate are

separated at a given velocity or pulling rate until the molecule is completely unrav-
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eled or the bonds are ruptured. While advantageous for studying the mechanical

properties of molecules or receptor-ligand pairs, it is not appropriate for studying the

time and distance dependency of reversible polymer bridging. In these intersurface

self-assembly studies, the cantilever tip is held at a given tip-sample separation dis-

tance for a predefined amount of time, after which, the surfaces are fully separated.

Because the cantilever is not in contact with the sample surface, the study is capa-

ble of determining the mechanical properties and kinetics of self-assembled polymer

bridge formation. This phenomenon is of interest to researchers because the bridging

of polymers between surfaces plays an important role in adhesion, tribology, and col-

loidal stability [113]. Due to the nanometer positioning capabilities, the AFM is an

ideal tool to study the structure and dynamics of self-assembled reversible polymer

bridging. To assist our collaborators in the Craig Research Group (Dr. Michael J.

Serpe and Jason Whitehead) in conducting this research, an automated multi-phase

pulling program was developed.

The multi-phase pulling program begins by approaching the cantilever surface

using the force-trigger approach method described in Chapter 3.2.2. Once the desired

contact force (FDES) has been reached, the program calculates the true tip-sample

contact location (Zc) and positions the cantilever at a distance, d, off the sample

surface. Depending on the particular experimental protocol, the cantilever can either

remain at the original xy-location [x0, y0] or it can be relocated to a different surface

location [x1, y1] located adjacent to the tip-sample approach site. This side-step

option is advantageous because the molecules at the new surface location have not

been altered or damaged by the approach cycle. Once the xy-location has been

established, the cantilever is held at the user-defined tip-sample gap width, d0, for a

predetermined amount of time, twait, during which the self-assembled polymer bridges

are formed between the cantilever tip and substrate sample. Once the cantilever dwell
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Figure 3.10: Time-course of the automated AFM pulling software for intersurface
self-assembly studies.

time is fulfilled, the substrate is retracted from the tip at a given velocity until the

desired tip-sample separation distance, d2, is reached. It is during this phase in the

experimental pulling cycle that the structure of the polymer bridge can be revealed.

After a set dwell time at position d2, the substrate is returned to its initial position,

d0, and the cycle begins again. Pulling cycles are repeated a predefined number of

times at this location after which the xy position is adjusted, the surface is relocated,

and the initial tip-sample gap width is reset. A time-course of this pulling program

can be found in Figure 3.10.

Due to system drift, the tip-sample gap width, d, does not remain constant

throughout the course of the pulling experiment. In order to obtain a better es-

timate of the true tip-sample gap width, the drift rate can be calculated manually or

automatically. In the manual drift calculations, the tip repeatedly contacts the sam-

ple over a predetermined length of time. The tip-sample contact positions are then

plotted as a function of time and fit with a 1st order linear equation. In the automated

drift calculations, the tip-sample contact position is calculated during the course of

the pulling experiment. Because the tip-sample contact position and the time are

recorded for each approach, an estimate of the system drift rate can be obtained by
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calculating the change in the contact position over consecutive approaches.

Results

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the software, results of a preliminary study

by our collaborators in the Craig Research Group (Dr. Michael J. Serpe and Jason

Whitehead) are presented here. The results shown in this section were obtained using

manual drift calculations (∼0.15 nm/s) and with the side-step option disabled. Three

different dwell times (4, 9, and 14 seconds) were studied.

In this study, a clean, untreated Si3N4 cantilever and a sample containing immobi-

lized DNA1 ((5′ → 3′)GGTATACC-C3H6SH) were mounted in the AFM and exposed

to a 10µM solution of DNA2 ((5′ → 3′)GGTATACCGCTTAAGC). The 8-mer ends

of DNA2 are self-complementary, so DNA2 reversibly polymerizes in solution to an

average degree of polymerization of ∼5 (contour length ∼ 15 nm) at this concentra-

tion [114]. In addition, the 5′ end of DNA2 is complementary to immobilized thiol

DNA1, so anchored reversible polymers also extend from the surface [115].

Figure 3.11 shows the kinetics of bridge formation for four different gap width

ranges. As the figure illustrates, the number of pulls appears to be approaching

equilibrium for twait > 9 s (except for gap widths between 25-35 nm). In addition,

comparison of the average number of events per pull indicates that the probability

of polymer bridge formation decreases with increasing tip-sample gap width. While

additional studies are necessary to further quantify the relationship between the gap

width and bridge formation, these preliminary results are consistent with theoretical

predictions [116].

The distribution of the rupture lengths (leff′) as a function of the tip-sample gap

width for the 4 second and 14 second wait times (twait) can be found in Figures

3.12a and b, respectively. Because the DNA-based bridges are not believed to be
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Figure 3.11: The number of rupture events per pull as a function of twait at gap
width d = 5-15 nm (©), 15-25 nm (�), 25-35 nm (×), and 35-45 nm(△). The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean [6].

fully equilibrated for the 4 second wait time, the distribution in the rupture lengths

shown in Figure 3.12a provides insight into the kinetics of the bridge formation.

From the figure, it appears that the bridge formation occurs faster at smaller gap

width distances as evidenced by both the number of ruptures and the distribution

of the rupture lengths. Figure 3.12b, on the other hand, contains information on

the polymer bridge equilibrium condition. The distributions in leff′ are similar to the

Schultz-Flory distribution based on the previously characterized solution association

[114]. In addition, the similarity of the rupture length distributions obtained at

different gap widths has similar bridging probability across tip-sample gaps that are

within its reach.

3.3.2 Methods to Deconvolute Force-Extension Curves and

Catch Single Molecules

Although it is often desirable to minimize the contact force for AFM force spec-

troscopy experiments, in many cases a greater tip-sample interaction force is needed

in order to create the necessary bond(s) between the molecule and the cantilever.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: a) Histogram of the observed DNA length at rupture leff′ at 5 nm < d
< 15 nm (black), 15 nm < d < 25 nm (blue), 25 nm < d < 35 nm (green), 35 nm
< d < 45 nm (red) gap widths for twait = 4 s. b) Histogram of the observed DNA
length at rupture (leff′) at the indicated gap widths for twait = 14 s [6].

In such a case, the cantilever tip is usually pushed into the substrate surface until

the desired position or force is reached. Because a larger area of the cantilever tip

is in contact with the surface, adhesion and multiple bond formations are extremely

likely. As a result, the force-extension curves obtained at higher contact forces are

often convoluted, containing a plethora of information that is difficult to analyze and

therefore interpret [87,88]. Figure 3.14, for example, contains three examples of con-

voluted force-extension curves. In all three curves, the true shape and rupture force

of a single dextran molecule is obfuscated by adhesion and/or another molecule of

similar length.

While it is possible to minimize the probability of binding multiple molecules

by controlling the concentration of the molecules on the surface, this method is not

ideal in that it can dramatically increase the time needed to locate a molecule on the

surface. Furthermore, simply decreasing the concentration of the molecules on the

surface will not decrease the likelihood of nonspecific adhesion. Because it is highly

desirable for researchers to collect clear single molecule force-extension profiles in

an expeditious fashion, an automated multi-phase pulling program was developed to
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minimize the adverse effects of high contact forces.

The automated multi-phase pulling program is similar to basic pulling programs

except that instead of a single, continuous stretching motion, the new program con-

sists of multiple stretch-relaxation cycles, with each stretching phase longer than

the previous cycle. The numerous stretch/relaxation cycles in each pulling cycle

are designed to eliminate nonspecific binding events and to rupture multiple bonds

such that the force-extension curve of a single molecule can be obtained. Assum-

ing nonsymmetric binding on the cantilever tip or a polydisperse molecular solution,

molecules will rupture at different (measured) tip-sample separation distances. Be-

cause each stretch/relax cycle is longer than the previous cycle, the molecules will

rupture in succession according to length. Once the molecule is ruptured, its im-

pact on subsequent stretch-relaxation cycles will be eliminated. As a result, if the

stretching length increase (dL) is chosen with care, it is possible to obtain a clean

force-extension curve of a single molecule in the later pulling cycles. Furthermore,

because the relaxed extension of the molecule is set at a user-defined distance from

the substrate surface (d0) it is possible to eliminate adhesion effects from the collected

data and to hinder additional molecules from binding to the cantilever.

The multi-phase, automated pulling program can be divided into two sections:

1) the pulling cycle and 2) the stretch/relaxation cycle. For each pulling cycle, the

program will contact the surface once and then perform a number of stretch/relax

cycles with each stretching phase being longer than the previous. The range of xy-

coordinates to be probed and the number of pulling cycles at each of these coordinates

are user-defined parameters in the code. The pulling distances are measured with

respect to the calculated tip-sample contact position (zc) which is automatically cal-

culated from the approach data. All obtained forces are detrended with respect to

the first few nanometers of the approach curve when the cantilever is not in contact
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Figure 3.13: Graphical representation of the z-stage movements during a two-phase
stretch-relaxation automated pulling process with optional dithering (x2).

with the substrate surface.

A schematic of the z-stage movements during a two-step automation process can

be found in Figure 3.13. The blue line indicates the approach portion of the pulling

cycle. Two key points on the approach are the tip-sample contact position, zc, and

the desired force, FDES. Due to the flexibility of the pulling program, the approach

phase of the pulling program can be conducted using any one of the approach methods

described earlier in this chapter (e.g. force minimization, force trigger). After the

desired force has been reached, the surface will remain in contact with the cantilever

for a user-defined amount of time during which the cantilever dithering option can

be enabled. Once the tip-sample dwell time has been fulfilled, the z-stage will retract

a distance, d1, from the surface (green). Immediately following this retraction, the z-

stage will move to the ‘relax’ position which is a distance d0 from the sample surface.

Depending on the properties of the molecule and the desires of the researcher, the

cantilever can pause at this position for a user-defined amount of time in order to

allow for molecule refolding. Following this relaxation phase, the program stretches

and relaxes the molecule a second time, but at a longer extension, d2. The pulling

cycle is repeated until the user-defined maximum pulling length has been reached,
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after which, the cantilever approaches the surface and the multi-phase pulling loop

begins again.

The program is also equipped with a molecule catching option to assist the re-

searcher in capturing a single molecule for alignment studies. If the option is enabled,

the program will compare the maximum measured force to a force threshold. If the

threshold is reached, the cantilever will return to the relaxed position (d0) and will

prompt the user for input.

Due to its well-characterized force-extension curve and lack of hysteresis between

pulling cycles, dextran was used as a test polymer for this multi-phase automation

program. For a detailed description of the sample preparation, the reader is referred

to Appendix C. Dextran is typically identified in force-extension curves by its pro-

longed force plateau at approximately ∼800 pN [87,88, 117], which is believed to be

the result of a combination of simultaneous rotations around the C5-C6 bond and

chair-boat transitions of the polymer’s pyranose rings [118]. Molecules were attached

to the cantilever (MLCT-AUNM, Veeco) by pressing the tip onto the sample at forces

on the order of several nanonewtons. All measurements were carried out in aqueous

media (filtered deionized water or PBS) at room temperature.

Results

Figure 3.14 contains the force-extension curves of dextran obtained using the standard

(one-step) process (a-b) and the aforementioned two-step process (c-d). The plots

obtained using the standard method (Figures 3.14a-b) are convoluted with nonspecific

binding and multiple binding events, making manual or automatic identification of

any dextran molecules problematic. The plots obtained using the two-step method

(Figures 3.14c-d), however, are much clearer. The first stretching phase (green)

ruptures the nonspecific binding events that are prevalent under extensions of ∼200
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nm. Because the nonspecific bonds have already been ruptured, the second (and

final) stretching phase (red) is much cleaner than that seen in Figure 3.14a-b. The

shape of the curve, with its distinctive force plateau, is indicative of a single dextran

molecule [87, 88, 117].

An example of a nine-step pulling cycle (dL = 25 nm) can be found in Figure 3.15.

Here there are two different dextran molecules attached to the cantilever, although

only the first rupture event is present in the plot (∼450 nm). As the molecule

undergoes the repetitive stretch/relaxation cycles, no additional molecules become

attached to the cantilever and the force curves retain their characteristic shape. The

slight distance offset in the successive stretch/relaxation cycles seen in the plot is due

to system drift.

Because the automated multi-phase pulling program is capable of producing clean,

single molecule force-extension curves, the accuracy of any subsequent data analysis

can be improved. Furthermore, because the production of clean force-extension curves

no longer requires the use of extremely low sample concentrations, the time required

to obtain sufficient data for statistically significant analysis will likely decrease.

The molecule catching option also increases the efficiency of force spectroscopy

experiments. One of the main difficulties associated with the alignment program

described in Chapter 5 is catching a molecule of varying length. This program,

however, allows the researcher to do this with greater ease. Instead of simply guessing

the length of the molecule prior to pulling, the automated program will perform

numerous stretch-relaxation cycles at increasing lengths until the molecule catching

force threshold is reached.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.14: a-b) Force-extension curves obtained from a dextran substrate using
the standard, single phase stretch-retraction pulling program. The force signal from
the approach phase of the experiment is shown in gray and the retraction phase is
shown in black. c-d) Force-extension curves of dextran obtained using the multi-phase
automation program described in Figure 3.13. The blue curve is the approach phase
of the experiment, the green curve the first retraction/stretching cycle, and the red
curve is the second retraction/stretching cycle.
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Figure 3.15: Force-extension curve of dextran obtained using a nine-step automa-
tion program (dL = 25 nm).

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a number of automated force spectroscopy data

collection techniques to assist researchers in amassing large quantities of experimental

data. Recent estimates by Struckmeier et al. [119], for instance, have indicated that

approximately 11,500 force extension curves would need to be collected in order to

obtain statistically significant information about an interaction peak that occurs in

only 10% of all reproducible peak patterns. While many commercial systems would

be able to collect this amount of data in an automated fashion, the rigidity of the

control system and the operational software often precludes the use of these auto-

mated programs for customized research. The research presented in this chapter,

however, focuses on preserving the flexibility of the custom AFM without sacrific-

ing efficiency. Specifically, a variety of different methods to approach the surface

and stretch molecules were presented. Novel research focused on the development of

methods to minimize compressive forces during approach, form polymer bridges at
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different tip-sample gap-widths, produce clean, unconvoluted force-extension curves,

and catch single molecules for alignment research. Due to the flexibility of the cus-

tomized programming, the various approach and retraction methods were completely

interchangeable, thereby rapidly expanding the repertoire of force spectroscopy tools

available to the researcher. Each of the force-spectroscopy techniques was fully au-

tomated in order to increase the efficiency and repeatability of the data collection

process. By simultaneously focusing on both flexibility and efficiency, the resulting

instrument has become a powerful tool for the in-depth study of materials, molecules,

and processes.
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Chapter 4

Development of Force Spectroscopy Data

Analysis Tools

During the course of this research, a number of tools were developed in order to

assist the researcher in analyzing the copious amounts of data collected during AFM

force spectroscopy experiments. While commercial force spectroscopy data analysis

programs are available [120], the software is proprietary and can only be purchased as

part of a complete AFM system. Open source force spectroscopy tools are available

online [121]; however these programs are often constrained to specific data formats

and analytical techniques. As a result, custom force spectroscopy tools were devel-

oped to analyze the data collected with our custom AFM system. Because polymeric

model fitting was not a driving concern of our collaborative research, the analysis

tools developed as part of this project focused solely on determining the rupture

statistics of the collected data.

This chapter focuses on the development of manual and automated analysis tools

and is divided into four sections. The first section of the chapter centers on the

development of manual force spectroscopy analysis software. The chapter continues

with a discussion of automated data analysis programs during which the accuracy

and efficiency of two different automated analysis programs will be examined. The

third section of the chapter contains a detailed discussion of force volume imaging

techniques, complete with examples and a discussion of potential applications. The

chapter concludes with a summary of the research and closing remarks.
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4.1 Manual Force Spectroscopy Analysis Software

During the course of the research, a number of manual force spectroscopy data anal-

ysis tools were developed to assist the researcher in analyzing the data and storing

the results in a manner that was conducive to further study. Because a primary goal

of the research was to develop a fully automated AFM system, the manual analysis

programs also served as a basis for development and testing of automated programs.

It is important to note that the analysis programs presented in this chapter were de-

signed in conjunction with our research collaborators, the Toone and Craig Research

Groups. As a result, the plotting preferences, analysis techniques, and rupture cri-

teria have been customized for each group. Because the specifications for analysis

and plotting were more rigid for the collaborations with the Toone Research Group,

the description below will focus on the programs designed to analyze Galectin-3 and

lactose interactions. The manual analysis programs for both groups can be found in

Appendix D.

During manual data analysis, the software automatically opens each raw data set

and plots the corresponding force-extension data. The user is required to click on

various points of interest on the figure and to export the information to the MATLAB

command window. The software records the data gathered from the figure and the

information generated by the program and saves it to an array that will contain the

rupture statistics for the entire set of data. By grouping this information in a single

array, the resulting information is in a format that is conducive to further analysis.

The software designed for the Toone Research Group (Dave Carlson and Carleen

Morris) generates three plots for each set of data. The first plot contains a truncated

data set localized around an extension of zero. This plot will allow the user to select

one point representing nonspecific binding or adhesion. The second plot contains
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.1: Example of the three plots generated during manual analysis. a) Plot
1 - adhesion. b) Plot 2 - rupture events. c) Plot 3 - final, saved plot. Fc = 42.1 pN,
Fadh = 0 pN, Frup = 65.2 pN, Erup = 44.2 nm, and Energy = 1368 pN-nm2. The data
used in these figures was obtained from Galectin-3 - lactose studies and was collected
using the force minimization program described is Chapter 3.2.1.

the data from the entire pulling cycle. This plot will allow the user to select up

to eight rupture events on the plot. Each rupture event consists of two points, the

maximum rupture force and the corresponding point associated with the force drop

due to bond rupture. The program utilizes these user-defined points to calculate

the rupture force. The third and last plot in the series contains the full approach-

retraction data with all user-selected points labeled. Figure 4.1 contains an example

of the three plots generated with the manual analysis program. In these plots, the gray

trace represents the vertical force signal as the cantilever approaches the substrate

surface and the black trace represents the retraction or stretching phase of the pulling

experiment. Zero force/extension baselines are designated with dashed red lines and

the adhesion cutoff extension is designated with a dashed cyan line. All user-selected

data points are designated with a cyan ◦ and final contact forces and rupture events

are designated with a blue ◦.

During the development of the manual analysis program, it was discovered that

users often selected too many adhesion and/or rupture events, clicked on points in

the wrong order, or simply chose adhesion/rupture events that did not follow the
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pre-defined adhesion and rupture selection criteria. In such a case, the resulting

data was often corrupted, making further analysis impossible. In order to safeguard

against user errors, a number of data verification steps and correction features were

added to the manual analysis software. For instance, if too many points were selected

during the designated adhesion and rupture plots, the program stopped. If a selected

adhesion event occurred beyond the designated adhesion cutoff extension (E > 10

nm), the user-defined adhesion force and extension were reset to zero. If the rupture

events were not selected in the correct order, the program rearranged the data such

that the final array was consistent throughout the entire series of data. Furthermore,

because each rupture event consisted of two points, the program also checked to make

sure that an appropriate number of points were selected, that the resulting rupture

force was positive, and that the distance between the two points used to define a

rupture event was not greater than 15 nm. Last but not least, per the collaborator’s

request, the program eliminated those user-defined rupture events with forces less

than 35 pN.

In addition to recording the adhesion and rupture forces and extensions, the pro-

gram also performs a number of automatic calculations. Specifically, variables such as

z-contact position, maximum contact force, actual tip-sample contact time, and un-

binding energy were calculated. From the selected data, the program also calculates

the maximum force, maximum rupture force, and maximum rupture length. Both

the user and software- defined variables were recorded in a single array which enabled

users to easily analyze the rupture statistics of the entire set of force spectroscopy

data. The information was also stored in a format that was compatible with the force

volume imaging software, which will be discussed later on in the chapter.
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4.2 Automated Force Spectroscopy Data Analysis

Software

In order to glean statistically significant information from force spectroscopy ex-

periments, a large number of force measurements need to be collected and ana-

lyzed. Although the automation programs described in Chapter 3 minimizes the

user-interaction during the data collection process, there is still the daunting task of

analyzing the data. As previously mentioned, the primary focus of the research was

to develop an accurate and efficient AFM for force spectroscopy research. Because the

data analysis process is an extremely time consuming part of force spectroscopy re-

search, automated data analysis tools were developed. The advantages of automating

this process are two-fold. 1) It increases the efficiency of the system by eliminating

user interaction from the data analysis process. 2) It improves the accuracy and

consistency of the system by eliminating subjectivity from the analysis process.

During this phase in the project, two automated analysis programs were devel-

oped. The first program focuses on determining the adhesive properties of surfaces

and the elastic properties of molecules. Specifically, the program was designed to

calculate the contact force, maximum rupture force, maximum rupture length, and

energy dispersed during the pulling process such that comparison between these vari-

ables could occur. The second program was designed to locate and record the forces

and extensions associated with receptor-ligand rupture events. Both of these pro-

grams are presented here.

Automated Analysis of Adhesive Properties

In addition to providing a wealth of information about the tertiary structure of

molecules, AFM-based force spectroscopy experiments are also capable of provid-
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Figure 4.2: Force-extension plot obtained from a sample containing dextran. The
approach curve is designated with a dashed blue line and the retraction curve with a
solid green line. Maximum rupture force, maximum rupture extension, and dissipated
energy are labeled.

ing insight into the adhesive properties of surfaces, the elasticity of molecules, and

the energy dissipated during the pulling process [122–125]. As a result, software

was developed to automatically calculate several of the parameters associated with

these properties from the pulling data. Specifically, the contact force, the maximum

rupture force, the maximum rupture extension, and the energy dissipated during the

course of the pulling cycle were extracted from the data. Figure 4.2 contains a force

extension plot of dextran with the aforementioned parameters labeled.

The accuracy and efficiency of the automated data analysis program were verified

by comparing the software-determined variables with those obtained manually. For
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Two of the force-extension plots generated using the automated soft-
ware. The software-determined maximum rupture forces (Fms) are labeled with black
∗ and the maximum rupture extensions (ems) are labeled with a black ◦. a) Fc =
3959 pN, Fms = 1685 pN, ems= 304 nm, and E = 615,901 pN-nm2. b) Fc = 4050 pN,
Fms = 2090 pN, ems =166 nm, and E = 421,005 pN-nm2.

this verification step, 375 force-spectroscopy data sets obtained from a dextran surface

(Appendix C.1) were studied. Because the data was collected primarily for a different

experiment, the data sets were split into three groups, each containing 125 pulls.

The automated analysis program took an average of 10 minutes and 34 seconds to

analyze, plot, and save each of the 125 figures (∼5.1 seconds per data set). Two

of the plots obtained using the automated analysis program can be found in Figure

4.3. The software-determined maximum rupture forces (Fms) and maximum rupture

extensions (ems) are labeled with black ∗ and black ◦, respectively.

Of the 375 force extension data sets analyzed with the automated analysis pro-

gram, none had errors in the maximum rupture force calculations and 26 (6.9%) had

errors in the maximum rupture extension calculations. Because the energy calcula-

tions are directly related to the maximum rupture extension calculations, 6.9% of the

curves also had errors in the software-determined dissipated energy calculations. Of

the 26 plots with errors, one had a large, sporadic fluctuation in the force signal, most
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likely caused by a jarring motion to the AFM hardware or loud noise in the lab space

during the data collection process. As a result, that data set has been eliminated

from future calculations. Of the remaining 25 data sets with errors, 100% of the

software-determined maximum rupture extensions (ems) were less then the manually

determined maximum rupture extensions (emm), with the mean difference between

the two equal to 9.4 nm. A histogram containing the distribution of the maximum

rupture extension errors can be found in Figure 4.4a. As the figure illustrates, slightly

over half of the curves had errors less than or equal to 5 nm. A closer examination of

the force-extension curves with errors indicated that the errors were often the result

of small ‘jumps’ in the force signal prior to returning to the zero force baselines.

An example of such a ‘jump’ can be found in Figure 4.4b. It is possible that these

small ‘jumps’ in the force signal were the result of the cantilever oscillating after the

rupture event, however more information on this phenomenon is necessary in order

to verify this theory. It is important to note that because each of the force-extension

curves is saved, it is easy for the researcher to quickly scroll through the images and

determine which data sets need to be re-analyzed manually.

Assuming that a user would spend 20 seconds to plot and analyze each of the 375

data sets, the researcher would save over 2 hours by utilizing the automated data

analysis software. If one considers the number of data sets typically required for a

complete force spectroscopy study, utilization of the automated analysis software has

the potential to improve the efficiency of the instrument and dramatically decrease

the strain on the researcher. As a result, the automated analysis program is a valuable

addition to the AFM system.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: a) Histogram of the errors associated with the software-determined
maximum rupture extension (ems). b) Force-extension plot with erroneous maximum
rupture length calculation due to a small ‘jump’ in the force signal after rupture.
The computer determined maximum rupture force (Fms) is designated by a black ∗
and the maximum rupture extension (ems) is designated by a black ◦.

Automated Analysis of Receptor-Ligand Rupture Events

In addition to the aforementioned automated analysis software, an additional pro-

gram was developed to analyze receptor-ligand rupture events. The analysis program

was designed specifically for the criteria set forth by our collaborators in the Toone

Research Group (Dave Carlson and Carleen Morris), and the results presented in this

section will demonstrate that the objectives of the project were successfully accom-

plished. In order to remove bias from the software verification process, an external

party (Dave Carlson) was asked to manually analyze a series of 737 force-extension

curves. The information gathered during the manual analysis was then used to de-

velop the automated analysis program. After the automated analysis program was

adequately tuned, the rupture statistics from the manual and automated analysis

programs were compared.

The automated analysis program analyzed, plotted, and saved each force-extension

curve in the series at a rate of ∼0.9 seconds per data set. The computational speed
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Force-extension curves of Galectin-3 and lactose interactions. Both
curves were analyzed and plotted using the automated analysis program. a) Frs=
233 and 139 pN (Frm = 221.2 and 138.7 pN). b) Frs = 110 pN (Frm = 109.8 pN).

of this automated analysis technique is much faster than that in the previous section

because the data collection sampling frequency was lower than that in the previous

section and, as a result, there were fewer points to analyze and plot. Figure 4.5 con-

tains two force-extension curves of Galectin-3 and lactose (Appendix C.3) generated

with the automated analysis program. Between the two curves, the automated data

analysis program located three rupture events, two in Figure 4.5a and one in Figure

4.5b. The software-determined rupture forces (Frs = 233 pN and 139 pN) in Figure

4.5a were comparable to those recorded manually (Frm = 221.2 pN and 138.7 pN),

with a slight deviation in the first rupture force due to the subjective nature in which

the user chose to designate the rupture force during manual analysis. Figure 4.5b

had excellent agreement between the analysis techniques with a software-determined

rupture force of 110 pN and a manually-determined rupture force of 109.8 pN. Of

those rupture events that were detected both manually and automatically in the data

series, the mean difference between the manual- and software- determined rupture

forces was 5.4 ± 4.9 pN.
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The automated data analysis program recorded ‘false positives’ (software recorded

a rupture event not chosen during manual analysis) in 14.1% of the force-extension

curves and ‘false negatives’ (the software failed to record a rupture event chosen

during manual analysis) in 3.7% of the force-extension curves. While the number

of false positives is high, upon closer examination of the force-extension curves with

rupture discrepancies, it was evident that a number of very clear rupture events were

not recorded by the user during manual analysis. Because re-examining the manu-

ally generated data would introduce bias into the comparison process, an accurate

calculation of the number of false positives is not possible. However, based on the

post-analysis comparison, it is estimated that the percentage of false positives is

between 5-10%. The post-analysis comparison also illustrates the subjectivity asso-

ciated with manual analysis, as the criteria used to designate rupture events varied

from plot to plot. The automated analysis program, on the other hand, determined

rupture events in a consistent, objective manner throughout the analysis process.

Because variability in analysis techniques can lead to ambiguous or contradictory re-

sults, increasing the objectivity of the analysis process through the use of automated

software would assist researchers in drawing clearer conclusions from their work.

While the percentage of automated analysis errors is acceptable, it the belief of

the researcher that the techniques utilized to analyze the data are more accurate

than the aforementioned discussion implies. Unfortunately, the data utilized for this

study suffered from significant noise and signal irregularities. Figure 4.6a-b contains

typical force-extension plots obtained on the AFM located the Clark Lab and the

Craig Lab, respectively. As the figures illustrate, the force signals have constant

baselines and adhesion and molecular stretching events are well defined. Figure 4.6c,

on the other hand, contains one of the force-extension curves of Galectin-3 and lactose

interactions. As the figure illustrates, the force measurements are sporadic and a zero-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.6: Force-extension profiles obtained using different instruments and sam-
ples. a) Dextran surface (Appendix C.1), Clark Lab AFM, b) DNA surface (Appendix
C.2), Craig Lab AFM, c) Galectin-3 and lactose samples (Appendix C.3), Clark Lab
AFM.

force baseline is difficult to establish. As a result, automated (and manual) rupture

event determination is difficult at best. It is the researcher’s belief that the accuracy

of the automated program will improve if cleaner force-extension data was utilized.

4.3 Force Volume Imaging

Force volume imaging (FVI) is a powerful technique used to create spatially resolved

maps of the surface and material properties of a sample. In FVI, an array of equally-

spaced force-extension curves is collected from an area of the sample surface. The

desired information from each of the force-extension curves is then used to create a

three-dimensional map of the desired surface property. Because each force-extension

curve contains a wealth of information, it is possible to generate maps of surface

topography, sample coverage, adhesion, charge density, energy, elasticity, etc.. This

ability has allowed researchers to study zonal differences in articular chondrocyte

elasticity and viscoelasticity [126], determine regional adhesion differences in collagi-

nous eye tissue [127], and locate clustered adherence factors on the surface of living

mycobacterium [128]. In addition, FVI has been used to characterize the spatial
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distribution of streptavidin on patterned surfaces [129] and to determine the three-

dimensional location of sub-surface filler particles in non-fouling elastomers [130].

While the biological and mechanical significance of these localized material differ-

ences is not yet understood, the ability to record and quantify these properties will

provide insight into the intermolecular forces that govern macromolecular systems.

The accuracy and sensitivity of FVI relies on the ability to control the interaction

between the cantilever tip and the sample surface. Because the magnitude and dura-

tion of the tip-sample interaction can influence adhesive and viscoelastic properties

of the surface [108,126], it is essential that these properties be accurately controlled.

Due to the digital implementation of our custom AFM control scheme, we have the

flexibility and capability to control these parameters. The automated data collection

programs described in Chapter 3 are capable of regulating the tip-sample contact

force, pulling locations, pulling lengths, in-contact dwell time, and out-of-contact

pause time. Furthermore, because it is often desirable to ascertain the stability of

the sample under repeated loading, it is also possible to conduct numerous pulling

cycles at a given location before moving to a different position. The following sections

will highlight some of the mapping capabilities of the FVI software.

The FVI software was developed in conjunction with the automated force spec-

troscopy data collection techniques described in Chapter 3 and with the analysis

programs described earlier in this chapter as a means to study the conformity and

repeatability of surface chemistry techniques, the stability of surface molecules un-

der repetitive pulling, and the time and distance dependency of bridging molecules.

While the methodological studies of our collaborators in the Craig Research Group

are still ongoing, the FVI software developed for this project is complete. In order

to demonstrate to successful completion of this research task, spatial FVI maps were

generated from one of our collaborator’s (the Craig Research Group) intersurface
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Figure 4.7: The total number of rupture events (REtot) recorded over the sample
surface. In total, 84 rupture events were recorded out of 100 pulls. Three of the
locations ([25 µm, 25.01 µm], [25 µm, 25.02 µm], and [25.02 µm, 25.02 µm]) had no
rupture events, indicating defects in the surface coverage of the sample.

self-assembly data sets (Appendix C.2), the results of which can be found in the

following sections.

Rupture Events

One of the primary purposes of the intersurface self-assembly experiments described

in Chapter 3.3.1 was to investigate the kinetics and rupture statistics of polymer

bridge formations at different tip-sample gap widths, d. By exploiting the drift in

the AFM system, this study is conducted by performing numerous pulling cycles at

each surface location. One problem with this technique is that without additional

imaging, it is impossible to ascertain if there are any defects in the surface coverage

of the sample. However, if the wait time, twait, is longer than the time needed to

form a bond, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the surface coverage by creating

a spatial map of the rupture events.

Figure 4.7 contains a surface map of the total number of rupture events recorded

during a four pulling cycle intersurface self-assembly study. As the figure illustrates,

three of the probed surface locations did not have any rupture events, two of which

were located adjacent to one another. The lack of rupture events and the grouping of
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Figure 4.8: Number of rupture events per pull obtained using automated pulling
program described in Chapter 3.3.1. Each pulling set consisted of four pulling cycles.
For images a-d, the number of rupture events per pulling cycle has been plotted as
a force volume map, with black pixels representing zero ruptures, dark gray pixels
as one rupture event, light gray pixels as two rupture events, and white pixels rep-
resenting four rupture events. None of the pulls had three ruptures. a) 1st pulling
cycle, b) 2nd pulling cycle, c) 3rd pulling cycle, and d) 4th pulling cycle.
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Table 4.1: The percentage of single and multiple rupture events for each pulling
cycle. Percentages were calculated with respect to the number of locations with at
least one recorded rupture event.

Pulling Cycle % of single rupture % of multiple ruptures

1 38.5 61.5
2 57.1 42.9
3 80.0 20.0
4 78.6 21.4

Table 4.2: Change in the number of rupture events between consecutive pulling cy-
cles. The change in the number of rupture events is location specific. The percentages
listed below are with respect to the number of locations probed.

Pulling Cycles % Decrease % No Change % Increase

1→2 32 48 20
2→3 24 40 36
3→4 40 48 12

these sites are an indication of a defect in the surface coverage. Further supporting

this theory is the high number of rupture events recorded at the locations adjacent

to the potential surface defects. It is possible that instead of evenly covering the

surface, the molecules aggregated to these high rupture event locations. In an effort

to investigate some of these theories, a number of methodological studies are currently

being conducted by our collaborators in the Craig Research Group.

As previously mentioned, due to system drift, the tip-sample gap width has a

tendency to increase with each successive pulling cycle at a given sample location.

Because it is believed that the kinetics of bridge formation decrease with increasing

tip-sample gap widths [6], it is useful to plot the number of rupture events for each

pulling cycle (Figure 4.8) as well as the change in the number of rupture events

between consecutive pulling cycles (Figure 4.9). As Figure 4.8 illustrates, there is a

substantial increase in the number of recorded ruptures for the third pulling cycle,

with 80% of the probed locations having at least one rupture event. Pulls 1, 2, and 4,

on the other hand, recorded ruptures in slightly over half of the probed surface (Pull
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Figure 4.9: Images a-c depict the change in the number of rupture events between
consecutive pulls. a) Change between pulls 1 and 2, b) Change between pulls 2 and
3, and c) Change between pulls 3 and 4.

1 - 52%, Pull 2 - 56%, and Pull 4 - 56%). In addition, there appears to be a trend

associated with the tip-sample gap width and the number of bridging events formed,

with the first pull having predominantly multiple rupture events and subsequent pulls

having predominantly single rupture events (Table 4.1). Furthermore, as evidenced

by Figure 4.9 and Table 4.2, the number of rupture events is more likely to increase

between pulls two and three and more likely to decrease between pulls one and two

and between pulls three and four. In all three cases, the number of rupture events is

most likely to remain the same between pulls.

Rupture Forces

In addition to plotting the number of rupture events recorded over a sample surface,

the FVI software is also capable of creating spatial maps of the average and maximum

rupture force per pull, the change in the average and maximum rupture force over

consecutive pulls, and the average and maximum rupture force per location. Figure

4.10 contains an example of one of these plotting options (average rupture force

per pulling cycle). The average and maximum rupture forces (Table 4.3) vary only

slightly over the course of the experiment, an indication that multiple bonds are not

simultaneously rupturing at a given extension and that the DNA bridges are forming
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10: Spatial map of the average rupture forces: a) pull one, Fave = 19.2
± 5.5 pN, b) pull two, Fave= 18.2 ± 4.7 pN, c) pull three, Fave= 20.2 ± 5.1 pN,
and d) pull four, Fave= 20.9 ± 6.7 pN. The average rupture forces listed above were
calculated from non-zero rupture forces obtained over the entire surface.
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Table 4.3: The average rupture force (Fave) and maximum rupture force (Fmax)
for each pulling cycle. Forces listed were calculated from non-zero rupture forces
obtained over the entire surface.

Pull Fave Fmax

1 19.2 ± 5.5 pN 22.3 ± 5.2 pN
2 18.2 ± 4.7 pN 19.9 ± 4.2 pN
3 20.2 ± 5.1 pN 20.7 ± 5.5 pN
4 20.9 ± 6.7 pN 21.7 ± 7.3 pN
all 19.6 ± 5.5 pN 21.1 ± 5.6 pN

at different locations on the cantilever tip or substrate surface.

Rupture Lengths

Figure 4.11 contains the spatial map of the uncorrected maximum rupture lengths

(emax) recorded for each pulling cycle. As previously mentioned, due to system drift,

the tip-sample gap width has a tendency to increase with each successive pulling

cycle at a given sample location. As a result, it is believed that the decrease in the

maximum rupture length seen over the course of the pulling set may be an artifact

from the tip-sample gap width changes.

Although not demonstrated here, it is possible to obtain better estimates of rup-

ture lengths if the values were corrected for sample drift. Figure 4.12 contains the

uncorrected map of the sample topography (also obtained with the FVI software).

Utilizing this information, the user can obtain an estimate of the system drift through-

out the course of the experiment in order to obtain more accurate gap width determi-

nations. In doing so, one can gain insight into the intersurface bridging capabilities

of DNA.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.11: Spatial map of the maximum rupture length recorded at each location,
for each pulling cycle. a) Pull one, emax = 32.9 ± 14 nm, b) pull two, emax = 27.5 ±
9 nm, c) pull three, emax = 28.9 ± 14.8 nm, and d) pull four, emax = 25.1 ± 7.6 nm.

Figure 4.12: Uncorrected image of sample topography. dZc is the change in the
tip-sample contact position. Inset Manner in which the automated data collection
programs perform pulling.
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4.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter a number of force spectroscopy data analysis tools have been pre-

sented. While the development of such tools may seem trivial, one must consider

that without proper methods to analyze force spectroscopy data, the experiments

will be for naught.

The chapter focused on the development of manual and automated analysis tools

that have been used by researchers in the chemistry department for intersurface self-

assembly and interfacial molecular recognition studies. The manual analysis tools

have been developed with the average researcher in mind and contain a substan-

tial amount of data verification steps and correction features that can be used to

overcome common user errors. The automated analysis programs have increased

the efficiency and repeatability of the data analysis process by autonomously and

objectively determining rupture events.

To compliment the aforementioned analysis tools, the research also focused on

the development of force volume imaging software that can be used to map the

two dimensional information from the force-extension curves in a three-dimensional

fashion. There are a number of advantages to plotting this information graphically. 1)

The spatial map allows the researcher to gain insight into the features and coverage of

a surface immobilization technique without performing additional imaging procedures

that are time-consuming and may damage delicate surface features. 2) The force

volume images can provide insight into potential regional differences in the mechanical

and material properties of a sample, thereby allowing researchers to investigate the

interactions of molecules at the nano- and micro- scale. 3) The three-dimensional

maps provide a quick and easy way for researchers to discover potential correlations

between various molecular properties. For instance, one can investigate if the number
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of rupture events in a given pulling cycle influences the maximum rupture force or

length in the subsequent pull. The maps provide the researcher an easy, visual

method to gain a cursory understanding of the system and will provide clues as to

which relationships or variables need to be studied with greater detail. There are

numerous possibilities for FVI and as a result, the addition of this analysis technique

to the arsenal of AFM tools will only serve to assist the researcher in furthering our

understanding of molecules and systems.
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Chapter 5

Minimizing AFM-SMFS Tip-Sample

Pulling Geometry Errors

Chapter 5 focuses on the development of a software-based alignment program for

the purpose of minimizing pulling geometry errors in AFM-SMFS. The chapter be-

gins with a discussion of the AFM-SMFS alignment problem and a description of

the methods currently utilized to address the alignment issue. Section 5.2 outlines

the theory and implementation details of the software-based alignment technique.

Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 contain the results from alignment simulations, control ex-

periments, and alignment experiments, respectively. The chapter concludes with a

summary.

5.1 Background

A key assumption in AFM-SMFS experiments is that the pulling angle is negligible

and the measured forces and extensions are equivalent to the actual values experi-

enced by the molecule, such as that seen in Figure 5.1a. This assumption, however,

may be incorrect [27, 131, 132]. Depending on the structure of the molecule and/or

the manner in which the molecule is attached to the surface, it is possible for the can-

tilever and substrate attachment sites to be separated by significant distances in the

xy-plane, such as that seen in Figure 5.1b. Assuming that the surface chemistry used

to attach the molecule to the substrate hinders any lateral movement of the molecule

on the sample, movement of the piezoelectric z-stage during the pulling process will

cause the molecule to experience combined loading, or loading along more than one

axis. Because the force on the molecule is measured indirectly through the use of
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: a) Schematic diagram of the pulling situation assumed in AFM-SMFS.
b) Situation in which the tip and sample attachment sites of a molecule are offset
in the lateral direction. In this situation, the molecule length, L, is longer than the
length measured by the AFM, Z. In addition, when the z-stage retracts during the
pulling process, the measured increase in length, dZ, is greater than the actual length
increase experienced by the molecule, dL.

a microcantilever, only the z-component of the total force acting on the molecule is

recorded by the AFM. The x- and y- components of the force, on the other hand, will

induce bending moments on the cantilever that may alter the measured forces even

further. The measured extension of a molecule is also subject to pulling geometry

effects in that only the vertical cantilever-substrate separation distance is recorded.

To illustrate the impact of pulling geometry errors on AFM-SMFS, a basic inves-

tigation into the effects of lateral separation distances on the measured extension and

velocity was conducted. In this simulation, a hypothetical molecule with an original

length (L0) of 100 nm was attached to the origin, [0 nm, 0 nm], of a theoretical sam-

ple surface. For simplification purposes, cantilever twisting and boundary condition

effects were ignored. Using rudimentary geometric principles, a contour plot of the

initial vertical separation distance (Z0) for all potential cantilever binding locations

was generated (Figure 5.2). As the figure illustrates, the vertical separation distance
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Figure 5.2: Contour plot of the initial vertical tip-sample separation distance (Z0)
based on a hypothetical molecule with a length of 100 nm that is attached to the
origin, [0 nm, 0 nm], of a theoretical sample surface. The sample binding site is
designated with a black * and physically impossible cantilever attachment locations
are shaded black.

decreases in a concentric manner as the lateral offset distance increase. Because the

vertical separation distance is equivalent to the distance measured by an AFM, one

can clearly see the impact of pulling geometry errors on AFM-SMFS measurements.

In order to investigate the impact of pulling geometry errors throughout the

pulling process, the length (L) of the molecule was systematically increased to 200

nm at a velocity (dL/dt) of 1 nm/s. A plot of the measured (Z ) vs. actual (L)

molecule lengths for various lateral separation distances can be found in Figure 5.3a.

As anticipated, the measured length of the molecule is less than the actual length of

the molecule throughout the pulling process, with errors increasing with increasing

lateral offset distances. Furthermore, because the angle (α) of the molecule changes

throughout the pulling process, the extension errors are not constant as the molecule

is extended, with errors decreasing with increasing extension.

Pulling geometry effects can also impact the pulling velocity and loading rates
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: a) Measured (Z ) vs actual length (L) for various lateral offsets. b)
Actual pulling velocity (dL/dt) for a vertical retraction rate (dZ/dt) of 1 nm/s.
Lateral separation distance: 0 nm (solid black line), 25 nm (dotted gray line), 50 nm
(black +), 75 nm (dashed gray line), 85 nm (black ◦), 99 nm (dash-dot gray line)

experienced by the molecule. Because these stretching methods are regulated by

the z-stage retraction speed and the vertical deflection of the cantilever, respectively,

unsteady stretching of the molecule can occur. For instance, Figure 5.3b shows the

actual pulling velocity experienced by the hypothetical molecule (dL/dt) for a vertical

or z-stage retraction rate (dZ/dt) of 1 nm/s. For a perfectly aligned molecule (solid

black line), the velocity is constant throughout the pulling cycle. However, as the

lateral separation distance increases, the actual pulling velocity (dL/dt) decreases,

with velocity errors approaching 85%. As with the extension errors, due to changes in

the angle of the molecule, the velocity errors are not constant throughout the pulling

process. Pulling rates are also subject to errors in that only the z-component of the

force is measured throughout the pulling cycle. Because single molecule behavior is

highly dependent upon the loading rate [90,133], the uneven loading caused by pulling

geometry errors could further influence the shape and magnitude of the measured

force-extension profile.

The negative impact of the pulling angle phenomenon has been documented ex-
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Figure 5.4: Experimental force-extension plots of double-stranded λ-phage DNA
obtained with an AFM at the origin [0 nm, 0 nm] (black trace) and at xy position
[0 nm, 800 nm] (gray trace). The pulling positions are relative to the first pull and
are given in nanometers. The initial force increase, the BS-transition plateau region,
and the BS-transition force for pull [0 nm, 0 nm] are labeled.

perimentally in studies on both long rigid molecules and flexible compact molecules.

For instance, in an AFM-SMFS study on double-stranded λ-phage DNA, lateral mis-

alignments of DNA attachment sites were capable of altering the magnitude and

length of measured BS-transition plateaus from the same strand of DNA by up to

62% [27]. The BS-transition plateau is a characteristic feature in the force-extension

profiles of double stranded DNA and can be described as the force at which double

stranded DNA in the ‘B-DNA’ or ‘Watson-Crick’ conformation melts into the single

stranded conformation [94, 134]. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, both the magnitude

and the length of the BS-transition plateau are significantly influenced by the pulling

geometry, with the aligned pull (black trace) having a BS-transition force and length

of 86 pN and 653 nm, and the misaligned pull (gray trace) having a BS-transition

force and length of 66 pN and 941 nm.
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The impact of AFM-SMFS pulling geometry errors has also been documented in

a study on dextran. Due to its biological relevance, dextran has been widely investi-

gated by AFM-SMFS researchers, and as a result, its force-extension profile has been

well documented [87–89, 118, 135]. The elastic fingerprint of the molecule is typified

by a prolonged plateau in the force extension profile that is believed to be the result

of a chair to boat conformational transition in the molecule [88,118]. An investigation

into the effects of pulling geometry on polysaccharides, however, has indicated that

the measured magnitude and the shape of this key conformational transition can be

significantly altered by lateral misalignments of the tip and sample attachment sites

of the molecule. In this study, a single dextran molecule was repeatedly stretched at

various lateral offset distances (dxy). A subset of these curves can be found in Figure

5.5. As the lateral separation distance increases, the shape of the chair-boat tran-

sition changes and the magnitude of the transition decreases. Although the pulling

geometry errors in this study were not large enough to completely obfuscate the

chair-boat transition of the molecule, they are believed to be significant enough to

obscure smaller, less pronounced transitions that may be present in other molecules.

Because our understanding of molecules depends on the accurate representation

of the force-extension profile, a method is needed to minimize the effects of pulling

geometry errors during the data collection process. While it is possible to determine

the substrate attachment location of a molecule through repeated stretching and

systematic adjustment of the xy-position of the cantilever, this method is extremely

time-consuming, and as a result, the likelihood of detaching the molecule during

this process is extremely high. Alternative techniques have focused on minimizing

torsional effects through the use of gimballed probes [4], such as that seen in Figure

5.6; however, this method relies entirely on custom cantilever probes. Because the

availability and stiffness range of these cantilevers is extremely limited, an alternative
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Figure 5.5: Subset of the experimental force-extension plots of dextran obtained
during manual alignment. The traces are numbered sequentially according to the
chronological order in which they were obtained. The xy-coordinates for each trace
can be found in the figure legend.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: SEM images of AFM cantilevers. a) A custom frictional probe with
two independent axes. With high compliance springs, and at small angles, the deflec-
tion angle of the pad will tend to become normal to the axis of the molecule under
investigation. Source [4]. b) Commercially available NP series probe from Veeco [2].

method to minimize pulling geometry effects is needed. In this chapter, we present

a software-based alignment technique that is capable of minimizing pulling geometry

errors without the use of custom, proprietary hardware.

5.2 Alignment Program Details

In an effort to minimize pulling geometry errors in AFM-SMFS experiments without

the use of custom, proprietary hardware we have developed a software-based tech-

nique to align a molecule with the measurement axis and pulling direction. The

alignment program, which is based on methods currently used to track air born mis-

siles [136], fluorescent molecules [137–139], and lesions in laser eye surgery [140], uses

small circular movements to locate the surface attachment site of a molecule and

reposition the cantilever such that the cantilever and substrate attachment sites of

the molecule are aligned with the pulling direction. For this particular application,

a partially stretched molecule is subjected to a circling motion in the xy-plane using

the xy-stage of the AFM. Because the force on the molecule is dependent on the ex-

tension of the molecule, the measured force will fluctuate up and down as the distance
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: a) Graphical representation of a single cycle of the alignment program.
The cantilever position is designated with an orange “V.” b) Determination of the
phase lag φ from the circling input (black) and the force output (gray).

between the attachment sites of the molecule increases and decreases, respectively, as

seen in Figure 5.7a. Because the measured force oscillates at the same frequency as

the circling input, the angle between the cantilever and substrate attachment sites of

the molecule can be determined by calculating the phase lag between the two signals

(Figure 5.7b). Once the phase between the two signals is determined, the piezoelec-

tric xy-stage moves a predetermined step size, dR, along the angular path (π + φ)

after which the program loop begins again. Because the circling motion is continuous,

the xy-coordinates are updated until the stall position is reached. The stall position

is defined as a region where the xy-coordinates stop changing or when the position

oscillates around a common point. After the stall position is reached the cantilever

will be centered, within a few nanometers, over the substrate attachment site of the

molecule. Once the cantilever is successfully centered, the alignment program can be

disabled and the pulling experiment can begin.

To ensure that the molecule remains partially stretched throughout the alignment

process, the molecule will be held at a user-defined force using the force controller
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described in Chapter 2.3.2. However, because standard implementation of the force

controller would eliminate the circling-induced force fluctuations required for the

alignment process, a low-pass filter (simulation) or a notch filter (experiment) was

entered into the feedback loop. The addition of this filter into the feedback loop is

necessary for the alignment process as it allows only the gradual changes in force,

such as those caused by relaxation of the molecule as the tip is moved incrementally

towards the substrate attachment site, to be compensated for by the controller. In

other words, the position of the z-stage, which is the relevant control signal in force

control, will only compensate for force changes that are not at the frequency of

the circling motion. This ensures that the molecule will remain partially stretched

throughout the alignment process and that circling-induced force fluctuations will be

present in the AFM force signal until the stall position is reached.

5.3 Simulation Results

Due to the tedious nature of AFM-SMFS studies, the alignment software was first

tested in a simulated environment. This allowed us to debug the software and opti-

mize the program parameters prior to beginning the experimental implementation of

the alignment program.

In order to accurately recreate experimentally viable conditions, the input for

the simulation was obtained from the AFM-SMFS pulling geometry experiment on

double-stranded λ-phage DNA described in the previous section [27]. Using both the

BS-transition force and initial slope increase at each pulling location, we were able to

determine the location of the sample attachment site of the DNA and simulate the

forces measured by an AFM during the alignment process.

The alignment program was tested by choosing 20 random xy cantilever starting

locations and running the simulation for a pre-determined length of time. Trials were
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considered successful if the final stall position of the cantilever was within 10 nm of

the designated attachment site. Simulation parameters such as step size, circling

diameter, and noise input were varied, and the average speed and accuracy of each

experimental trial was compared and contrasted.

Model Construction

The presumed location of the substrate attachment site of the DNA was determined

from the measured BS-transition forces. Because the BS-transition force should be

maximized when the cantilever and substrate attachment sites are vertically aligned,

the substrate attachment site can be determined by finding locating the xy-location

with the maximum BS-transition force. Because the available data set was small and

non-uniform, a triangle-based cubic interpolation was used to generate a surface fit of

the measured BS-transition forces. As angular effects often skewed the characteristic

force plateau, BS-transition forces were calculated as the median value from the

best-fit linear line describing the transition. From the resulting surface plot, the

DNA substrate attachment site was estimated to be located at xy coordinates [237

nm, 187 nm] with a BS-transition force of ∼93 pN. A contour plot of the experimental

BS-transition forces can be found in Figure 5.8. The designated substrate attachment

site is labeled with an open green circle.

The force signal used in the simulation was a composite of the desired force,

the circling force, the relaxation force, the controller force, and noise. Because the

alignment program must be operated in a region where the force will increase with

increasing extension, the desired force set-point must be located within the initial

force increase region. Because the majority of the calculated BS-transition forces are

greater than 60 pN, the desired force for this simulation was arbitrarily set to 50 pN.

It is important to note that other desired forces were successfully tested; however the
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results discussed in this section use 50 pN as the desired force set-point. Since the

simulated molecule is held at a force within the region of the initial force increase, the

force fluctuations due to the circling motion can be generated. Because the measured

force depends on the extension of the molecule, and the location of the cantilever

with respect to the substrate attachment site is known, the slope of the initial force

increase can then be used to generate experimentally viable circling-induced force

fluctuations. This was done by multiplying the slope of the initial force increase (for

that location) by the high-pass filtered distance between the substrate attachment

site of the molecule and the current xy-position of the cantilever. The high-pass

filter in this simulation is used to ensure that only the force fluctuation due to the

circling motion is generated. The relaxation force is the amount the molecule will

relax as the cantilever moves closer to the substrate attachment site. As with the

circling-induced force fluctuations, this force is calculated from the slope information

gathered from the experimental data. However, in this case, the xy-position in the

absence of the circling movement is multiplied by the slope of the initial force increase.

The controller force is calculated from the low-pass filtered total force signal. This

force simulates the movement of the z-stage as it serves to counteract the relaxation

force and keep the molecule partially stretched at the desired force. Finally, noise

was provided by a uniform random number generator.

The alignment program was tested by choosing a random cantilever starting loca-

tion and running the program until a stall position was reached or until the program

failed. The initial lateral separation distance between the cantilever and the desig-

nated substrate attachment sites ranged from 38.3 nm to 1.15 µm. Program failure

occurred when tracking failed and the cantilever-substrate separation distance began

to increase. Twenty different starting locations were tested in the simulated environ-

ment and the speed and accuracy of each experimental trial was determined. From
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Figure 5.8: Trajectories taken by the xy-stage/cantilever during simulation (black
lines) overlayed on the contour plot of the measured plateau forces. The maximum
BS-transition force occurs at position [237 nm , 188 nm] and is labeled with an open
green circle. Cd=30 nm, dR=0.8 nm, and NRMS=17 pN.

this data, the average final xy-separation distance, average RMS of the xy-separation

distance, and the average speed of the cantilever was determined. Because the same

twenty starting locations were kept consistent between data sets, a direct compari-

son of the simulation parameters (circling diameter, step size, and noise input) could

occur.

Simulation Results

The cantilever trajectories of a subset of the alignment trials superimposed on the

contour plot of the experimental BS-transition forces can be found in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.9: Zoomed in plot of the final xy-stage movements of the alignment trial
beginning at the xy coordinate [0 nm, 700 nm]. The actual stage movement is shown
in gray and the alignment trajectory is shown in black. The stall position of the
alignment program is designated with the white star.

Because the BS-transition forces decrease with increasing lateral separation distances

[27], the contour plot of these forces serves as a visual cue to track the progress

of the program during the alignment process. Each of the alignment trajectories

(black lines) makes a counter-clockwise spiral towards the substrate attachment site

of the molecule (open green circle). As the cantilever spirals in towards the substrate

attachment site, the lateral distance between the two molecular attachment sites

decreases until the stall position is reached. A zoomed in plot of the final xy-stage

movements of an individual trial is located in Figure 5.9. Notice that the stage

fluctuates around a single point once the cantilever has reached the stall position

(RMS df=1.4 nm).

Provided that simulated stage trajectory remained within the confines of the
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Table 5.1: Simulation results for various circling diameters. Desired force setpoint,
50 pN, circling frequency, 10 Hz, step size, 0.8 nm, RMS of noise input, 17 pN.
∗Averages calculated from successful data trails.

Trial Cd (nm) % Success Mean df (nm) RMS df (nm) V (nm/s)

1 5 0 - - -
2 10 50 2.25∗ 1.72∗ 2.93∗

3 20 100 1.86 1.40 3.48
4 30 100 1.80 1.40 3.83
5 40 100 1.78 1.40 3.92

modeled data (colored region in Figure 5.8) and the circling diameter was large

enough to create circling-induced force fluctuations that were greater than the noise

in force readings, the program was 100% successful in aligning the cantilever with the

substrate attachment site. For an RMS noise input of 17 pN, the circling diameter

must be greater than or equal to 20 nm, as diameters of 10 nm had a 50% success

rate and diameters of 5 nm had a 0% success rate. As can be seen from Table 5.1,

increasing the circling diameter (Cd) has little effect on the accuracy of the alignment

program, as there was minimal improvement in the final separation distances (df) for

trials 3-5. Increasing the circling diameter does, however, decrease the time needed to

align the cantilever with the substrate attachment site of the molecule, as evidenced

by the increase in cantilever velocity (V ). This increase in velocity is the result of

fewer missteps in the program. With larger circling diameters, it is easier for the

program to identify the circling-induced force fluctuations in the force readings, and

therefore the likelihood of calculating an incorrect phase-lag is minimized. Therefore,

for experimental implementation of the alignment program, the centering diameter

should be maximized within the physical constraints of the molecule.

As can be seen in Table 5.2, decreasing the step size had the benefit of increasing

the accuracy of the alignment, albeit at the expense of velocity. The alignment

program was designed such that the cantilever position is updated continuously by
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Table 5.2: Simulation results for various step sizes. Desired force setpoint, 50 pN,
circling frequency, 10 Hz, circling diameter, 30 nm, RMS of noise input, 17 pN.

Trial dR (nm) % Success Mean df (nm) RMS df (nm) V (nm/s)

1 0.4 100 2.55 0.97 1.92
2 0.8 100 1.80 1.40 3.83
3 1.6 100 4.01 1.91 7.74
4 4.0 100 2.87 2.74 19.37
5 8.0 100 5.00 3.77 39.23

taking small steps towards the substrate attachment site. Due to noise in the force

signal, there is a degree of error associated with calculating the phase-lag. However,

with continuous circling, the overall stage movement will be correct even if individual

stage movements are incorrect. This continual updating of cantilever position will

drastically improve the accuracy of alignment as opposed to a one-circle alignment

technique. With predetermined step sizes, however, the cantilever will overstep the

attachment site, and oscillate around the substrate attachment site. With larger step

sizes, the diameter of this oscillation increases, as evidenced by the RMS noise in the

final separation distance (RMS df).

The results listed in Table 5.3 demonstrate that increasing the noise in the force

signal will increase both the final separation distance and the time required to reach

the stall position. This data shows that the accuracy of the alignment is highly

dependent on the noise in the photodetector force readings. However, even with

large noise levels, the alignment program was still able to significantly decrease the

separation distance between molecules substrate and cantilever attachment sites.

Using the information gathered from the aforementioned experimental trials, the

simulation program was tuned for rapid yet accurate alignment. This was accom-

plished by maximizing the circling diameter (Cd=40 nm) and using two step size

increments (dR1=20 nm and dR2=1 nm). In this experiment, the centering program

was operated for 30 seconds. For the first 20 seconds of operation, the xy-stage was
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Table 5.3: Simulation results for various noise inputs. Desired force setpoint, 50
pN, circling frequency, 10 Hz, circling diameter, 30 nm, step size, 0.8 nm.

Trial NRMS (pN) % Success Mean df (nm) RMS df (nm) V (nm/s)

1 17 100 1.80 1.40 3.83
2 23 100 2.40 1.52 3.65
3 29 100 3.02 1.63 3.50
4 35 100 3.71 1.70 3.28
5 58 100 4.11 1.95 2.52

moved in 20 nm increments, and for the last 10 seconds of operation, the stage was

moved in 1 nm increments. The same starting coordinates from the previously trials

were utilized in order to directly compare the run-time and accuracy of this two-phase

stepping method. The fast approach, slow arrival method drastically decreased the

time required to align the molecular attachment sites without decreasing the accu-

racy of the program. Even with travel distances over 1 µm, the centering program

was capable of aligning the cantilever and substrate attachment sites to within 1.5

nm (mean df=1.52 nm, RMS df=1.42nm) in under 30 seconds.

5.4 Control Experiments

As an intermediary step in the alignment program testing process, a number of

experiments were conducted to verify that the circling-induced force fluctuations were

detectable with the custom AFM system and to verify that the force fluctuations were

not the result of piezoelectric effects or fluid-induced cantilever movements. In these

experiments, single circular movements were performed in the absence and presence

of a tethered molecule. A variety of circling frequencies, diameters, and starting

angles were analyzed. The results of these control experiments can be found below.

All experiments were conducted with dextran (Appendix C.1) in room tempera-

ture PBS with Veeco MLCT-AUNM cantilevers. Stage movement and data collection
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was accomplished via the circ1.m program, which can be found in Appendix D. All

surface fits in this section were generated via the same triangle-based cubic interpo-

lation of the raw data. For figure consistency purposes, the data used to generate the

surface fits in this section are designated with black dots. For comparison purposes,

measured force signals were recentered about 0 pN.

In order to verify that the force fluctuations that occur during the centering

process are the result of stretching and relaxing a molecule and not due to fluid

fluctuations, the first control experiment involved performing single circle movements

in the absence of a tethered molecule. The results of one of these control experiments

can be found in Figure 5.10. As can be seen in the figure, when nothing was tethered

between the cantilever and the substrate, the measured force was constant throughout

the circling process (Fave = 0 ± 5.2 pN). For all three diameters tested (40 nm, 80

nm, and 100 nm), no position dependent force gradient was evident in the data.

The results shown are consistent for all control experiments that did not have a

tethered molecule. Additional variables that were tested include sample position

and circling frequency (f = 0.5 - 5 Hz), although this data is not shown. Because

experimental conditions were consistent with experiments in which a molecule is

tethered between the two surfaces, the lack of force fluctuations in these control

experiments indicate that the circling-induced fluid fluctuations do not significantly

alter cantilever movement during the alignment process.

The next set of verification experiments involved studying the force-fluctuations

while holding onto a partially stretched molecule. In these experiments, a multi-phase

pulling program (Chapter 3.3.2) was used in order to automatically catch a molecule

of dextran. Once molecular attachment was verified, the z-stage was retracted to

partially stretch the molecule and a single circular movement was performed. Figure

5.11 contains the surface plot of measured forces generated from five individual cir-
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Forces measured during circling without a molecule attached: (a)
surface and (b) contour plots. The data is a composite of four individual circling
cycles performed at a frequency of 1 Hz. Three different circling diameters were
investigated: 40 nm, 80 nm, and 100 nm. Colorbar = Force (pN).

cling cycles at a circling diameter, Cd, of 100 nm and a circling frequency, f, of 1 Hz.

In order to demonstrate the positional dependency of the force, the circling cycles

were started at five different positions along the circling path. The angles, θ0, associ-

ated with these starting positions were 48◦, 160◦, 92◦, 263◦, 143◦, respectively. As the

figure demonstrates, the force gradient remained constant regardless of the starting

angle, with larger forces associated with stretching of the molecule and smaller forces

associated with relaxing of the molecule. The magnitude and location of the force

minimum was consistent for all circling cycles, with an average value of -78 ± 4 pN

at an angular location, θmin, of 179 ±12◦. To investigate the effects of cantilever

twisting on the measurements, the vertical forces normal to the alignment axis of the

surface fit were also calculated. These forces were approximately -7 pN at 96◦ and

13 pN at 276◦. Considering the instrumentation noise and the imprecise manner in

which the alignment axis was determined, this difference is believed to be negligible.

As a result, the symmetry of the forces about this alignment axis indicates that the

effects of cantilever twisting on vertical force measurements were negligible for this
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Forces measured while circling with an attached molecule. The surface
fit (color) is a composite of five individual circling cycles (f = 1 Hz and Cd = 100
nm). a) 3D surface plot. b) 2D plot of the generated surface and raw data. Colorbar
= Force (pN).

offset orientation.

Figure 5.12 contains (a) the surface and (b) contour plots of the measured forces

during three circling cycles (f = 1 Hz) with different circling diameters (Cd = 40 nm,

60 nm, and 80 nm). As with the previous figure, there is a distinct position-based

force gradient associated with stretching and relaxing of the attached molecule. The

angular position of the force minima (229 ± 19◦) is consistent for all circling cycles

performed on this molecule, indicating that the substrate attachment site of the

molecule is located along this axis. The force gradient is also consistent for all of the

circling cycles, with similar slopes for all circling diameters tested with this particular

molecular attachment/attachment offset. Because the force gradient is consistent for

different circling diameters, one should try to maximize the circling diameter in order

to obtain force fluctuations greater than the noise floor of the instrument.

Figure 5.13 contains the force contour plots for four different dextran molecule

attachments. The direction of the force gradient varies for each individual molecule,

with the force minimums located at 342◦, 87◦, 173◦ and 179◦. The variability in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Forces measured during circling with a molecule attached (a) surface
and (b) contour plots from the data. The data is a composite of three individual
circling cycles conducted at a frequency at 1 Hz. Three different circling diameters,
Cd were investigated 40 nm, 60 nm, and 80 nm. Colorbar = Force (pN).

alignment axis of the force gradients indicates that the measured force fluctuations

are not artifacts from the piezoelectric stage movement or from the substrate sample

slope. In addition, the variability in the magnitude of the forces indicates that the

force fluctuations are indeed molecule specific. The contour plots also demonstrate

that the force fluctuations can be measured for a variety of circling diameters (Cd =

60 nm, 80 nm, and 100 nm) and circling frequencies (f = 0.5, 1, and 5 Hz).

Combined, these control experiments effectively demonstrate the feasibility of the

alignment program. In addition to verifying that the circling-induced force fluctua-

tions are large enough to be detectible by the instrument, these tests also prove that

the force fluctuations are the result of stretching and relaxing of a tethered molecule.

Furthermore, the tests reiterate the need to maximize the circling diameter (within

physical limits) to create the largest force fluctuations for phase-lag determination.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: Contour plots of measured force for four different molecular attach-
ments. a) f = 1 Hz, Cd = 60 nm and 80 nm, θmin = 342± 7◦ . b) f = 1 and 5 Hz, Cd

= 100 nm, θmin = 87± 29◦. c) f = 0.5, 1, 5 Hz, Cd = 100 nm, θmin = 173± 13◦. d) f
= 1 Hz, Cd = 100 nm, θmin = 179 ± 12◦. Colorbar = Force (pN).
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Figure 5.14: Path taken by the cantilever during the alignment process (black trace).
The original binding location is designated with a diamond and the stall position of
the alignment program is designated with a circle. (Inset) Enlarged picture of the
stall position with corresponding alignment trajectory (black trace) and actual xy-
stage motion (gray trace).

5.5 Experimental Results

Figure 5.14 shows the trajectory taken by the cantilever during the alignment process.

For this particular trial, the distance between the original binding location and the

stall position was 58 nm. In order to maintain tension on the molecule, the force

controller continuously adjusted the position of the z-stage such that the vertical

distance between the sample and the substrate increased by a total of 7 nm over the

course of the alignment.

Figure 5.15 contains the force extension profiles of the same dextran molecule
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obtained before (gray trace) and after (black trace) the alignment program was en-

abled. At the conformational transition, the measured forces of the post-alignment

trace were substantially larger than that obtained at the original binding location. To

verify that the force increase was due to alignment of the molecular attachment sites

and not due to measurement noise or hysteresis, two consecutive pulls were obtained

both before and after the alignment program was implemented and each set of curves

was then averaged and analyzed. Figure 5.16 contains the information gathered from

this analysis. At low extensions (E < 85 nm), the force difference between the be-

fore and after curves was comparable to the measurement noise for consecutive pulls.

At higher extensions (E > 85 nm), however, the forces associated with the aligned

molecule are substantially larger than that seen originally, with an average force in-

crease of 129 pN during the conformational transition (85 nm < E < 105). In this

key transitional region, the force increase (black region) is more than twice the stan-

dard deviation of both the before and after traces combined (gray region). Because

the force extension curves were obtained using the same molecule, this suggests that

repositioning the cantilever led to the force increase. By aligning the applied force

with the measurement axis, the dextran molecule is no longer undergoing combined

loading, and the full force was measured by the cantilever.

Due to the small step size (0.3 nm) and slow circling frequency (5 Hz) the align-

ment program took approximately 80 seconds to reach the stall position. While this

may seem long compared to the typical AFM-SMFS pulling time, one must con-

sider the errors associated with such pulling techniques. Had the molecule in the

case presented above not been aligned, the conformational transition force would

have been underestimated by approximately 15%. Although it is rare that individual

force-extension curves are analyzed, errors such as these will lead to a broadening

of any resulting force histogram peaks and, as a result, will impact the accuracy of
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Figure 5.15: Force-extension profile of a dextran molecule obtained at the original
cantilever binding coordinates (gray trace) and at the stall location of the alignment
program (black trace). The extension of the stall curve was increased by 10 nm in
order to allow for easier comparison between the measured conformational transition
forces.
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Figure 5.16: Averages of two consecutive pulls both before and after the alignment
program was implemented were used to calculate the force increase (black region)
associated with repositioning the cantilever. The gray region depicts the combined
standard deviation associated with the before and after alignment averages.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: An example of how different surface chemistry techniques can lead to
surface-wide pulling geometry errors. In this example, the molecule is terminated
with a ligand (red) and the cantilever tip is functionalized with the corresponding
receptor (blue). a) A surface chemistry technique that orients the molecule perpen-
dicular to the sample. b) A surface chemistry technique orients the molecule at a 45◦

angle.

the subsequent data analysis. In a more general sense, one should also consider the

possibility that the surface chemistry used to attach molecules to the sample may

lead to changes in the orientation of the molecules on the surface, in which case, all

molecules attached in a specific fashion would be subject to similar pulling geometry

errors. If, for instance, one surface chemistry technique resulted in vertically oriented

molecules (Figure 5.17a) and another resulted in molecules oriented at a 45◦ (Figure

5.17b), it would be possible to obtain different binding strengths for the same molec-

ular system using two different surface immobilization techniques. In such a case,

the pulling geometry errors associated with orientation of the molecule would explain

the surface chemistry dependent binding strengths reported in the literature [141].

Although the prevalence and impact of pulling geometry errors is not yet fully un-

derstood, if the sensitivity of AFM-SMFS studies is to improve, one must consider

sacrificing speed for accuracy.

It is important to note that the aforementioned alignment time is a conservative

value. For the results presented, the step-size and circling frequency was intention-
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ally chosen to be small in order to minimize the likelihood of unbinding during the

alignment process. As with the simulation, it is possible to decrease the alignment

time by increasing these values accordingly. Even at the programs current speed, the

alignment program is much faster than manual alignment techniques which typically

take hours.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the ability of a software-based alignment

method to decrease pulling geometry errors in AFM-SMFS. While other researchers

have focused on minimizing pulling geometry errors through the use of analytical

techniques [131, 132] or custom, dual-axis gimballed probes [4], the software-based

alignment technique has the advantage of being able to be used experimentally with

standard, commercially available cantilevers. Simulations on DNA have shown that

the alignment program is capable of repositioning the cantilever to within 5 nm of

the sample binding site of the molecule. Control experiments conducted with and

without a bound molecule suggest that circling-induced fluid fluctuations are not a

hindering factor in the alignment process for the frequencies tested. Furthermore, the

variability in the alignment axis of the molecules indicates that the circling-induced

force fluctuations are molecule specific and not caused by artifacts from the sample

slope or stage movements. The force-extension curves obtained before and after

experimental implementation of the program suggest that aligning the applied force

with the measurement axis dramatically alters the magnitude of the forces measured

by the AFM. For the case presented, the force increase associated with the alignment

process was ∼129 pN at the transition region. Although the alignment results are

positive, it is important to stress that the aforementioned alignment program can only

minimize pulling geometry errors and not boundary deflection errors associated with
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the molecular attachment geometry [131, 132]. However, because pulling geometry

errors have been shown to dramatically alter the forces and extensions measured with

the AFM, we believe that the alignment program presented herein is a valuable tool

for improving the accuracy of AFM-SMFS research.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Recent advancements in AFM instrumentation and cantilever manufacturing tech-

niques have increased the sensitivity of the AFM as a force and mass sensing tool.

While improvements to the instrument resolution expanded the capabilities of the

AFM, the performance and accuracy of the instrument has been limited by inefficient

operation techniques, incorrect experimental assumptions, and inadequate controller

design. The overriding goal of this research focused on addressing these issues by

studying the AFM from a dynamics systems, measurements, and controls approach.

In doing so, we were able to provide precise control over the instrument for special-

ized research such that the accuracy, sensitivity, and efficiency of the instrument were

improved.

Before the intended research could be undertaken, a custom multi-axis AFM

needed to be constructed. The AFM system designed for the research has a user-

friendly GUI and is equipped with closed-loop position and force controllers to en-

able cantilever and substrate movement. The custom AFM system was utilized as a

testing platform for the development of advanced force spectroscopy data collection

techniques. The force-spectroscopy data collection techniques developed during the

course of the research were constructed in a piece-wise fashion to allow customized

approach-retraction pulling combinations. The development of an automated, min-

imally compressive approach technique improved the accuracy of force spectroscopy

techniques by reducing problems (e.g., tip damage, nonspecific adsorption, multiple

binding events, and molecule denaturation) that may obscure the true structure and

behavior of the molecule(s) under investigation. The establishment of multi-phase
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pulling techniques increased the accuracy and sensitivity of the instrument by im-

proving the clarity of force-extension curves and by facilitating research into the time

and distance dependency of polymer bridging. Because each of the pulling methods

was fully automated, the experiments were conducted in a more repeatable fashion

and the strain on the researcher was decreased.

The development of a software-based alignment program has provided an alter-

native technique to minimize pulling geometry errors in AFM-SMFS. The technique

has a distinct advantage over its counterparts in that it does not rely on compli-

cated analytical techniques [131, 132] or custom AFM cantilevers that are not yet

commercially available [4]. By combining the results from simulations with those of

the experimental tests, we were able to explore software configurations to maximize

alignment accuracy and efficiency, characterize circling-induced force measurements

and fluid fluctuations, and verify the alignment capabilities of the new technique.

Because pulling geometry errors can dramatically alter the forces and extensions

measured with the AFM, the alignment software is a valuable tool for improving the

accuracy of AFM-SMFS studies.

To compliment the aforementioned data collection techniques, a number of man-

ual and automated data analysis tools were developed during the course of the re-

search. These tools enable researchers to glean important information about molec-

ular systems and surfaces from massive amounts of force spectroscopy data. In ad-

dition to facilitating data analysis, the programs developed during the course of the

project have served to increase the efficiency and repeatability of the analysis pro-

cess. The addition of force volume imaging programs to the software package has

enabled methodological research studies by providing researchers with an easy, visual

method to investigate regional differences in molecular properties without subjecting

the surface to additional tests.
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The union of the various data collection and analysis tools that were developed

during the course of the research has increased the efficiency, sensitivity, and accuracy

of the AFM for force spectroscopy research. While various aspects of AFM-based

force spectroscopy were explored, the research has coalesced to form a powerful yet

inexpensive instrument for the in-depth study of biological molecules and materials.

6.1 Research Accomplishments and Contributions

to the Field

Research Accomplishments

During the course of the research, a number of strategic goals were accomplished. An

itemized list of these achievements can be found below.

• Designed and developed two custom, multi-axis AFMs with user-friendly GUIs.

• Developed manual and automated analysis software with force volume imaging

capabilities.

• Investigated fluid-loading effects on a cantilever circling in solution.

Contributions to the Field

The following is a list of specific contributions of this research to the field of AFM-

based force spectroscopy.

• Identified and implemented automated force spectroscopy techniques to mini-

mize nonspecific adhesion, multiple binding events, and molecular damage.

• Developed an automated force spectroscopy technique to study the time and

distance dependency of reversible polymer bridging.
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• Established an automated method to catch and hold single molecules of varying

length.

• Developed a software-based alignment technique to minimize pulling geometry

errors in AFM-SMFS.

6.2 Recommendations and Future Work

The research outlined in this document summarizes the extent of the work accom-

plished for the successful completion of the research project. However, as with any

project, there is always the possibility for additional research. The following section

outlines the author’s recommendations for future work pertaining to AFM-based force

spectroscopy.

AFM Instrumentation

While the AFM system developed for the project was ideal for the intended re-

search, the capabilities of the instrument could be expanded through the addition

of a temperature-controlled sample base and an automated fluid exchange system.

Recently, researchers have demonstrated that structural conformations [142], non-

specific adhesion [108,143], and rupture forces [144, 145] are temperature dependent

variables. Because changes in the ambient environment may drive molecular pro-

cesses differently, the future of force spectroscopy research must focus on exploring

the properties and behavior of molecules in a multidimensional fashion. If the com-

plex interaction between molecules and their environment is to be fully understood,

AFM systems must be adapted to support temperature-controlled research and to

facilitate the exchange of different aqueous solutions. The addition of a temperature-

controlled sample base and an automated fluid exchange system to the AFM setup
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would enable multidimensional force spectroscopy research, reduce experimental vari-

ability in the cantilever rinsing and fluid exchange process, and would decrease the

likelihood of cantilever and sample damage.

Force Spectroscopy Data Collection

In the area of force spectroscopy data collection, future work could come in the areas

of advanced automation techniques. Currently, the automation program described in

Chapter 3.3.1 locates the surfaces then moves to a new position to perform pulling

experiments. While this technique has the advantage of not damaging the sample

in question, it is difficult to decouple the sample topography and system drift. For

future experiments, it would be beneficial to locate the surface at one location [x0,

y0], pull at location [x1, y1], and then relocate the surface at [x0, y0] before moving

to a new location [x2, y2]. By adding the additional surface relocation step after the

pulling cycles, one will be able to decouple the system drift from the sample topog-

raphy. Doing so will increase the accuracy of the topography maps and gap-width

calculations. In addition, the development of an automated technique to perform the

initial tip-sample contact position determination would serve to minimize cantilever

fouling as well as decrease the time researchers would spend on the instrument.

Future work could also focus on automating other aspects of the force spectroscopy

experimental procedures. At this time, researchers must manually perform a num-

ber of laser alignment and calibration procedures at the beginning or end of the

experimental process. However, recent work conducted by Struckmeier et al. [119]

suggests that laser alignment, photodetector calibration, and cantilever calibration

can be fully automated. Future research could concentrate on replicating or adapting

these techniques for the custom AFM. In doing so, experiments will become more

consistent between days and users and the subjectivity of AFM research will decrease.
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Force Spectroscopy Data Analysis

In the area of manual force spectroscopy data analysis, future work could focus on

improving the usability of the software and increasing the data correction capabilities

of the analysis tools. Currently, a number of the manual analysis programs rely

on the user’s ability to follow a series of specific instructions when analyzing the

data. Experience, however, has demonstrated that this can be problematic. The

development of additional safeguards within the analysis program would help decrease

the likelihood that user-errors will lead to data corruption or premature termination

of the software.

In the area of automated force spectroscopy data analysis, future work could fo-

cus on incorporating different analysis options and increasing the generality of the

automated analysis program. The software described in Chapter 4.2 was customized

for our collaborative work with the Toone Research Group. Recently, our collabo-

rators expressed interest in altering the manner in which variables are recorded and

rupture events are characterized. As this interest was not conveyed until very late

in the project, these adjustments could not be addressed prior to the publication of

this document. The natural progression of this collaborative research effort would

suggest that the requests be fully investigated and implemented as needed. As the

automated analysis tools are updated, research should also focus on increasing the

adaptability of the automated analysis program. Specifically, the program should be

modified to gather additional information from the raw data and to analyze a variety

of different molecular systems.

Software-Based Cantilever Alignment Technique

While the efficacy of the software-based alignment technique was successfully demon-

strated, future research on the program could focus on refining the software to increase
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usability and to expedite the alignment process. Future research could also focus on

implementation of the software. Specifically, alternative molecular systems could be

studied and the rupture statistics of a set of aligned and unaligned molecules could

be compared and contrasted.

Additional research could also focus on adapting the software-based cantilever

alignment technique for different instruments (e.g. optical and magnetic traps) or for

alternative fields of study (e.g. magnetic bead based sensing - Appendix A.2). In the

latter example, the program could be used to align the cantilever with the magnetic

field such that the external forces on the cantilever can be maximized.
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Appendix A

Threshold Force Sensing

Threshold force sensing is an AFM-based sensing technique that uses competitive

binding measurements to determine the concentration of a specific analyte in solution.

The sensing technique is founded upon force spectroscopy principles and utilizes

many of the data collection and analysis techniques that were presented in Chapters

3 and 4. Due to the commonality between threshold force sensing and the project

research, a parallel investigation focused on the development of threshold force sensing

instrumentation and measurement techniques that were compatible with cantilever

arrays.

This chapter focuses on this proof-of-concept threshold force sensing research

and is split into two sections. The first section examines the response of active

cantilevers to nonspecific adhesion and the second section examines an alternative

technique to actuate the cantilever during sensing process. The information gathered

from these proof-of-concept studies provides a foundation for future threshold force

sensing research and sensor development.

A.1 Detecting Transient Responses of Active Can-

tilevers

The threshold force sensing detection process is based upon determining the dynamic

or transient response of an AFM cantilever to an unbinding event [3]. The dynamic

response of a cantilever depends on both the material properties of the cantilever

and the force required to break the bond between the cantilever and the substrate.

The hypothesis is that by measuring the magnitude of the transient response for a
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Figure A.1: Schematic of the threshold force sensor concept illustrating the steps
and the response of two of the cantilevers in the array. From [3].

given cantilever, unbinding events can be classified as either nonspecific or specific.

Because the sensing method relies on detecting and not measuring responses, the

resulting devices do not require the expensive measurement equipment that is typical

of similar cantilever based devices.

In threshold force sensing, an array of functionalized microcantilevers is brought

into and out of contact with a substrate containing an equal number of function-

alized substrate tips (Figure A.1). Because the cantilevers and substrate tips have

been functionalized with corresponding receptor-ligand pairs, when the cantilevers

are moved away from the tips, unbinding events will occur. Since the cantilevers

behave (to a first approximation) as simple harmonic oscillators (SHO), the impulse
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force provided by the bond ruptures cause the cantilevers to oscillate. However, when

the substrate is immersed in a solution that contains a competitive target analyte,

the number of specific bonds formed between the cantilevers and substrate tips is

reduced. Because the transient response of the cantilevers is dependent on the force

at rupture, it is possible to classify the impulse response of each cantilever in a bi-

nary fashion as specific or nonspecific. These binary recordings can then be used to

provide a quantitative measure of the analyte concentration.

Because threshold force sensing relies on the ability to simultaneously detect sig-

nals from an array of cantilevers, the optical lever method commonly used to deter-

mine cantilever deflections is inappropriate. The bulky and expensive piezoelectric

stages found in a typical AFM setup are also not suitable for the final, stand-alone

sensing device. As a result, active cantilevers (cantilevers that contain piezoelectric

films) were explored as an alternative sensing and actuating option for the proposed

sensing device.

Because the sensing application is based on detecting the transient response of a

cantilever, the active cantilevers used for this research must be designed to optimize

this response. Preliminary analytical results indicate that in order to maximize device

performance in fluid environments, the length and thickness of the beams should be

minimized within the design and fabrication constraints of the system [146]. However,

because shorter cantilevers may be more sensitive to environmental noise, additional

study of geometric variables is warranted.

Methods

The cantilevers used for this research were fabricated and packaged by RTI, an in-

dustry collaborator on this project. The exact structure and composition of the

cantilevers is not needed for the present discussion, one only needs to note that the
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piezoelectric layer of these cantilevers is constructed out of lead zirconate titanate

(PZT). The choice of PZT is important in that it has a higher electromechanical cou-

pling coefficient (EMC) (d33 ≈ 500 pC/N), than the piezoelectric film (ZnO) used in

commercially available piezoelectric cantilevers (d33 ≈ 10 pC/N). The current output

of active cantilevers is related to the EMC and the cantilever velocity as follows,

imax = Θżmax = Θ
Fb

kc

ωne
− ζ√

1−ζ2
tan−1(

√
1−ζ2

ζ
)

(A.1)

where Θ is the electromechanical coupling coefficient, żmax is the cantilever peak

velocity, fb is the binding force, ωn is the cantilever natural frequency, and ζ is the

damping ratio.

Although the proposed sensor will utilize an array of microcantilevers, only single

cantilevers were used in the proof-of-concept studies presented here. The use of

single cantilevers for this study will enable the use of off-the shelf electronics and

easy integration into existing AFM hardware. The primary use of the AFM in this

testing platform is to provide controlled cantilever movements and to corroborate

the piezoelectric results. The cantilevers used in this study were rectangular diving

boards with a width of 40 µm, length of 300 µm, thickness of 1.2 µm, and a PZT

thickness of 0.4 µm. The z-stage of the AFM was used to move a gold substrate

into and out of contact with the cantilevers. To enable measurement with the DAQ

equipment, the current output signal of the cantilever was magnified and transformed

(V = IR) with a current amplifier (Keithley Model 428, gain of 1e10 Ω).

Results

The transient current response in air (Figure A.2a) and water (Figure A.2b) were

achieved with z-stage retraction velocities of 10 µm/s and 50 µm/s respectively. It

is hypothesized that the active cantilever response seen here is a third order system,
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with the second order cantilever response coupled with the first order response of the

RC electrical circuit consisting of the piezoelectric capacitance and input impedance

of the current to voltage amplifier [146]. It is important to note that the initial

transient response time in air (2-3 ms) is much less than that in water (70 ms).

In addition, unlike the response in air, which reached steady state after the initial

transient response, the response in fluid took nearly 1 second to reach steady state.

This is most likely due to motion of the fluid around the cantilever. Due to fluid

loading effects, the peak current response for a retraction velocity of 10 µm/s in

liquid (70 pA) was less than that in air (275 pA), however, this can be resolved with

a faster retraction velocity. As with dynamic force spectroscopy theory, the force at

bond failure is directly proportional to the logarithm of the loading rate (kc ∗ v), as

seen in Figures A.2c and A.2d. Scatter from the linear relation is most likely due to

slight variations in the experimental setup and the small data set.

A.2 Magnetic Bead Based Sensing

One of the major challenges of threshold force sensing involves the parallelization

of the cantilever detection process. While the previous section focused on detecting

the transient response of single cantilevers, methods exist to integrate electronic

circuits with the active cantilevers to enable parallel detection of rupture events.

Parallelizing the bond formation process, however, is more difficult. Because the

amount of nonspecific adhesion and the number of specific binding events is dependent

on the tip-sample contact force [147], parallelization of the sensing process requires

that the contact forces be identical (and minimal) for all the cantilevers in the array.

Minute variation in the cantilever properties and surface roughness, however, make

this design criteria difficult to satisfy.

To overcome the difficulties associated with the parallel bond formation process,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.2: Transient response due to cantilever unbinding from evaporated gold
a) in air, velocity = 10 µm/s and b) in water, velocity = 50 µm/s. The linear
relationship between maximum output current and pulling speed c) in air and d) in
water.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.3: Artist conception of the magnetic bead based sensing setup. In this pic-
ture, the magnetic beads (white beads) are functionalized with a number of receptors
(green).

an alternative magnet-based technique was explored as a means to generate binding-

induced transient responses in cantilevers. The technique, tentatively called magnetic

bead based sensing, uses controlled magnetic fields to apply/remove external forces

on a cantilever. Because the magnetic field of an electromagnet can be generated

(or eliminated) simply by applying (or removing) an electric current to the device,

it is possible to generate transient cantilever responses in an array of magnetized

microcantilevers. If, however, one utilizes functionalized magnetic beads that will

only attach to a cantilever whenever a specific analyte is present in the solution,

activation of the magnetic field will only generate dynamic responses in cantilevers

with magnetic bead attachments. Figure A.3 contains an artist’s rendition of a

potential experimental setup.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this new sensing method, a series of

proof-of-concept experiments were conducted. A brief description of the altered setup

and the results from these experiments can be found in the following sections.
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Magnet AFM Setup

In the magnet AFM setup, the piezoelectric z-stage (Part 3) and its related acces-

sories (Parts 10 and 11) were replaced with a custom electromagnet assembly. The

electromagnet consists of a cast gray iron core (Part M4) securely enclosed in PVC

tubing (Parts M1-M3), the cylindrical portion of which was tightly wrapped with

copper wire (Part M6). The magnetic field was regulated by adjusting the current

supplied to the copper coils via a DC power supply (Part M8). A 1/16” steel ball

bearing was freely placed atop the iron core in order to modify the direction of the

magnetic field.

The magnet assembly was rigidly attached to an aluminum AFM base (Part

M5) using five #4-40 screws (Part M7). Although the standard AFM base could

be modified to interface with the magnet assembly, a separate base was utilized in

order to minimize the amount of time required to exchange the AFM setups. In

order to maximize the available magnetic field, the length of the custom magnet

was maximized within the range of the pre-existing high-precision screws (Part 12).

Because these screws are longer than the differential micrometer (Part 13) in the

standard AFM setup, an additional high-precision screw is required (M10). A picture

of the magnet AFM setup can be found in Figure A.4 and the corresponding parts

list can be found in Appendix B, Table B.4.

Methods

Magnetic beads were manually glued to the tip region of a commercial AFM can-

tilever. Due to the imprecise manner of bead attachment, the cantilever tip was

imaged in an SEM (Figure A.4c) and the number of beads were manually recorded.

For the experiment in question, approximately 40 beads were located on the cantilever

tip.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure A.4: a) Picture of the AFM altered for magnetic bead based sensing. b)
Close up of the ball bearing located atop the magnet iron core. c) SEM image of an
AFM cantilever with magnetic beads.

The magnetic field was manually enabled/disabled by applying/removing power

(7.8 V, 9 Amps) to the electromagnet copper wire over a period of 30 seconds. Verti-

cal signals were converted to deflection, detrended, and filtered before plotting. Can-

tilever deflections for each separation distance were determined by averaging each

step increase/decrease over the course of 30 seconds. In order to eliminate filtering

effects from the calculations, the change in the deflection signal was determined by

calculating the difference between the points prior to the onset of each step change.

The distances between the cantilever and the surface were estimated from the thread

properties of the high-precision screws.

Results

Figure A.5 contains the vertical deflection signals measured by the AFM as the mag-

netic field is toggled on and off. The top plot (solid black line) contains the exper-

imental control (no magnetic beads attached). The three lower plots were recorded

using the same magnetic bead coated cantilever, but at different tip-sample separa-

tion distances (∼0.9 mm solid gray line, ∼1.0 mm - dashed black line, and ∼1.1 mm

- dashed gray line). In the experimental control, magnetic field-induced deflections
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were absent, verifying that the cantilevers were not inherently magnetic. The results

from the magnetic bead coated cantilevers, however, demonstrate that a magnetic

field is capable of applying external forces to the cantilever, the magnitude of which,

depends on the tip-sample separation distance. The sharp transitions in the deflection

readings indicate that the magnetic bead based sensing technique is capable of gener-

ating the binding-induced transient responses required for the threshold force sensing

devices. Furthermore, because the cantilevers no longer need to contact the surface

with this technique, nonspecific adhesion will be minimized and bond formation will

be a thermodynamically driven process.
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Figure A.5: Vertical cantilever deflections measured while manually applying and
removing the magnetic field. Solid black line - blank cantilever with no magnetic
beads at ∼1.0 mm from surface, solid gray line- cantilever with magnetic beads at
∼0.9 mm from the surface (average cantilever deflection, Vave = 8.1 ± 0.6 nm), dashed
black line- cantilever with magnetic beads at ∼1.0 mm from the surface (Vave = 11.3
± 0.9 nm), dashed gray line- cantilever with magnetic beads at ∼1.1 mm from the
surface (Vave = 3.6 ± 0.5 nm).
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Appendix B

AFM Parts Lists and CAD Drawing Files

Figure B.1: Exploded view of main AFM equipment.
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Table B.1: AFM parts list. Manufacturer (Man.) abbreviations: DI = Digital
Instruments, MC = McMaster Carr, Phys. Inst. = Physik Instrumente, PSS = Pacific
Silicon Sensor

Part # Description Man. Model # Qty.

1 MultiMode AFM Head DI MMAFM-2 1349 1
2 xy-stage Phys. Inst. P-733.2CL 1
3 z-stage Phys. Inst. P-753.11C 1
4 LVPZT Piezo Amplifier Module Phys. Inst. E-503.00 1
5 PZT Sensor/Controller Module Phys. Inst. E-509.C3A 1
6 Piezo Module Chassis Phys. Inst. E-501.00 1
7 AFM Base n/a AFMBase 1
8 AFM Top n/a AFMTop 1
9 AFM Head-Piezo Interface n/a AFMInterface 1
10 Z-Extender Base n/a AFMZExtBase 1
11 Z-Extender n/a AFMZExt 1
12 High Precision Screw Newport AJS100-2 2
13 Differential Micrometer Newport DM-25L 1
14 3/16” SiN Ceramic Balls MC 9576K32 3
15 #4-40 x 3/4” Cap Screw MC 92196A113 8
16 #2-56 x 1/2” Cap Screw MC 92196A081 4
17 M3 x 6 mm Cap Screw MC 93070A061 7
18 M5 x 20 mm Cap Screw MC 91290A242 4
19 M2.5 x 10 mm Cap Screw MC 91290A103 2
20 Magnet MC 57295K71 1
21 Springs MC from 9664K74 4
22 Elastic Bands DynaFlex X-Heavy 2
23 MMAFM Extension Cable Veeco 272-000-068 1
24 MMAFM Cable Female Adaptor Veeco 272-000-012 1
25 Terminal Black MC 7527K55 1
26 Photodiode Sum/Diff. Board PSS 10-046 1
27 Breakout Box 1 (3.5” x 6” x 10”) Newark 10M8413 1
28 Breakout Box 2 (3” x 5” x 7”) Newark 06M4534 1
29 DC Power Supply Agilent E3630A 1
30 Filter Ithaco 4302 1
31 dSPACE DAQ Card dSPACE ds1104 1
32 dSPACE Connector Panel dSPACE ds1104 1
33 BNC connectors Newark 39F075 16
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Table B.2: Parts list of the AFM imaging system. As a unit, the AFM imaging
system allows users to locate the cantilever and align the laser.

Part # Description Manufacturer Model # Qty.

I1 Workstation Base Edmund Optics NT53-009 1
I2 24” Vertical Post Edmund Optics NT52-100 1
I3 Swivel Arm Edmund Optics NT02-684 1
I4 Rack & Pinion Movement Edmund Optics NT03-609 1
I5 VZM 450 Lens Edmund Optics NT52-347 1
I6 0.5X Supplemental Lens Edmund Optics NT55-386 1
I7 CCD Camera Edmund Optics NT55-837 1
I8 Y-C Cable Edmund Optics NT39-255 1
I9 Sony 13” Color Monitor Edmund Optics NT53-998 1
I10 Illuminator Edmund Optics NT53-953 1
I11 Fiber Optic Light Guide Edmund Optics NT54-210 1
I12 Fiber Optic Adapter Edmund Optics NT38-947 1

Table B.3: Parts list of the AFM environmental chamber. Manufacturer (Man.)
abbreviations: DrFS = Dr. Foster & Smith, MC = McMaster Carr

Part # Description Man. Model # Qty.

EC1 Cabinet ( 7” x 12” x 12”) VWR 24987-050 1
EC2 Humidity/Temp Controller Omega CNiTH-i8DH 1
EC3 Solenoid Valve MC 7877K53 2
EC4 Humidifier w/ Pump DrFS CF-10840 1
EC5 Pressure Regulator w/ Gauge MC 9892K121 1
EC6 Mini Inline Filter MC 98355K841 1
EC7 1/4” Tube-to-1/4” Pipe Adaptor MC 5111K82 1
EC8 1/4” Tube Tee Fitting MC 5779K34 2
EC9 1/4” Tube Panel Mount MC 5111K204 1
EC10 1/4” Tube-to-1/8” Pipe Adaptor MC 5111K81 4
EC11 Check Valve MC 7933K32 1
EC12 Hex-Hole Perforated Sheet MC 92725T42 1
EC13 1/4” Polyethylene Tubing MC 5384K36 n/a
EC14 Breakout Box Newark 56J7097 1
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Table B.4: Magnet AFM parts list. In addition to the standard AFM equipment
described in Table B.1, the following parts are necessary for the magnet AFM setup.

Part # Description Manufacturer Model # Qty.

M1 Magnet PVC Base 1 n/a PVC Base 1 1
M2 Magnet PVC Base 2 n/a PVC Base 2 1
M3 Magnet PVC Enclosure n/a PVC Pipe 1
M4 Magnet Iron Core n/a Iron Core 1
M5 Magnet Base n/a MagnetBase 1
M6 Copper Wire n/a n/a n/a
M7 #4-40 x 3/4” McMaster Carr 92196A113 6
M8 DC Power Supply Topward Electric Inst. TPS-2000 1
M9 1.6 mm Ball Bearing n/a n/a 1
M10 High Precision Screw Newport AJS100-2 1

Table B.5: AFM wiring output. Pins are labeled from left to right, top row 1-8,
bottom row 9-15.

Pin Description Wire Color Terminus

1 Ground Laser and Relay Black Power Supply (Com)
2 Preamp Ground Brown Ground
3 Laser Power Red Power Supply (+5V)
4 LED+ Orange Ground
5 ∼+15V Yellow Power Supply (+15V)
6 STM Dark Green Ground
7 ∼-15V Dark Blue Power Supply (-15V)
8 Photodiode B Purple Photodiode Sum/Diff. Board
9 Photodiode A Grey Photodiode Sum/Diff. Board
10 Photodiode C White Photodiode Sum/Diff. Board
11 Photodiode D Black Stripe Photodiode Sum/Diff. Board
12 Extra Brown Stripe Ground
13 Body Ground Red Stripe Ground
14 Piezo Ground Orange Stripe Ground
15 Piezo + Yellow Stripe Ground
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Table B.6: dSPACE connector panel channel information.

A/D D/A
Channel Signal Channel Signal

1 Laser Intensity 1 xref

2 Laser Vert. Pos. 2 yref

3 za 3 zref

4 Laser Horz. Pos. 4 -
5 xa 5 -
6 - 6 -
7 - 7 -
8 ya 8 -
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Appendix C

Experimental Materials and Methods

C.1 Dextran Studies

The following description was provided by Whasil Lee and contains the methods

used by the Marszalek Research Group to create the substrate surfaces utilized in

the multi-phase pulling experiments and alignment studies.

Dextran conjugate (α − (1 → 6) -D-glucan with biotin; D7142, Invitrogen) was

dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at a concentration of 0.005% (wt vol).

50 µl of solution was deposited onto glass coverslips for drying; extensive rinsing was

followed before measurement to get a layer of Dextran molecules tightly adsorbed to

the glass surface. Veeco MLCT-AUNM series probes were employed for the pulling

experiments. All experiments were conducted in aqueous media (filtered deionized

(DI) water or PBS) at room temperature.

C.2 Intersurface Self-Assembly Studies

The following description was provided by Michael J. Serpe and contains the methods

used by the Craig Research Group to create the substrate surfaces, solutions, and

cantilever tips used in the intersurface self-assembly studies described in Chapter 3.

Silicon (Si) substrates were cleaned by immersion in 3:1 H2SO4/H2O2 for 1 hour.

Si substrates were then rinsed with copious amounts of DI water and dried with a

stream of nitrogen. Titanium (Ti) (10 nm, used to promote adhesion of gold (Au)

to the Si) was deposited on the Si followed by 300 nm of Au using a CHA Industries

Solution e-beam evaporation system (Fremont, CA). Au-coated Si substrates were cut
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into ∼1 cm2 pieces and exposed to ultraviolet (UV) irradiation for ∼10 minutes (UVO

cleaner model No. 42, Jelight Company Inc., Irvine, CA). Si3N4 cantilevers were also

exposed to the same UV irradiation for 10 minutes. Both were then immersed in

absolute ethanol for 20 minutes following previous published protocol [148]. The

Au-coated substrate was rinsed with copious amounts of water and dried under a

stream of nitrogen, and a ∼30 µL drop of 1µM DNA solution 1 ((5’-3’)GGTATACC-

C3H6SH) was added to the substrate surface for 4 hours under a humid atmosphere.

Prior to use, the 1µM DNA solution was exposed to ∼1 mg of Cleland’s Reductacryl

reagent for 30 minutes, while agitating to reduce the DNA disulfide bonds to thiols,

and the Reductacryl reagent was filtered off. The substrates were then rinsed with

water, dried under a stream of nitrogen, and exposed to ∼10 mL of 1 mM 6-mercapto-

1-hexanol solution for 1 hour. The substrate was again rinsed with water, dried with

nitrogen, and then used in the pulling experiments within 2 days. The cantilever was

rinsed with ethanol and DI water and dried with nitrogen prior to use.

C.3 Galectin-3 and Lactose Interaction Studies

The following description was provided by David Carlson and Carleen Morris and

contains the methods used by the Toone Research Group to create the substrate

surfaces utilized in the force minimization studies found in Chapter 3.

Expression and Purification of Murine His6-tagged Galectin-3

The His6-tagged protein was expressed and purified as described by Snyder et al. [45].

Briefly, the wild-type Galectin-3 gene was transformed into BL21(DE3) cells. A 5

mL portion of TB/Kanamycin (30 µg/mL) was inoculated with a single colony of

BL21(DE3) cells and incubated at 37◦C overnight. Cells were grown until the optical

density measured in a spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 600 nm OD600=0.6-
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0.8 and expression was induced for 3 hours using isopropyl thiogalactopyranoside,

IPTG, (125 mg/L). Cells were harvested by centrifugation and lysed by sonication.

The resulting supernatant was applied to 10 mL of His Bind resin column (Novagen,

San Diego, CA). Pure Galectin-3 was isolated by manufacturer’s instructions.

Functionalization of Silicon Nitride AFM Cantilevers

Veeco NP series cantilevers were rinsed thoroughly in methanol and water, then

dried under nitrogen, and cleaned in a plasma oxidizer (5 min, 100 W). Vapor phase

aminosilanization was accomplished using a protocol similar to that published by

Riener et al. [149]. Cantilevers were placed in a glass bottle and flushed with argon to

remove air and moisture. Freshly distilled 3-aminopropyltrimethoxy silane, APTES,

(30 µL) and triethylamine, TEA, (10 µL) was then placed in separate uncapped glass

vials and placed in the bottle containing the cantilevers. The bottle was then flushed

thoroughly with argon and sealed. After 2 hours of incubation, the APTES and

TEA vials were removed after which the bottle was flushed again with argon and

sealed for 2 days. The aminofunctionalized cantilevers were subsequently rinsed with

dichloromethane and immersed in a dichloromethane solution of NHS-PEG24-Mal (2

mM) and pyridine (1% w/v) for 1 hour. After 1 hour of incubation, the cantilevers

were rinsed with ethanol and water and dried under argon. The cantilevers were then

submerged for 4 hours at 37◦C in an aqueous solution of mercaptopentyl glycoside

(2.25 mM). The lactose-functionalized cantilevers were then rinsed with water and

dried under argon.

Functionalization of Silicon Substrates

His6-tagged Galectin-3 was chelated to the surface using a protocol similar to that

of Schmid et al. [150]. The silicon surfaces were rinsed with methanol and water and
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dried under nitrogen. The surfaces were immediately placed in a plasma oxidizer (5

min, 100 W) in order to generate surface hydroxyl groups (-OH) on the native SiO2

layer. These oxidized surfaces were silanized with mercaptopropyl triethoxysilane,

MPTES, using the same procedure for the silanization of the AFM cantilevers. This

process generated free thiols on the surface that were subsequently reacted for 1 hour

with nitriloacetic acid (NTA)-maleimide (0.2 mg/mL) in 10 mM NaPi buffer, pH 7.0.

The surfaces were rinsed excessively with water and then incubated for 5 min in 50

mM NiSO4. The chelated surfaces were rinsed with water and binding buffer (50 mM

imidazole, 20 mM Tris HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 7.9). Filtered Galectin-3 solution (∼50

uM) was introduced the surface for 1 hour. The surface was immediately rinsed with

bind buffer and then PBS (pH 7.4).

Surface Immobilization of Galectin-3

Our method for surface immobilization of Galectin-3 closely followed that of Syn-

der et al. [45]. Vapor deposition of freshly distilled 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxy

silane, MPTMS, onto oxidized silicon (111) substrates provided reactive thiols the

surface. Thiol-maleimide cross reaction with maleimide provides a chelation site

for NTA-nickel-His6 protein immobilization. Aminofunctionalization of silicon ni-

tride AFM cantilevers was accomplished using the method reported by Ebner et

al. [151]. Briefly, plasma cleaned tips were subject to vapor phase deposition of 3-

aminopropyltrimethoxy silane, APTES. The resulting amine-terminated surface was

reacted via amide bond coupling to a 10 nm long heterobifunctional (oligoethylene)

glycol linker (Mal-PEG24-NHS ester, Quanta Biodesign). The maleimide terminus

was then coupled to thiopentyl lactoside. The murine carbohydrate binding protein,

Galectin-3, is constructed of an ordered C-terminal 137 amino acid carbohydrate

recognition domain (CRD) and a disordered N-terminal 120 amino acid collagen-
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like-repeat (CLR). In its crystallized form, the CRD is ∼4.5 nm across its long axis.

In its fully extended form, the CLR is ∼44 nm in length. When force is exerted on

a bound complex, the total length of lactose bound to a properly folded CRD with

fully extended CLR and linkers is ∼63 nm. Unfolding of the CRD potentially adds

50 nm to the length of the system.
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Appendix D

MATLAB Code

AFM v12 handles.m

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Misc. Handles
global t cur b time z c z relax

t cur=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/MiscInfo/Digital Clock/Out1’);
b time=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘currentTime’);
z c=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/MiscInfo/zc/Value’);
z relax=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/MiscInfo/zrelax/Value’);

% X movement handles
global d x x thresh x des x cur x ref x act

d x=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/dx/Value’);
x thresh=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/x delay/X0’);
x des=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/x des/Value’);
x cur=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Xact pos/Out1’);
x ref=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Xref’);
x act=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/x-axis/x actual/Out1’);

% Y movement handles
global d y y thresh y des y cur y ref y act

d y=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/dy/Value’);
y thresh=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/y delay/X0’);
y des=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/y des/Value’);
y cur=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Yact pos/Out1’);
y ref=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Yref’);
y act=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/y-axis/y actual/Out1’);

% Z movement handles
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global d z z thresh z des z cur z ref z act z ref2 t step

d z=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Zstep/Before’);
z thresh=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/z delay/X0’);
z des=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/z des/Value’);
z cur=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/z actual/Out1’);
z ref=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/Saturation/Out1’);
z act=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/z actual/Out1’);
z ref2=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/Zref/Out1’);
t step=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Zstep/Time’);

% Force control handles
global d f f thresh f des f curf fc enable fc z1 f switch f switch2
global f comp d comp ft step f ref f act

d f=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Fstep/Before’);
f thresh=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/f delay/X0’);
f des=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/f des/Value’);
f curf=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/ForceFilt/Out1’);
fc enable=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/Fc Enable/Value’);
fc z1=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/Fzbegin/Value’);
f switch=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/F Switch/Value’);
f switch2=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/F onoff/Value’);
f comp=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/fcomp/Value’);
d comp=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/DriftComp/Value’);
ft step=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Fstep/Time’);
f ref=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Fref’);
f act=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/VerticalForce/Out1’);

% Photodetector Handles
global vert raw vert bias vert v horz raw defl nm kc pnnm

vert raw=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/Vertical/Out1’);
vert bias=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/VertBias/Bias’);
vert v=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/vert (V)’);
horz raw=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/Horizontal/Out1’);
defl nm=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/pcal V2nm/Out1’);
kc pnnm=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/LeverK/Value’);
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% Photocalibration handles
global pcal v2nm pcal nm2v

pcal v2nm=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/pcal V2nm/Gain’);
pcal nm2v=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/pcal2/Gain’);

% Alignment/Centering handles
global x freq y freq xc rad yc rad c per c switch temp switch
global x temp y temp x dx y dy d R mag x mag y
global x amp1 y amp1 x freq1 y freq1 c trig1

x freq=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/Sine Wave/Frequency’);
y freq=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/Sine Wave1/Frequency’);
c per=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/Pulse\nGenerator/Period’);
x temp=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/TempX/Value’);
y temp=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/TempY/Value’);
temp switch=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/TempXYConst/Value’);
c switch=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/CENTER/Value’);
x dx=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Xdx/Out1’);
y dy=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Ydy/Out1’);
xc rad=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/Sine Wave/Amplitude’);
yc rad=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/Sine Wave1/Amplitude’);
d R=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/dR/Value’);
mag x=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/magx/Gain’);
mag y=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Centering/magy/Gain’);
x amp1=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/xcirc/Amplitude’);
y amp1=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/ycirc/Amplitude’);
x freq1=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/xcirc/Frequency’);
y freq1=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/ycirc/Frequency’);
c trig1=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/1circtrig/Value’);

% Scanning
global x const y const step gain x s x step x f output values

x const=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/x constant/Value’);
y const=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/y constant/Value’);
step gain=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Scanning/step gain/Gain’);
x s=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Scanning/xs/Value’);
x step=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Scanning/xstep/Value’);
x f=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Scanning/xf/Value’);
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output values=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Motion/Scanning/RS/Look-Up Ta-
ble1/OutputValues’);

% System Identification
global noise switch id in id outf id outc

noise switch=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/Noise Gain/Gain’);
id in=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/z-axis/Noise Gain/Out1’);
id outf=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/VertBias/Out1’);
id outc=mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,‘Model Root/Photodetector/VertBias/Out1’);
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autofmin.m

function autofmin()
% function autofmin(). This program is used to minimize tip sample contact
% without the use of force control. This program was originally written by
% Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 15, 2008.

% Experiment specific information- must be changed by user.

vr=500; % Retraction velocity (nm/s).
va=100; % Approach velocity (nm/s).
dt=60; % Tip-sample contact time (s).
xstart=45.01; % Starting x-position (um).
ystart=45.01; % Starting y-position (um).
xit=5; % Number of x iterations.
yit=5; % Number of y iterations.
zit=5; % Number of z iterations.
lmax=500; % Maximum pulling distance (nm)
zcon=4441; % Approximate position (nm) of the z-stage when tip-sample surface

contact is made.
dl=50; % Detrend length (nm)

% Intialization

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
global index Name

% Experiment Prep

% Creates a folder in the C:\AFMData directory
createdirroot;
pause(1)

% Moves the piezoelectric stages to their starting locations
zstart=zcon-lmax;
zmove noint(zstart,vr);
xymove(xstart,ystart,1);
pause(2);
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% Program Core

% y-iteration
for yy=1:yit;

ynew=ystart+(yy-1)*.05;
ymove noint(ynew,1)

% x-iteration
for xx=1:xit;

xnew=xstart+(xx-1)*.05;
xmove noint(xnew,1);
zmove noint(zstart,vr);

% z-iteration
for zz=1:zit

znew=autofmin sub(zcon,va,vr,lmax,dt,dl);
zcon=znew;

end;
zstart=zcon-lmax;

% Retracts the z-stage to minimize the likelihood of crashing
% into the surface while moving the xy-stage
zmove noint(zstart-100,vr);

end;

end;

fprintf(‘\n Automation Finished. Your data is saved in %s\n’,Name)
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autofmin manualanalysis v3.m

% autofmin manualanalysis v3.m
% You MUST follow the instructions EXACTLY when analyzing the data. For
% each data set, three plots will be shown. The first plot will contain a
% truncated data set localized around an extension of zero. This plot is
% for choosing ADHESION. IF there is adhesion (E<10nm) click on 1 data
% point indicating adhesion. If there is NO adhesion, click ENTER. These
% are your ONLY options for this plot. If you click on a point with an
% extension beyond 10 nm it will be discarded. If you click on more than 1
% point, the program will stop. The second plot is for choosing RUPTURE
% EVENTS ONLY. For each rupture event you will click on 2 points, the
% maximum rupture force (fmax) followed by the last point associated with
% the force drop (AKA fmin). If there are multiple rupture events, they
% should be clicked on following this pattern: fmax, fmin, fmax, fmin. You
% can record up to 8 rupture events (equivalent to 16 points). Please
% click on rupture events from left to right. If there are no rupture
% events, click ENTER. If an odd number of points are clicked, the program
% will stop. The program will automatically determine the force drop
% associated with the rupture. If the force drop is less than 35 pN, it
% will be discarded in the YourData file. However, for back-up purposes,
% all data points that were clicked, regardless of the force drop, will be
% recorded in the ExtraData file. The third plot will contain the raw data,
% with all the points labeled. This plot will be saved for viewing
% purposes. Please follow this instructions when analyzing the data. This
% program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by
% Monica Rivera on August 19, 2008.

close all
clear all

% User-Defined Variables

%Setup Files for Analysis
datadir=‘C:\AFMData\1cjm 042 exp3\’;
istart=110;
iend=115;

%AFM Experiment Info
k=161.8; % spring constant of the cantilever (pN/nm)
pcal=597.9; % pcal value (obtained using photocal.m)
vela=200; % approach velocity (nm/s)
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velr=200; % retraction velocity (nm/s)
SRate=5000; % Sample Rate (Hz)
dl=100; % Detrend Length (nm)
aor=1; % To use actual z-position aor==1

% To use reference z-position aor==2
pa=0; % Plot approach data? pa=1 YES; pa=0 NO

%Numbers for Averaging
av n=6;
shift n=3;

% The Program

fprintf(‘\n\n\nSTOP! READ ME FIRST! (may take a while to load ...)\n\n’)
help autofmin manualanalysis v3
fprintf(‘\nClick ENTER to continue.\n’)
pause

for ind=istart:iend;

% Loads the data set
inds=num2str(ind);
dataset=strcat(datadir,‘i’,inds);
miho=sprintf(‘load %s’,dataset);
eval(miho);
clear dataset miho

% Background Info
zstart=bgd(1);
xref=bgd(2);
yref=bgd(3);
tstart=bgd(4);

% Approach Data
za=data a(aor,:);
va=data a(3,:);

va uf=va;
za uf=za;

taz=data a(2,:);
ta=data a(4,:);
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mtaz=max(taz)-.1;
moe=find(taz>mtaz);
moe=moe(1);
taa=ta(moe);

clear taz ta mtaz moe

% Detrend Info
if dl>0

dsamp=round(dl/vela*SRate);
mv=mean(va(1:dsamp));
va=va-mv;

end

defla=pcal.*va;
fa=k.*defla;
fa=-fa;
za=za+defla;

% Retraction Data
zr=data r(aor,:);
vr=data r(3,:);
vr uf=vr;
zr uf=zr;

trz=data r(2,:);
tr=data r(4,:);
mtrz=max(trz)-0.2;
moe=find(trz<mtrz);
moe=moe(1);
trr=tr(moe);

clear trz tr mtrz moe

dwell=trr-taa;

% Detrend Info
if dl>0

dsamp=round(dl/velr*SRate);
mv=mean(vr(end-dsamp:end));
vr=vr-mv;
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end

deflr=pcal.*vr;
fr=k.*deflr;
fr=-fr;
zr=zr+deflr;

% Filter Force Data
frf=avr boxcar(fr,av n,shift n);
faf=avr boxcar(fa,av n,shift n);

% Calculate Fc and Zc
[ffmin,clue]=min(faf); % Approach ONLY
fc=ffmin;
[ffmin2,clue]=min([faf frf]); % Approach or Retraction
fc2=ffmin2;

adj=abs(fc/k);
zmax=max([za zr]);
zc=zmax-adj;
ea=zc-za;
er=zc-zr;

% Filter Extension Data
erf=avr boxcar(er,av n,shift n);
eaf=avr boxcar(ea,av n,shift n);

zorg=[eaf erf];
zfc=zorg(clue);

if zfc>10
zfc=0;
fc=0;

end

% For plot
ffmin=ffmin-20;
ffmax=max([faf frf])+20;
moo=-500:500;
clear za zr ea er zorg zmax

% Generate plot to choose adhesion
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figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
if pa==1

plot(eaf,faf,‘g’,erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(zfc,fc,‘ob’,zfc,fc,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

else
plot(erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

end
title(‘ADHESION - CLICK ON 1 PT OR HIT ENTER’,‘FontSize’,14)

xlabel(‘Extension(nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([-10 50])
ylim([ffmin ffmax])

cursor info=[];
adhe=[];
adhf=[];

datacursormode on

fprintf(‘Click on ADHESION. Click only 1 pt. If there is no adhesion hit enter.\n\n’);
pause
boop2=isempty(cursor info);

% There was no adhesion
if boop2==1;

adhe=0;
adhf=0;

% Adhesion
else

[crap,crap2]=size(cursor info);
if crap2 =1

fprintf(‘\n\n’)
error(‘SERIOUSLY? Having problems counting to ONE?!?!?’);
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end
adhf=cursor info(1).Position(2);
adhe=cursor info(1).Position(1);

% Adhesion beyond cutoff- resets force & extension to zero.
if adhe>10

adhe=0;
adhf=0;
fprintf(‘\nChosen point is beyond adhesion cutoff extension.\nAdhesion

force and extension reset to zero.\n’)
fprintf(‘Hit ENTER to continue.\n’)
pause

end

end
close
clear crap crap2

% Generate plot to choose rupture events
figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
if pa==1

plot(eaf,faf,‘g’,erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(zfc,fc,‘ob’,zfc,fc,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

else
plot(erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

end
title(‘Rupture Events - 2 pts per event’,‘FontSize’,14)

xlabel(‘Extension(nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([-20 300])
ylim([ffmin ffmax])

% Creates the necessary variables
cursor info=[];
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FB=[];
EB=[];
Fpull=[];
Epull=[];
Fpulld=[];
Epulld=[];
g2=[];
tt42=[];
datacursormode on

% Asks the user for input
fprintf(‘Click on RUPTURE EVENTS. For each rupture event, click on 2 points

(see instructions). Max 8 Rupture Events (16 pts).\n’)
fprintf(‘If there are no rupture events hit enter.\n\n’);
pause
boop=isempty(cursor info);

% There were rupture events (as determined by the user)
if boop==0

[crap,c2]=size(cursor info);
k2=[];

% error breakpoints
if c2>16

error(‘DATA NOT SAVED. You clicked on too many points (max=16).’)
end

cp=find(c2==[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16]);
ie=isempty(cp);
if ie==1

error(‘DATA NOT SAVED. Error in the number of points- 2pts for
each rupture.’)

end;

% Grabs and names the unbinding and extension data from the user-
% defined data points.
for k2=1:c2;

g=c2+1-k2;
Fpull(k2)=cursor info(g).Position(2);
Epull(k2)=cursor info(g).Position(1);
ord(k2)=cursor info(g).DataIndex;

end;
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% Makes sure the points are clicked from left to right. If not it sorts and
rearranges them
for k3=1:c2;

bp=[0 ord];
if bp(k3)>bp(k3+1)

sprintf(‘FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS!!!’)
sortme=[ord’ Epull’ Fpull’];
sorted=sortrows(sortme);
Epull=sorted(:,2);
Fpull=sorted(:,3);
pause(10)

end;
end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear bp k3 sortme sorted ie cp

% Calculates difference in the force
for md=2:2:c2

mm=md/2;
Fpulld(mm)=Fpull(md-1)-Fpull(md);
if Fpulld(mm)<0

fprintf(‘\n\n’)
error(‘Negative rupture force.’)

end
Epulld(mm)=Epull(md-1);
Ediff(mm)=abs(Epull(md-1)-Epull(md));
if Ediff(mm)>15

fprintf(‘Extensions associated with Fmax and Fmin are separated
by more than 15 nm.\n’)

RW=input(‘Is this OK? Type Y for YES or N for NO.\n’,‘s’);
RW=upper(RW);
if RW =‘Y’

error(‘Incorrect data selection’)
end

end
tt42(mm)=Fpull(md-1);

end;

clear RW Ediff
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homer=[];
jay=[];
simpson=[];
bart=[];

% Eliminates Rupture Forces less than 35 pN
homer=find(Fpulld>35);
lisa=isempty(homer);
if lisa==1

Epulld=0;
Fpulld=0;
tt43=[];
REP=[];
RFP=[];
tt43=[];

else
[jay,simpson]=size(homer);
for bart=1:simpson

Fpulld2(bart)=Fpulld(homer(bart));
Epulld2(bart)=Epulld(homer(bart));
tt43(bart)=tt42(homer(bart));

end
Fpulld=Fpulld2;
Epulld=Epulld2;
REP=round(Epulld*10)/10;
RFP=round(Fpulld*10)/10;

end

clear Epulld2 Fpulld2

REPraw=round(Epull*10)/10;
RFPraw=round(Fpull*10)/10;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear mm md

end;

% There were no rupture events (as determined by the user)
if boop==1;

c2=0;
Epull=0;
Fpull=0;
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Fpulld=0;
Epulld=0;
lfp=‘No Rupture’;
lep=‘No Rupture’;
REP=[];
RFP=[];
REPraw=[];
RFPraw=[];

end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear boop g bp Epull1 Fpull1 mm md k2 k3 Epull Fpull

% Creates the zero-padded rupture information for the array
FB=zeros(1,8);
EB=zeros(1,8);
imp=isempty(REP);
rup=0;
if imp =1

[crap,rup]=size(REP);
for g=1:rup;

EB(g)=REP(g);
FB(g)=RFP(g);

end;
end;

FB2=zeros(1,16);
EB2=zeros(1,16);
imp2=isempty(REPraw);
rup2=0;
if imp2 =1

[crap,rup2]=size(REPraw);
for g2=1:rup2;

EB2(g2)=REPraw(g2);
FB2(g2)=RFPraw(g2);

end
end

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear crap REP RFP g cursor info

ts=strcat(‘Force vs Extension No. ’,inds);
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if c2>0;
frupmax2=max(FB2); % Max Force
zrupmax2=max(EB2); % Max Extension

else
frupmax2=0;
zrupmax2=0;

end
frupmax=max(FB); % Max force drop
zrupmax=max(EB); % Max rupture extension

n1=find(frf>1);
n1=n1(1);

% if there were ruptures, it calculates Energy wrt 0pN
if c2==0

Ez=0;
else

n2=find(erf>zrupmax2);
n2=n2(1)+10;
dzr=[];
for h=n1:n2;

hh=h-n1+1;
dzr(hh)=erf(h+1)-erf(h);

end
Ez=frf(n1:n2).*dzr;

end

E=sum(Ez);
E=(round(10*E))/10;
close all

%Creates pretty figure and saves it
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
plot(eaf,faf,‘g’,erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(zfc,fc,‘ob’,zfc,fc,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(REPraw,RFPraw,‘oc’,REPraw,RFPraw,‘.c’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)

if adhf =0
plot(adhe,adhf,‘*m’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)

end
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if rup>0
plot(Epulld,tt43,‘ob’,Epulld,tt43,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)

end;

legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)
xlabel(‘Extension(nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([-10 300])
ylim([ffmin ffmax])
title(ts,‘FontSize’,16);
figname=strcat(datadir,‘newfig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf,figname);

% clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear crap REP RFP g
clear ffmin ffmax

mj=ind-istart+1;

% Appends the neccessary information to the array YourData
YourData(mj,1)=ind; % Pull Index
YourData(mj,2)=tstart; % Start time (s)
YourData(mj,3)=xref; % x-position (um)
YourData(mj,4)=yref; % y-position (um)
YourData(mj,5)=zc; % z-contact (nm)
YourData(mj,6)=fc; % Max. contact force (approach only)
YourData(mj,7)=fc2; % Max. contact force (approach & retract)
YourData(mj,8)=rup; % Number of rupture events
% Rupture Forces = Difference in force
% Rupture Extensions = Extension at rupture (1st point)
YourData(mj,9)=FB(1); % Rupture Force 1
YourData(mj,10)=EB(1); % Rupture Length 1
YourData(mj,11)=FB(2); % Rupture Force 2
YourData(mj,12)=EB(2); % Rupture Length 2
YourData(mj,13)=FB(3); % Rupture Force 3
YourData(mj,14)=EB(3); % Rupture Length 3
YourData(mj,15)=FB(4); % Rupture Force 4
YourData(mj,16)=EB(4); % Rupture Length 4
YourData(mj,17)=FB(5); % Rupture Force 5
YourData(mj,18)=EB(5); % Rupture Length 5
YourData(mj,19)=FB(6); % Rupture Force 6
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YourData(mj,20)=EB(6); % Rupture Length 6
YourData(mj,21)=FB(7); % Rupture Force 7
YourData(mj,22)=EB(7); % Rupture Length 7
YourData(mj,23)=FB(8); % Rupture Force 8
YourData(mj,24)=EB(8); % Rupture Length 8
YourData(mj,25)=frupmax; % Maximum rupture force out (from points)
YourData(mj,26)=frupmax2; % Maximum rupture force DROP
YourData(mj,27)=zrupmax; % Maximum rupture length
YourData(mj,28)=zrupmax2; % Max rupture length (even if Frup<35pN)
YourData(mj,29)=E; % Energy (with respect to) 0 line
YourData(mj,30)=adhf; % Adhesion Force
YourData(mj,31)=adhe; % Adhesion Extension
YourData(mj,32)=dwell; % Actual time in contact

% Extra data includes the raw points clicked on in the graph. This is an
% emergency backup in case users change there mind yet again as to how they
% would like the data to be analyzed.

ExtraData(mj,1)=ind;
ExtraData(mj,2)=EB2(1);
ExtraData(mj,3)=FB2(1);
ExtraData(mj,4)=EB2(2);
ExtraData(mj,5)=FB2(2);
ExtraData(mj,6)=EB2(3);
ExtraData(mj,7)=FB2(3);
ExtraData(mj,8)=EB2(4);
ExtraData(mj,9)=FB2(4);
ExtraData(mj,10)=EB2(5);
ExtraData(mj,11)=FB2(5);
ExtraData(mj,12)=EB2(6);
ExtraData(mj,13)=FB2(6);
ExtraData(mj,14)=EB2(7);
ExtraData(mj,15)=FB2(7);
ExtraData(mj,16)=EB2(8);
ExtraData(mj,17)=FB2(8);
ExtraData(mj,18)=EB2(9);
ExtraData(mj,19)=FB2(9);
ExtraData(mj,20)=EB2(10);
ExtraData(mj,21)=FB2(10);
ExtraData(mj,22)=EB2(11);
ExtraData(mj,23)=FB2(11);
ExtraData(mj,24)=EB2(12);
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ExtraData(mj,25)=FB2(12);
ExtraData(mj,26)=EB2(13);
ExtraData(mj,27)=FB2(13);
ExtraData(mj,28)=EB2(14);
ExtraData(mj,29)=FB2(14);
ExtraData(mj,30)=EB2(15);
ExtraData(mj,31)=FB2(15);
ExtraData(mj,32)=EB2(16);
ExtraData(mj,33)=FB2(16);

clear fc rup EB FB xref yref zstart frupmax zrupmax E Ez
clear data a data r bgd ea eaf er erf fa faf fr frf za uf zr uf zc zfc
clear va uf vr uf defla deflr tstart dsamp mv va vr
clear ts figname inds clue frupmax2 zrupmax2
clear mj moo adj n1 n2
clear boop boop2 clue c2
clear Epull2 Fpull2 adhe adhf fc2 rup2 dwell
clear REPraw RFPraw ffmin2 Fpulld Epulld FB2 EB2 g2 tt42 tt43
clear lep lfp dzr h hh homer jay simpson bart ord imp imp2 maggie

pause(1)
close all

end;

d3=strcat(datadir,‘Mydata’);
miho=sprintf(‘save %s YourData ExtraData’,d3);
eval(miho);
fprintf(‘Data saved as Mydata in %s \n’,datadir);

totalruptures=sum(YourData(:,8));
trs=num2str(totalruptures);
numpull=size(YourData);
numpull=numpull(1);
numpulls=num2str(numpull);

fprintf(‘No. of pulls analyzed = %s \n’,numpulls);
fprintf(‘No. of ruptures = %s \n’,trs);
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autofmin sub.m

function znew=autofmin sub(zdes,vela,velr,lmax,dt,dl)
% function znew=autofmin sub(z desired (nm), approach velocity (nm/s),
% retraction velocity (nm/s), maximum pulling distance (nm), dwell time(s).
% This program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last
% modified by Monica Rivera on June 13, 2008.

close all

global index Ts Name Name2
global z cur x ref y ref t cur pcal v2nm kc pnnm
global z thresh d z z des t step
global z ref vert v b time z c

zold=zdes;
photozero2
pause(1.5)

% Captures the background info
vars=[z cur; x ref; y ref; t cur; pcal v2nm; kc pnnm];
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars,‘Delay’,0,‘NumSamples’,1);
mlib(‘StartCapture’);
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
bgd=mlib(‘FetchData’);
zcur=bgd(1,:);
tcur=bgd(4,:);
pcal=bgd(5,:);
kc=bgd(6,:);

% Calculates variables to enable approach/retraction
ztot=zdes-zcur;
absz=abs(ztot);
ttot=absz/vela;
dz=(ztot/ttot)*Ts;
zcur2=zcur-dz;
tt=tcur+ttot+1;
npts1=round((ttot+dt)/Ts);

zdes2=zdes-lmax;
ztot2=zdes2-zdes;
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absz2=abs(ztot2);
ttot2=absz2/velr;
dz2=(ztot2/ttot2)*Ts;
zcur3=zdes-dz2;
tt2=tt+ttot2+dt+4;
npts2=5+round(ttot2/Ts);
Numpts=npts1+npts2;

% approach (including tip-sample contact dwell time)
vars2=[z cur; z ref; vert v; b time];
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘NumSamples’,npts1);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)

mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur2);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes);
mlib(’Write’,t step,‘Data’,tt);

while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
data a=mlib(‘FetchData’);

% retract
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘NumSamples’,npts2);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)

mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur3);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz2);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes2);
mlib(‘Write’,t step,‘Data’,tt2);

while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
data r=mlib(‘FetchData’);

% Analysis and figure generation
z0=max(data a(2,:));
za=z0-data a(2,:);
va=data a(3,:);
va orig=va;

zr=z0-data r(2,:);
vr=data r(3,:);
vr orig=vr;

% Detrend to account for drift/fluid loading
dta=round((dl/vela)/Ts);
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za dsub=za(1:dta);
va dsub=va(1:dta);
va=-va;
va uf=va;
za uf=za;

dtr=round((dl/velr)/Ts);
zr dsub=zr(end-dtr:end);
vr dsub=vr(end-dtr:end);
vr=-vr;
vr uf=vr;
zr uf=zr;

ma=round((dt+(5/vela))/Ts);
va min=min(va(end-ma:end));

mr=round((5/velr)/Ts);
vr min=min(vr(1:mr));

av n=6;
shift n=3;
va=avr boxcar(va,av n,shift n);
vr=avr boxcar(vr,av n,shift n);
za=avr boxcar(za,av n,shift n);
zr=avr boxcar(zr,av n,shift n);

v con=min([va min vr min]);
v rup=max(vr);

con thresh=-.0005;
con thresh2=-.002;
rup thresh=.0005;

% Too Much Contact
if v con<=con thresh

if v con<=con thresh2
znew=zold-4;
next=‘Next time, down 4’;
%fprintf(‘Way Too Much Contact\n’)

else
znew=zold-2;
next=‘Next time, down 2’;
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%fprintf(‘Too Much Contact\n’)
end;

% Contact OK
else

if v rup>=rup thresh
znew=zold;
next=‘remain’;
%fprintf(‘Magnifico\n’)

else
znew=zold+3;
next=‘Next time, up 3’;
%fprintf(‘Move closer\n’)

end;

end;

maxz=round(max([za zr]));
zline=0:maxz;
zcut=zeros(size(zline));
rupcut=rup thresh*ones(size(zline));
concut1=con thresh*ones(size(zline));
concut2=con thresh2*ones(size(zline));

figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
plot(za,va,‘g’,zr,vr,‘k’)
hold all
plot(zline,concut1,‘-.r’,zline,rupcut,‘-.r’)
xlabel(‘Retraction Distance (nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Vertical Signal’,‘FontSize’,14)
legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’)

mlib(‘Write’,z c,‘Data’,znew);

inds=num2str(index);
dsave=strcat(Name,‘\i’,inds);

miho=strcat(‘save ’,dsave,‘ bgd data a data r;’);
eval(miho)

mm=strcat(Name2,‘\fig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
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saveas(gcf, mm)

pause(1)
fprintf(‘Pull %s completed \n’,inds)

index=index+1;
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autosavecent.m

function autosavecent(bgd,cent data)

% function autosavecent(bgd, cent data)
% This function will save the bgd information and data from the centon.m
% program. This program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was
% last modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

global Name2
global index

ind=num2str(index);

dsave=strcat(Name2,‘\c’,ind);
miho=sprintf(‘save(%s)’,‘dsave’);
eval(miho)
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avr boxcar.m

function [f,g]=avr boxcar(v,n,m)

% function f=avr boxcar(v,n,m) averages n points of vector v
% and shifts averaged region by m points.
% Also can return std of the averaged point as the second
% output argument.

% Boris Akhremitchev, 2007

if nargin<2, error(‘Function requires at least two input arguments’); end
if ∼any(size(v)==1), error(‘Input should be a vector!’); end
if n<1, error(‘Averaging should be >= 1!’); end
if nargin<3, m=n; end
if m<1, error(‘Shift should be >= 1!’); end

f=v;
g=v;
N=length(v);
if N<=n, f=mean(v); g=std(v); return, end
i1=1; i2=1;
N1=0;
while i2<N,

i2=i1+n-1;
if i2>N, i2=N; end
N1=N1+1;
v1=v(i1:i2);
f(N1)=mean(v1);
g(N1)=std(v1);
i1=i1+m;

end
f((N1+1):end)=[];
g((N1+1):end)=[];
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centoff.m

function centoff()

% This function is used to turn off the centering program. It was
% originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica
% Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global x temp
global y temp
global temp switch
global x des
global y des
global c switch
global x dx
global y dy
global z ref

% Captures the current xyz positions
[xdx,ydy,zcur]=mlib(‘Read’,[x dx; y dy; z ref]);

% Updates Simulink Model
mlib(‘Write’,[x temp; y temp],‘Data’,xdx; ydy);
mlib(‘Write’,temp switch,‘Data’,2);
mlib(‘Write’,c switch,‘Data’,0);
mlib(‘Write’,[x des; y des],‘Data’,xdx; ydy);
mlib(‘Write’,temp switch,‘Data’,1);
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centon.m

function centon(Amp,step)

% function centon(Amp (nm), step(nm))
% This function is a routine that will align the tip and cantilever
% substrate attachment sites of a partially stretched molecule. The
% molecule should be partially stretched to a region in which the force
% will fluctuate while stretching and relaxing the molecule. Force control
% must be enabled. Currently the circling frequency is set to 5 Hz. This
% program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by
% Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

%Initialization
global index Ts
global f switch c switch
global x freq y freq c per xc rad yc rad mag x mag y
global z cur x ref y ref t cur pcal v2nm kc pnnm d R
global x act y act z ref z act f ref f act vert v x dx y dy

cent data=[];
Amp=Amp/1000;
step=step/1000;

% Checks the model to make sure that Force Control is Enabled
Fstatus=mlib(‘Read’,f switch);
if Fstatus =1

error(‘Force control must be enabled before beginning centering’)
end;

% Sets circling frequency to 5 Hz and adjusts stepsize;
freqHz=5;
SR=1/Ts;
Per=SR/freqHz;
freq=freqHz*2*pi;
SSA=step*3.33;

% Updates Simulink Model
mlib(‘Write’,[x freq; y freq],‘Data’,freq; freq);
mlib(‘Write’,c per,‘Data’,Per);
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mlib(‘Write’,[xc rad; yc rad],‘Data’,Amp; Amp);
mlib(‘Write’,[mag x; mag y],‘Data’,SSA; SSA);

% Captures the background info for the pull
vars=[z cur; x ref; y ref; t cur; pcal v2nm; kc pnnm; xc rad; x freq; d R ; mag x];
bgd=mlib(‘Read’,vars);
bgd=cell2mat(bgd);
bgd(11)=step;

vars2=[x ref; x act; y ref; y act; z ref; z act; f ref; f act; vert v; x dx; y dy];
mlib(‘Set’,‘NumSamples’,75000,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘Trigger’,‘OFF’,‘AcquisitionMode’,‘continuous’)
mlib(‘StartCapture’)

% Turn on centering tracking
mlib(‘Write’,c switch,‘Data’,1);

for ii=1:5
pause(4);
a=num2str(ii);
eval([‘data ’,a,‘=mlib(’’FetchData”);’]);
eval([‘cent data=[cent data data ’,a,’];’]);
eval([‘clear data ’,a,”]);

end;

% Saves data
autosavecent(bgd,cent data);

mlib(‘StopCapture’);

% Turns off centering
centoff
index=index+1;
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circ1.m

function circ1(r,freq)

% function circ1(radius (nm), frequency (Hz)). This program will perform
% one circle at the desired radius and frequency. This is typically used
% to verify that a molecule has been caught before implementing the
% alignment software. This program was originally written by Monica Rivera
% and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 16, 2008.

close all
mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Intialization
global Ts Name Name2 index c trig1
global x amp1 y amp1 x freq1 y freq1
global t cur pcal v2nm kc pnnm x des y des z ref z c
global x ref y ref x act y act vert v x cur y cur

freqr=freq*2*pi;
amp=r/1000;

% Updates variables
mlib(‘Write’,x amp1,‘Data’,amp);
mlib(‘Write’,y amp1,‘Data’,amp);
mlib(‘Write’,x freq1,‘Data’,freqr);
mlib(‘Write’,y freq1,‘Data’,freqr);

% Capture background info
vars=[t cur; pcal v2nm; kc pnnm; x amp1; x freq1; x des; y des; z ref; z c];

mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars,‘Delay’,0,‘NumSamples’,1);
mlib(‘StartCapture’);
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
bgd=mlib(‘FetchData’);
tcur=bgd(1,:);
pcal=bgd(2,:);
kc=bgd(3,:);
xamp1=bgd(4,:);
xfreq1=bgd(5,:);
xdes=bgd(6,:);
ydes=bgd(7,:);
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% Circle once
vars2=[x ref; y ref; x act; y act; vert v; x cur; y cur];
t1c=1/freq;
Numpts=round(15+t1c/Ts);
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘Delay’,0,‘NumSamples’,Numpts);
mlib(‘StartCapture’);

mlib(‘Write’,c trig1,‘Data’,1);
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
mlib(‘Write’,c trig1,‘Data’,0);
data=mlib(‘FetchData’);

xymove(xdes,ydes,1)

% Analysis and figure generation
xref=data(1,:);
yref=data(2,:);
xact=data(3,:);
yact=data(4,:);
vert=data(5,:);
xcur=data(6,:);
ycur=data(7,:);
f=-kc*pcal.*vert;
[crap,b]=size(f);
t=1:b;
t=Ts.*t;

figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
plot(t,f)
xlabel(‘Time (s)’,‘FontSize’,14);
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14);
title(‘Force vs Time’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([0 b*Ts]);

% Saves the data and the figure
inds=num2str(index);
dsave=strcat(Name,‘\circ1 i’,inds);
miho=strcat(‘save ’,dsave,‘ bgd data’);
eval(miho)
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mm=strcat(Name2,‘\c1fig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf,mm);

index=index+1;
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circ10.m

function circ10(r,freq)

% function circ10(radius (nm), frequency (Hz)). This program will perform
% ten circles at the desired radius and frequency. This is typically used
% to verify that a molecule has been caught before implementing the
% alignment software. This program was originally written by Monica Rivera
% and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 16, 2008.

close all
mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Intialization
global Ts Name Name2 index c trig1
global x amp1 y amp1 x freq1 y freq1
global t cur pcal v2nm kc pnnm x des y des z ref z c
global x ref y ref x act y act vert v x cur y cur

freqr=freq*2*pi;
amp=r/1000;

% Updates variables
mlib(‘Write’,x amp1,‘Data’,amp);
mlib(‘Write’,y amp1,‘Data’,amp);
mlib(‘Write’,x freq1,‘Data’,freqr);
mlib(‘Write’,y freq1,‘Data’,freqr);

% Capture background info
vars=[t cur; pcal v2nm; kc pnnm; x amp1; x freq1; x des; y des; z ref; z c];
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars,‘Delay’,0,‘NumSamples’,1);
mlib(‘StartCapture’);
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
bgd=mlib(‘FetchData’);
tcur=bgd(1,:);
pcal=bgd(2,:);
kc=bgd(3,:);
xamp1=bgd(4,:);
xfreq1=bgd(5,:);
xdes=bgd(6,:);
ydes=bgd(7,:);
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% Circle 10x and save the data
vars2=[x ref; y ref; x act; y act; vert v; x cur; y cur];
t1c=10/freq;
Numpts=round(15+t1c/Ts);
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘Delay’,0,‘NumSamples’,Numpts);
mlib(‘StartCapture’);

mlib(‘Write’,c trig1,‘Data’,1);
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
mlib(‘Write’,c trig1,‘Data’,0);

data=mlib(‘FetchData’);
xymove(xdes,ydes,1)

% Analysis and figure generation
xref=data(1,:);
yref=data(2,:);
xact=data(3,:);
yact=data(4,:);
vert=data(5,:);
xcur=data(6,:);
ycur=data(7,:);
f=-kc*pcal.*vert;
[crap,b]=size(f);
t=1:b;
t=Ts.*t;

figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
plot(t,f)
xlabel(‘Time (s)’,‘FontSize’,14);
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14);
title(‘Force vs Time’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([0 b*Ts]);

% Saves the data and the figure
inds=num2str(index);
dsave=strcat(Name,‘\circ10 i’,inds);
miho=strcat(‘save ’,dsave,‘ bgd data’);
eval(miho)
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mm=strcat(Name2,‘\c10fig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf,mm);

index=index+1;
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createdirroot.m

function createdirroot()

% This function will create a folder in the C:\AFMData directory. This
% program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by
% Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

global Name;
global Name2;

% Asks the user for input
Name=input(‘\nWhat is the name of the folder where you would like your data

to be saved- NO SPACES.\n’,‘s’);

% Checks to see if the directory already exists
Name2=strcat(‘C:\AFMData\’,Name);
Name=strcat(‘C:\AFMData\’,Name);
checkdir=sprintf(‘DE=isdir(%s);’,‘Name2’);
eval(checkdir);

% The directory does not exist- creates it
if DE==0;

mkdir(Name2)
% The directory already exists- asks the user for input

else
RW=input(‘The directory already exists. Would you like to replace the

contents of this directory?\nType Y for YES and N for NO.\n’,‘s’) ;
RW=upper(RW);

% Replaces the contents of the previous directory with the new
% directory

if RW==‘Y’
rmdir(Name2,‘s’)
mkdir(Name2)

% Stops the program
elseif RW==‘N’

error(‘Because your creativity is severely lacking, you must run this
program again. Next time, make the name of your folder unique.’)

else
error(‘Either you did not follow the on-screen instructions or you
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cannot type. Either way, you need to run the program again.’)
end

end
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forceoff.m

function forceoff()

% forceoff(). This function is used to turn off the force
% controller for the AFM. This function was originally written by Monica
% Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global z ref
global f switch f switch2 fc enable
global z des z thresh d z f des

dz=1*Ts;

% Captures the current position of the Z-stage and the current program
% runtime

zcur=mlib(‘Read’,z ref);

%Updates Simulink Model
mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘ata’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zcur);
pause(1)
mlib(‘Write’,f switch,‘Data’,0);
mlib(‘Write’,f switch2,‘Data’,0);
mlib(‘Write’,f des,‘Data’,0);
mlib(‘Write’,fc enable,‘Data’,0)
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forceon.m

function forceon()
% function forceon(). This function is used to turn on the force
% controller for the AFM. This function was originally written by Monica
% Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts;
global vert v f curf z ref
global f switch f switch2 fc enable
global d comp f comp fc z1
global f des f thresh d f

NumPts=.5/Ts;
df= 1*Ts;
data=[];

% Captures and averages 0.5 seconds of the vertical signal, the filtered force
% signal, and the reference z position

mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,[vert v; f curf; z ref],‘Delay’,0,‘NumSamples’,NumPts);
mlib(‘StartCapture’);
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
data=mlib(‘FetchData’);
Vdata=data(1,:);
Fdata=data(2,:);
Zdata=data(3,:);
mv=mean(Vdata)
mf=mean(Fdata)
mz=mean(Zdata)

%Updates Simulink Model
mlib(‘Write’,d comp,‘Data’,mv);
mlib(‘Write’,f comp,‘Data’,mf);
mlib(‘Write’,f des,‘Data’,mf);
mlib(‘Write’,f thresh,‘Data’,mf);
mlib(‘Write’,d f,‘Data’,df);
mlib(‘Write’,f switch2,‘Data’,1);
pause(1)
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mlib(’Write’,fc z1,‘Data’,mz);
mlib(’Write’,fc enable,‘Data’,1)
mlib(’Write’,f switch,‘Data’,1);
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fviMS v2.m

% fviMS v2

% This program is used to create force volume images of data obtained
% using the program pullnftMS.m. This program was originally written by
% Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on 8/21/2008.

close all
clear all

datadir=‘C:\AFMData\msfvi3\’;
opt=10; % 1- No. ruptures per pull

% 2 - Average number of ruptures per location
% 3 - Total number of ruptures per location
% 4 - Average Rupture force per pull (Only Average F =0)
% 5 - Average Rupture Force per Location
% 6 - Max. Rupture Force per pull
% 7 - Max. Rupture Force per Location
% 8 - Max Rupture Length per Pull
% 9 - Max Rupture Length per Location
% 10 - Contact

% Loads the userdata and the dataset
dataset=strcat(datadir,‘combo’);
miho=sprintf(‘load %s’,dataset);
eval(miho)
clear dataset miho

dataset=strcat(datadir,‘UserInput4Exp’);
miho=sprintf(‘load %s’,dataset);
eval(miho)
clear dataset miho

x0=userdata(3);
y0=userdata(4);
xit=userdata(5);
yit=userdata(6);
zit=userdata(7);
dxy=userdata(8)/1000;
dxy2=userdata(9)/1000;
fcdes=userdata(11);
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L0=userdata(14);
np=userdata(18);
npxy=zit*np;

data=YourData;
[pulls,crap]=size(data);
fro=pulls/npxy;
fro2=pulls/np;

rup=data(:,1);
f1=data(:,2);
e1=data(:,3);
f2=data(:,4);
e2=data(:,5);
f3=data(:,6);
e3=data(:,7);
f4=data(:,8);
e4=data(:,9);
f5=data(:,10);
e5=data(:,11);
f6=data(:,12);
e6=data(:,13);
f7=data(:,14);
e7=data(:,15);
f8=data(:,16);
e8=data(:,17);
f9=data(:,18);
e9=data(:,19);
f10=data(:,20);
e10=data(:,21);
xc=data(:,22);
yc=data(:,23);
zc=data(:,24);
fc=data(:,25);
xp=data(:,26);
yp=data(:,27);
L0=data(:,28);
pt=data(:,29);
mr=data(:,30);
j=data(:,31);

ftrunk=[];
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fmax=[];
for i2=1:pulls

f1to8(i2,:)=[f1(i2) f2(i2) f3(i2) f4(i2) f5(i2) f6(i2) f7(i2) f8(i2)];
e1to8(i2,:)=[e1(i2) e2(i2) e3(i2) e4(i2) e5(i2) e6(i2) e7(i2) e8(i2)];
b=nnz(f1to8(i2,:));
if b>0

for i3=1:b
ftrunk(i3)=f1to8(i2,i3);
etrunk(i3)=e1to8(i2,i3);

end
fmean(i2)=mean(ftrunk);
fmax(i2)=max(ftrunk);
emax(i2)=max(etrunk);
ftrunk=[];
etrunk=[];

else
fmean(i2)=0;
fmax(i2)=0;
emax(i2)=0;

end
end

fmean=fmean’;
fmax=fmax’;
emax=emax’;

x=xp(1:npxy:pulls);
y=yp(1:npxy:pulls);

minfile=min(mr);
maxfile=max(mr);

xypts=xit*yit;

% Number of Rupture Events for each pull
if opt==1

for ii=1:npxy
rii(:,ii)=rup(ii:npxy:end);
nii=num2str(ii);
tsi=strcat(‘Number Rupture Events for Pull’,nii);

% Pixel Map
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pixel FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy)
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)

% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy);
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘No. of Ruptures’,‘FontSize’,14)

end

% Average number of Ruptures per Location
elseif opt==2

for ii=1:xypts;
rii(ii)=mean(rup((ii-1)*npxy+(1:npxy)));

end
% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Average Number of Ruptures per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Average Number of Ruptures per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(’No. of Ruptures’,‘FontSize’,14)

% Total number of Ruptures per Location
elseif opt==3

for ii=1:xypts;
rii(ii)=sum(rup((ii-1)*npxy+(1:npxy)));

end;
% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Total Number of Ruptures per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Total Number of Ruptures per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)

% Average Rupture Force per Pull
elseif opt==4

for ii=1:npxy
rii(:,ii)=fmean(ii:npxy:end);
nii=num2str(ii);
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tsi=strcat(‘Average Rupture Force for Pull’,nii);

% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy)
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)

% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy);
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)

end

% Average Rupture Force per Location
elseif opt==5

for ii=1:xypts;
rii(ii)=mean(fmean((ii-1)*npxy+(1:npxy)));

end
% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Average Rupture Force per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Average Rupture Force per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)

% Max Rupture Force per Pull
elseif opt==6

for ii=1:npxy
rii(:,ii)=fmax(ii:npxy:end);
nii=num2str(ii);
tsi=strcat(‘Max Rupture Force for Pull’,nii);

% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy)
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)

% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy);
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)

end
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% Max Rupture Force per Location
elseif opt==7

for ii=1:xypts;
rii(ii)=max(fmax((ii-1)*npxy+(1:npxy)));

end
% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Max Rupture Force per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Max Rupture Force per Location’,’FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Force (pN)’,’FontSize’,14)

% Max Rupture Length per Pull
elseif opt==8

for ii=1:npxy
rii(:,ii)=emax(ii:npxy:end);
nii=num2str(ii);
tsi=strcat(‘Max Rupture Length for Pull’,nii);

% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy)
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)

% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii(:,ii),xit,yit,dxy);
title(tsi,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Length (nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)

end

% Max Rupture Length per Location
elseif opt==9

for ii=1:xypts;
rii(ii)=max(emax((ii-1)*npxy+(1:npxy)));

end
% Pixel Map
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Max Rupture Length per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
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title(‘Max Rupture Length per Location’,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)

% Contact
elseif opt==10

for ii=1:xypts;
rii(ii)=mean(zc((ii-1)*npxy+(1:npxy)));

end
% Pixel Map
rii=rii-rii(1);
pixel FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Contact Position’,‘FontSize’,14)
% Surface Map
surf FVI2(x,y,rii,xit,yit,dxy)
title(‘Contact Position’,‘FontSize’,14)
zlabel(‘Change in Z c (nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)

end
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photocal.m

function photocal()

%This function is a routine that will calibrate the photodetector for a
%given cantilever and will put that value into the working model as the
%apporpriate gain. The cantilever must be in contact with the surface in
%the linear portion of the force curve. The original code was written by
%Matthew Johannes and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
close all

% Initialization
global Ts
global pcal
global vert raw
global z cur
global pcal v2nm
global pcal v2nm2
global pcal nm2v

% Captures data during ramp
Numpts=100/(50*Ts);
triangle(100,50)
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,[vert raw;z cur],‘NumSamples’,Numpts);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
data=mlib(‘FetchData’);
y=data(1,:); % Normalized Vertical Signal
x=data(2,:); % z position (nm)

[m,s]=polyfit(x,y,1) % Calculates the slope of the curve ;
slope=m(1);
pcal=1/slope; % nm/(V/V)

% Plots the raw data and the curve fit
plot(x,y,‘g’,x,m(1)*x+m(2),‘b’);
xlabel(‘z-stage position (nm)’)
ylabel(‘Normalized Vertical Deflection’)
title(‘Photodetector Calibration Curve’)
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% Updates the Simulink model
mlib(‘Write’,pcal v2nm,‘Data’,pcal);
mlib(‘Write’,pcal nm2v,‘Data’,1/pcal);
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photocalave.m

function photocalave(num)

% function photocalave(num). This program will take ‘num’ numbers of
% photocalibration curves. From these curves, an average pcal will be
% generated and inserted into the Simulink model. The code was written by
% Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on June 11, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’)
close all

global pcal
global pcal v2nm
global pcal v2nm2
global pcal nm2v

for ii=1:num
photocal
pause(1)

ap=mlib(‘Read’,pcal v2nm)
apcal(ii)=ap;
ap=[ ];

end;

pcal=mean(apcal)
pcal std=std(apcal)

% Updates the Simulink model
mlib(‘Write’,pcal v2nm,‘Data’,pcal);
mlib(‘Write’,pcal nm2v,‘Data’,1/pcal);
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photozero.m

function photozero()

%This function will zero the photodiode such that real-time force curves
%can be obtained. This program should only be run when the cantilever is
%NOT in contact with the substrate surface. In addition, the user should
%make sure that the laser spot is not outside the range of the
%photodetector. This program calculates the average photodetector signal
%over a period of 5 seconds and adjusts the vertical bias by this average
%value. As a result, the force baseline should be approximagely 0 pN.
%This code was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified on
%April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
close all

% Initialization
global Ts
global vert raw
global vert bias

% Captures 5 seconds of data and calculates the average normalized vertical
% photodetector signal

NumSamp=(5/Ts);
t=Ts:Ts:5;
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,[vert raw;],‘NumSamples’,NumSamp);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
Vdata=mlib(‘FetchData’);
DataMean=mean(Vdata)

% Plots the raw data and the mean. Make sure that there is no substantial
% photodetector drift or strange fluctuations.

plot(t,Vdata,‘g’,t,DataMean,‘b’)
title(‘Photodiode Zero Data’)
xlabel(‘Time (s)’)
ylabel(‘Normalized Vertical Signal’)
legend(‘Raw Data’,‘Average’)

% Updates the Simulink Model
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mlib(‘Write’,vert bias,‘Data’,-DataMean);
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photozero2.m

function photozero2()

%This function will zero the photodiode such that real-time force curves
%can be obtained. This program should only be run when the cantilever is NOT
%in contact with the substrate surface. In addition, the user should make
%sure that the laser spot is not outside the range of the photodetector.
%This program calculates the average photodetector signal over a period of
%1 second and adjusts the vertical bias by this average value. As a
%result, the force baseline should be approximagely 0 pN. This code was
%originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified on April 14,
%2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
close all

% Initialization
global Ts
global vert raw
global vert bias

% Captures 1 seconds of data and calculates the average normalized vertical
% photodetector signal

NumSamp=(1/Ts);
t=Ts:Ts:1;
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,[vert raw;],‘NumSamples’,NumSamp);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)
while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
Vdata=mlib(‘FetchData’);
DataMean=mean(Vdata);

% Updates the Simulink Model
mlib(‘Write’,vert bias,‘Data’,-DataMean);
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PiezoData v12.m

% This code must be run before the AFM software can be compiled and run.
% Created by Monica Rivera and last modified on April 14, 2008.

% Global Variables
global uin
global yout
global sys
global Ts
global pcal
global index
global Name

index=1;
Ts=1/5000; % Sample Time

A=[1];
B=[1];
C=[44.44];
D=[42.22];

% Discrete State Space Force Compensator all zeros at the start
Cdssf=ss(A,B,C,D,Ts);

% Loads the instrument specific information
AFMinfo;

% Opens the simulink program and builds it.
open AFM v12;
rtwbuild AFM v12;

AFM v12 handles;
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plus1.m

function plus1

% This function will move the z-stage up in 1 nm increments. This code was
% originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica
% Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global z ref

% Captures the current z position
zcur=mlib(‘Read’,z ref);

% Moves the z-stage to the new position.
new=zcur+1;
zmove(new,1000);
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plus5.m

function plus5

% This function will move the z-stage up in 5 nm increments. This code was
% originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica
% Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global z ref

% Captures the current z position
zcur=mlib(‘Read’,z ref);

% Moves the z-stage to the new position.
new=zcur+5;
zmove(new,1000);
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pullnbb.m

function pullnbb()

% function pullnbb(). This automation program will perform a number of
% pulling cycles at various xy locations. For each pulling cycle, the
% program will approach the surface once and then perform a number of
% retract/relax cycles with each retraction being longer than the previous
% retraction. If the user would like to perform one approach/retraction
% cycle, they should set l 1 AND lmax equal to the desired pull length.
% This is a strictly position-based automation program in that the
% z-contact and z-retracted positions are always the same. The user must
% change the ‘experiment specific information’ portion of the code for each
% experiment. This program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was
% last modified by Monica Rivera on April 17, 2008.

% Experiment specific information- must be changed by user.

% Basic info
vel=500; % Retraction velocity (nm/s).
xstart=45; % Starting x-position (um).
ystart=45; % Starting y-position (um).
xit=1; % Number of x iterations.
yit=1; % Number of y iterations.
zit=5; % Number of z iterations.

% In-Contact Details
zcon=5200; % Position (nm) of the z-stage when tip-sample surface con-

tact is made.
nt=0; % Number of times to dither the tip while in contact with the sur-

face .
dt=1; % Dwell time (s). Approximate time spent ‘in-contact’ after dither-

ing.

% Multiple Retraction Details
nsb=200; % Distance (nm) from the surface during the relaxation phase

of the retraction.
l 1=500; % Distance of first pull (nm)
lmax=500; % Maximum pulling distance (nm) if this is not a multiple of

dl, the program will round this to the next multiple of dl.
dl=250; % Step increase (nm) in pulling distance for each retraction.
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% Intialization

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
global index
global z des
global zc
global Name

% Experiment Prep

% Calculates the adjusted max length and asks the user if this new max
% length is OK.

np=ceil((lmax-l 1)/dl);
lnew=l 1+dl*np;
lnews=num2str(lnew);
lask=strcat(‘\nThe adjusted max length is ’, lnews,‘ nm. Is this OK? Type

Y for YES and N for NO.\n’);
ask=input(lask,‘s’);
ask=upper(ask);

if ask==‘N’
error(‘The program has stopped. Adjust variables such that lmax-l 1

is a multiple of dl and rerun the program.’)
elseif ask==‘Y’

lmax=lnew;
else

error(‘The program has stopped. Your response was not a choice.’)
end;

% Creates a folder in the C:\AFMData directory
createdirroot;
pause(1)

% Moves the piezoelectric stages to their starting locations
zstart=zcon-lmax;
zmove noint(zstart,vel);
xymove(xstart,ystart,1);
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% Program Core

% y-iteration
for yy=1:yit;

ynew=ystart+(yy-1)*.05;
ymove noint(ynew,1)

% x-iteration
for xx=1:xit;

xnew=xstart+(xx-1)*.05;
xmove noint(xnew,1);
zmove noint(zstart,vel);

% z-iteration
for i=1:zit

% calls the pullnbb sub function
nsubinfo=[vel; nt; dt; nsb; l 1; dl; np; zcon];
[zc2,kc]=pullnbb sub(zstart,nsubinfo);
zmove noint(zstart,vel)

% Increment
inds=num2str(index);
fprintf(‘Pull %s completed \n’,inds)
index=index+1;

end;

% Retracts the z-stage to minimize the likelihood of crashing
% into the surface while moving the xy-stage

zmove noint(zstart,vel);
end;

end;

fprintf(‘\n Automation Finished. Your data is saved in %s\n’,Name)
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pullnbb sub.m

function [zc,kc]=pullnbb sub(zstart, nsubinfo);

% function [zc,kc]=pullnbb sub(zstart,nsubinfo). This function is called in
% the pullnbb.m routine. This program was originally written by Monica
% Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

close all

% Intialization

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

global Ts index
global z cur x ref y ref t cur pcal v2nm kc pnnm
global z ref vert v b time
global z thresh d z z des t step
global z c z relax
global Name Name2
global mda zc zrelax length nsb % not sure if these globals are needed

% Info passed into the function
zvel=nsubinfo(1); % Velocity
nt=nsubinfo(2); % Number of triangles
dt=nsubinfo(3); % Dwell time
nsb=nsubinfo(4); % Distance from surface during relaxation
length=nsubinfo(5); % Distance of first pull
dl=nsubinfo(6); % Step increase in pulling distance
np=nsubinfo(7); % Number of step iterations
zcon=nsubinfo(8); % z-con
copt=0;
fcatch=10;

ind=num2str(index);
dsave=strcat(Name,‘\i’,ind);

% Captures the background info
vars=[z cur; x ref; y ref; t cur; pcal v2nm; kc pnnm];
bgd=mlib(‘Read’,vars);
bgd=cell2mat(bgd);
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zcur=bgd(1);
tcur=bgd(4);
pcal=bgd(5);
kc=bgd(6);

% Approach
% Calculates variables to enable z-stage movement

zdes=zcon;
ztot=zdes-zcur;
absz=abs(ztot);
ttot=absz/zvel;
dz=(ztot/ttot)*Ts;
zcur2=zcur-dz;
tt=tcur+ttot+1;
Numpts=50+round(ttot/Ts);

% Moves the z-stage
vars2=[z cur; z ref; vert v; b time;];
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘NumSamples’,Numpts);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement
mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur2);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes);
mlib(‘Write’,t step,‘Data’,tt);

while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end

data a=mlib(‘FetchData’);

% Saves the data
miho=strcat(‘save ’,dsave,‘ data a bgd;’);
eval(miho);

% Determines the cantilever-surface contact position
za=data a(1,:);
ZZ=data a(2,:);
VV=data a(3,:);
defl a=pcal*VV;

mda=mean(defl a(1:200));
defl a=defl a-mda;
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FF=-kc*defl a;
fa=FF;
fc=fa(end);
fc1=fc;

madj=[];
madj=find(FF>-50);
mt=isempty(madj);
if mt==1

madj=1;
else

madj=madj(end);
end;
zc=ZZ(madj);

mlib(‘Write’,z c,‘Data’,zc);

% force and distance curve for the approach
za=zc-za+defl a;
fa=fa;

% Zero lines
fz0=-500:10000;
[sd]=size(fz0);
zline=zeros(sd);
md=length+dl*(np+1)+100;
z00=-500:md;
sz0=size(z00);
f00=zeros(sz0);

% Create plot on which all subsequent data will be added
plot(z00,f00,‘:k’,zline,fz0,‘:k’,za,fa)
xlabel(‘Distance (nm)’,‘FontSize’,12)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,12)
hold all

zrelax=zc-nsb;

mlib(‘Write’,z relax,‘Data’,zrelax);

% Contact dwell time, with optional dithering
if nt =0;
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for tri=1:nt
triangle2(50,zvel)
end;

else
end;
pause(dt);

% Retract-Relax Cycles

for num=1:np+1
fm=pulln retract(zc,zrelax,length,zvel,num,mda,kc,pcal,fc1,copt,fcatch);
fmax(num)=fm;
length=length+dl;

end;

% Adjust/Save figure

% Readjusts the axis for the plot
maxf=max(fmax);
axis([-100, length-dl+100, -100, maxf+100])

% Saves the figure
inds=num2str(index);
mm=strcat(Name2,‘\fig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf, mm)
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pullft manualanalysis v3.m

% pullft manualanalysis v3.m
% You MUST follow the instructions EXACTLY when analyzing the data. For
% each data set, three plots will be shown. The first plot will contain a
% truncated data set localized around an extension of zero. This plot is
% for choosing ADHESION. IF there is adhesion (E<10nm) click on 1 data
% point indicating adhesion. If ther is NO adhesion, click ENTER. These
% are your ONLY options for this plot. If you click on a point with an
% extension beyond 10 nm it will be discarded. If you click on more than 1
% point, the program will stop. The second plot is for choosing RUPTURE
% EVENTS ONLY. For each rupture event you will click on 2 points, the
% maximum rupture force (fmax) followed by the last point associated with
% the force drop (AKA fmin). If there are multiple rupture events, they
% should be clicked on following this pattern: fmax, fmin, fmax, fmin. You
% can record up to 8 rupture events (equivalent to 16 points). Please
% click on rupture events from left to right. If there are no rupture
% events, click ENTER. If an odd number of points are clicked, the program
% will stop. The program will automatically determine the force drop
% associated with the rupture. If the force drop is less than 35 pN, it
% will be discarded in the YourData file. However, for back-up purposes,
% all data points that were clicked, regardless of the force drop, will be
% recorded in the ExtraData file. The third plot will contain the raw data,
% with all the points labeled. This plot will be saved for viewing
% purposes. Please follow this instructions when analyzing the data. This
% program was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by
% Monica Rivera on August 19, 2008.

close all
clear all

% User-Defined Variables

%Setup Files for Analysis
datadir=‘C:\AFMData\1cjm 042 exp3\’;
istart=110;
iend=115;

%AFM Experiment Info
k=161.8; % spring constant of the cantilever (pN/nm)
pcal=597.9; % pcal value (obtained using photocal.m)
vela=200; % approach velocity (nm/s)
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velr=200; % retraction velocity (nm/s)
SRate=5000; % Sample Rate (Hz)
dl=100; % Detrend Length (nm)
aor=1; % To use actual z-position aor==1

% To use reference z-position aor==2
pa=0; % Plot approach data? pa=1 YES; pa=0 NO
npz=1; % = 1 for dave

%Numbers for Averaging
av n=6;
shift n=3;

% The Program

fprintf(‘\n\n\nSTOP! READ ME FIRST! (may take a while to load ...)\n\n’)
help pullft manualanalysis v3
fprintf(‘\nClick ENTER to continue.\n’)
pause

for ind=istart:iend;

% Loads the data set
inds=num2str(ind);
dataset=strcat(datadir,‘i’,inds);
miho=sprintf(‘load %s’,dataset);
eval(miho);
clear dataset miho

% Background Info
zstart=bgd(1);
xref=bgd(2);
yref=bgd(3);
tstart=bgd(4);

% Approach Data
za=data a(aor,:);
va=data a(3,:);

va uf=va;
za uf=za;

taz=data a(2,:);
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ta=data a(4,:);
mtaz=max(taz)-.1;
moe=find(taz>mtaz);
moe=moe(1);
taa=ta(moe);

clear taz ta mtaz moe

% Detrend Info
if dl>0

dsamp=round(dl/vela*SRate);
mv=mean(va(1:dsamp));
va=va-mv;

end

defla=pcal.*va;
fa=k.*defla;
fa=-fa;
za=za+defla;

% Retraction Data
npzs=num2str(npz);
dj=strcat(‘data r’,npzs);
d1=sprintf(‘data r=%s;’,dj);
eval(d1)

[crap,stp]=min(data r(2,:));
data r=data r(:,1:stp);

zr=data r(aor,:);
vr=data r(3,:);
vr uf=vr;
zr uf=zr;

trz=data r(2,:);
tr=data r(4,:);
mtrz=max(trz)-0.2;
moe=find(trz<mtrz);
moe=moe(1);
trr=tr(moe);

clear trz tr mtrz moe
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dwell=trr-taa;

% Detrend Info
if dl>0

dsamp=round(dl/velr*SRate);
mv=mean(vr(end-dsamp:end));
vr=vr-mv;

end

deflr=pcal.*vr;
fr=k.*deflr;
fr=-fr;
zr=zr+deflr;

% Filter Force Data
frf=avr boxcar(fr,av n,shift n);
faf=avr boxcar(fa,av n,shift n);

% Calculate Fc and Zc
[ffmin,clue]=min(faf); % Approach ONLY
fc=ffmin;
[ffmin2,clue]=min([faf frf]); % Approach or Retraction
fc2=ffmin2;

adj=abs(fc/k);
zmax=max([za zr]);
zc=zmax-adj;
ea=zc-za;
er=zc-zr;

% Filter Extension Data
erf=avr boxcar(er,av n,shift n);
eaf=avr boxcar(ea,av n,shift n);

zorg=[eaf erf];
zfc=zorg(clue);

if zfc>10
zfc=0;
fc=0;
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end

% For plot
ffmin=ffmin-20;
ffmax=max([faf frf])+20;
moo=-500:500;
clear za zr ea er zorg zmax

% Generate plot to choose adhesion
figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
if pa==1

plot(eaf,faf,‘g’,erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(zfc,fc,‘ob’,zfc,fc,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

else
plot(erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

end
title(‘ADHESION - CLICK ON 1 PT OR HIT ENTER’,‘FontSize’,14)

xlabel(‘Extension(nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([-10 50])
ylim([ffmin ffmax])

cursor info=[];
adhe=[];
adhf=[];

datacursormode on

fprintf(‘Click on ADHESION. Click only 1 pt. If there is no adhesion hit enter.\n\n’);
pause
boop2=isempty(cursor info);

% There was no adhesion
if boop2==1;
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adhe=0;
adhf=0;

% Adhesion
else

[crap,crap2]=size(cursor info);
if crap2 =1

fprintf(‘\n\n’)
error(‘SERIOUSLY? Having problems counting to ONE?!?!?’);

end
adhf=cursor info(1).Position(2);
adhe=cursor info(1).Position(1);

% Adhesion beyond cutoff- resets force & extension to zero.
if adhe>10

adhe=0;
adhf=0;
fprintf(‘\nChosen point is beyond adhesion cutoff extension.\nAdhesion

force and extension reset to zero.\n’)
fprintf(‘Hit ENTER to continue.\n’)
pause

end

end
close
clear crap crap2

% Generate plot to choose rupture events
figure
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
if pa==1

plot(eaf,faf,‘g’,erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(zfc,fc,‘ob’,zfc,fc,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

else
plot(erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,10+0*moo,moo,‘–c’,‘LineWidth’,2)
legend(‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)

end
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title(‘Rupture Events - 2 pts per event’,‘FontSize’,14)

xlabel(‘Extension(nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([-20 300])
ylim([ffmin ffmax])

% Creates the necessary variables
cursor info=[];
FB=[];
EB=[];
Fpull=[];
Epull=[];
Fpulld=[];
Epulld=[];
g2=[];
tt42=[];
datacursormode on

% Asks the user for input
fprintf(‘Click on RUPTURE EVENTS. For each rupture event, click on 2 points

(see instructions). Max 8 Rupture Events (16 pts).\n’)
fprintf(‘If there are no rupture events hit enter.\n\n’);
pause
boop=isempty(cursor info);

% There were rupture events (as determined by the user)
if boop==0

[crap,c2]=size(cursor info);
k2=[];

% error breakpoints
if c2>16

error(‘DATA NOT SAVED. You clicked on too many points (max=16).’)
end

cp=find(c2==[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16]);
ie=isempty(cp);
if ie==1

error(‘DATA NOT SAVED. Error in the number of points- 2pts for
each rupture.’)

end;
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% Grabs and names the unbinding and extension data from the user-
%defined data points.
for k2=1:c2;

g=c2+1-k2;
Fpull(k2)=cursor info(g).Position(2);
Epull(k2)=cursor info(g).Position(1);
ord(k2)=cursor info(g).DataIndex;

end;

% Makes sure the points are clicked from left to right. If not it sorts and
rearranges them
for k3=1:c2;

bp=[0 ord];
if bp(k3)>bp(k3+1)

sprintf(‘FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS!!!’)
sortme=[ord’ Epull’ Fpull’];
sorted=sortrows(sortme);
Epull=sorted(:,2);
Fpull=sorted(:,3);
pause(10)

end;
end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear bp k3 sortme sorted ie cp

% Calculates difference in the force
for md=2:2:c2

mm=md/2;
Fpulld(mm)=Fpull(md-1)-Fpull(md);
if Fpulld(mm)<0

fprintf(‘\n\n’)
error(‘Negative rupture force.’)

end
Epulld(mm)=Epull(md-1);
Ediff(mm)=abs(Epull(md-1)-Epull(md));
if Ediff(mm)>15

fprintf(‘Extensions associated with Fmax and Fmin are separated
by more than 15 nm.\n’)

RW=input(‘Is this OK? Type Y for YES or N for NO.\n’,’s’);
RW=upper(RW);
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if RW =‘Y’
error(‘Incorrect data selection’)

end
end
tt42(mm)=Fpull(md-1);

end;

clear RW Ediff

homer=[];
jay=[];
simpson=[];
bart=[];

% Eliminates Rupture Forces less than 35 pN
homer=find(Fpulld>35);
lisa=isempty(homer);
if lisa==1

Epulld=0;
Fpulld=0;
tt43=[];
REP=[];
RFP=[];
tt43=[];

else
[jay,simpson]=size(homer);
for bart=1:simpson

Fpulld2(bart)=Fpulld(homer(bart));
Epulld2(bart)=Epulld(homer(bart));
tt43(bart)=tt42(homer(bart));

end
Fpulld=Fpulld2;
Epulld=Epulld2;
REP=round(Epulld*10)/10;
RFP=round(Fpulld*10)/10;

end

clear Epulld2 Fpulld2

REPraw=round(Epull*10)/10;
RFPraw=round(Fpull*10)/10;
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% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear mm md

end;

% There were no rupture events (as determined by the user)
if boop==1;

c2=0;
Epull=0;
Fpull=0;
Fpulld=0;
Epulld=0;
lfp=‘No Rupture’;
lep=‘No Rupture’;
REP=[];
RFP=[];
REPraw=[];
RFPraw=[];

end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear boop g bp Epull1 Fpull1 mm md k2 k3 Epull Fpull

% Creates the zero-padded rupture information for the array
FB=zeros(1,8);
EB=zeros(1,8);
imp=isempty(REP);
rup=0;
if imp =1

[crap,rup]=size(REP);
for g=1:rup;

EB(g)=REP(g);
FB(g)=RFP(g);

end;
end;

FB2=zeros(1,16);
EB2=zeros(1,16);
imp2=isempty(REPraw);
rup2=0;
if imp2 =1

[crap,rup2]=size(REPraw);
for g2=1:rup2;
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EB2(g2)=REPraw(g2);
FB2(g2)=RFPraw(g2);

end
end

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear crap REP RFP g cursor info

ts=strcat(‘Force vs Extension No. ’,inds);
if c2>0;

frupmax2=max(FB2); % Max Force
zrupmax2=max(EB2); % Max Extension

else
frupmax2=0;
zrupmax2=0;

end
frupmax=max(FB); % Max force drop
zrupmax=max(EB); % Max rupture extension

n1=find(frf>1);
n1=n1(1);

% if there were ruptures, it calculates Energy wrt 0pN
if c2==0

Ez=0;
else

n2=find(erf>zrupmax2);
n2=n2(1)+10;
dzr=[];
for h=n1:n2;

hh=h-n1+1;
dzr(hh)=erf(h+1)-erf(h);

end
Ez=frf(n1:n2).*dzr;

end

E=sum(Ez);
E=(round(10*E))/10;
close all

%Creates pretty figure and saves it
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
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plot(eaf,faf,‘g’,erf,frf,‘k’)
hold all;
plot(zfc,fc,‘ob’,zfc,fc,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(moo,0*moo,‘–r’,0*moo,moo,‘–r’,‘LineWidth’,2)
plot(REPraw,RFPraw,‘oc’,REPraw,RFPraw,‘.c’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)

if adhf =0
plot(adhe,adhf,‘*m’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)

end

if rup>0
plot(Epulld,tt43,‘ob’,Epulld,tt43,‘.b’,‘MarkerSize’,10,‘LineWidth’,2)

end;

legend(‘Approach’,‘Retract’,‘Location’,‘SouthEast’)
xlabel(‘Extension(nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
xlim([-10 300])
ylim([ffmin ffmax])
title(ts,‘FontSize’,16);
figname=strcat(datadir,‘newfig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf,figname);

% clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear crap REP RFP g
clear ffmin ffmax

mj=ind-istart+1;

% Appends the neccessary information to the array YourData
YourData(mj,1)=ind; % Pull Index
YourData(mj,2)=tstart; % Start time (s)
YourData(mj,3)=xref; % x-position (um)
YourData(mj,4)=yref; % y-position (um)
YourData(mj,5)=zc; % z-contact (nm)
YourData(mj,6)=fc; % Max. contact force (approach only)
YourData(mj,7)=fc2; % Max. contact force (approach & retract)
YourData(mj,8)=rup; % Number of rupture events
% Rupture Forces = Difference in force
% Rupture Extensions = Extension at rupture (1st point)
YourData(mj,9)=FB(1); % Rupture Force 1
YourData(mj,10)=EB(1); % Rupture Length 1
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YourData(mj,11)=FB(2); % Rupture Force 2
YourData(mj,12)=EB(2); % Rupture Length 2
YourData(mj,13)=FB(3); % Rupture Force 3
YourData(mj,14)=EB(3); % Rupture Length 3
YourData(mj,15)=FB(4); % Rupture Force 4
YourData(mj,16)=EB(4); % Rupture Length 4
YourData(mj,17)=FB(5); % Rupture Force 5
YourData(mj,18)=EB(5); % Rupture Length 5
YourData(mj,19)=FB(6); % Rupture Force 6
YourData(mj,20)=EB(6); % Rupture Length 6
YourData(mj,21)=FB(7); % Rupture Force 7
YourData(mj,22)=EB(7); % Rupture Length 7
YourData(mj,23)=FB(8); % Rupture Force 8
YourData(mj,24)=EB(8); % Rupture Length 8
YourData(mj,25)=frupmax; % Maximum rupture force out (from points)
YourData(mj,26)=frupmax2; % Maximum rupture force DROP
YourData(mj,27)=zrupmax; % Maximum rupture length
YourData(mj,28)=zrupmax2; % Max rupture length (even if Frup<35pN)
YourData(mj,29)=E; % Energy (with respect to) 0 line
YourData(mj,30)=adhf; % Adhesion Force
YourData(mj,31)=adhe; % Adhesion Extension
YourData(mj,32)=dwell; % Actual time in contact

% Extra data includes the raw points clicked on in the graph. This is an
% emergency backup in case users change there mind yet again as to how they
% would like the data to be analyzed.

ExtraData(mj,1)=ind;
ExtraData(mj,2)=EB2(1);
ExtraData(mj,3)=FB2(1);
ExtraData(mj,4)=EB2(2);
ExtraData(mj,5)=FB2(2);
ExtraData(mj,6)=EB2(3);
ExtraData(mj,7)=FB2(3);
ExtraData(mj,8)=EB2(4);
ExtraData(mj,9)=FB2(4);
ExtraData(mj,10)=EB2(5);
ExtraData(mj,11)=FB2(5);
ExtraData(mj,12)=EB2(6);
ExtraData(mj,13)=FB2(6);
ExtraData(mj,14)=EB2(7);
ExtraData(mj,15)=FB2(7);
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ExtraData(mj,16)=EB2(8);
ExtraData(mj,17)=FB2(8);
ExtraData(mj,18)=EB2(9);
ExtraData(mj,19)=FB2(9);
ExtraData(mj,20)=EB2(10);
ExtraData(mj,21)=FB2(10);
ExtraData(mj,22)=EB2(11);
ExtraData(mj,23)=FB2(11);
ExtraData(mj,24)=EB2(12);
ExtraData(mj,25)=FB2(12);
ExtraData(mj,26)=EB2(13);
ExtraData(mj,27)=FB2(13);
ExtraData(mj,28)=EB2(14);
ExtraData(mj,29)=FB2(14);
ExtraData(mj,30)=EB2(15);
ExtraData(mj,31)=FB2(15);
ExtraData(mj,32)=EB2(16);
ExtraData(mj,33)=FB2(16);

clear fc rup EB FB xref yref zstart frupmax zrupmax E Ez
clear data a data r bgd ea eaf er erf fa faf fr frf za uf zr uf zc zfc
clear va uf vr uf defla deflr tstart dsamp mv va vr
clear ts figname inds clue frupmax2 zrupmax2
clear mj moo adj n1 n2
clear boop boop2 clue c2
clear Epull2 Fpull2 adhe adhf fc2 rup2 dwell
clear REPraw RFPraw ffmin2 Fpulld Epulld FB2 EB2 g2 tt42 tt43
clear lep lfp dzr h hh homer jay simpson bart ord imp imp2 maggie

pause(1)
close all

end;

d3=strcat(datadir,‘Mydata’);
miho=sprintf(‘save %s YourData ExtraData’,d3);
eval(miho);
fprintf(‘Data saved as Mydata in %s \n’,datadir);

totalruptures=sum(YourData(:,8));
trs=num2str(totalruptures);
numpull=size(YourData);
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numpull=numpull(1);
numpulls=num2str(numpull);

fprintf(‘No. of pulls analyzed = %s \n’,numpulls);
fprintf(‘No. of ruptures = %s \n’,trs);
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pullnftMS.m

function pullnftMS()

% function pullnftMS().This program was originally written by Monica Rivera
% and was last modified by Monica Rivera on June 9 2008.

% Experiment specific information- must be changed by user.

% Basic info
vel=100; % Retraction velocity (nm/s).
vela=100; % Approach velocity (nm/s).
xstart=45.0; % Starting x-position (um).
ystart=45.0; % Starting y-position (um).
xit=1; % Number of x iterations.
yit=1; % Number of y iterations.
zit=1; % Number of z iterations.
dxy=10; % Distance between xy locations in (nm)
dxy2=2; % Sidestep distance (nm) in the +x-direction (distance between

contact location and pulling location). Set dxy2=0 if you want to pull at same loca-
tion as contact.

% In-Contact Details
zcon=3900; % Approximate position (nm) of the z-stage when tip-sample

surface contact is made. Underestimate me slightly for best results
fcdes=500; % Desired contact force (pN).
nt=0; % Number of times to dither the tip while in contact with the sur-

face .
dt=1; % Dwell time (s). Approximate time spent ’in-contact’ after dither-

ing.

% Multiple Retraction Details
L0=10; % Distance (nm) from the surface during the relaxation phase of

the retraction.
L1=10; % 1st retraction distance (nm) after surface contact. Used to re-

move non-specific adhesion.
L2=100; % 2nd retraction distance (nm)- 1st real pull. Pull begins at L0

but distances are measured from the surface.
pt=9; % Pause time (s) at L0 (relaxed position)
np=3; % Number of pulls starting from L0 at each xy location
dl=0; % Step increase (nm) in pulling distance for each retraction. Set

dl=0 if you want to pull the same distance every time.
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% Molecular catching options
copt=0; % Catching option. 1=on, 0=off.
fcatch=400; % Catching force trigger (pN).

pt=pt-1;

% Intialization

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
global index
global z des
global zc
global Name
global Ts

userdata=[vel; vela; xstart; ystart; xit; yit; zit; dxy; dxy2; zcon; fcdes; nt; dt; L0;
L1; L2; pt; np; dl; copt; fcatch; Ts];

% Experiment Prep

if copt =0 & copt =1
error(‘The program has stopped. Please adjust the molecular catching op-

tions. copt=0 - catching off, copt=1 - catching on.\n’);
end

% Calculates the maximum pulling length and asks the user if this is
% ok.

lnew=L2+(np-1)*dl;
lnews=num2str(lnew);
lask=strcat(‘\nThe max pulling length is ’, lnews,‘ nm. Is this OK? Type

Y for YES and N for NO.\n’);
ask=input(lask,‘s’);
ask=upper(ask);

if ask==‘N’
error(‘The program has stopped. Adjust variables in user-defined sec-

tion of the code.\n’)
elseif ask==‘Y’
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lmax=lnew;
else

error(‘The program has stopped. Your response was not a choice.\n’)
end;

% Converts dxy and dxy2 into um
dxy=dxy/1000;
dxy2=dxy2/1000;

% Creates a folder in the C:\AFMData directory
createdirroot;
pause(1)

% Saves all the user input data;
dsave=strcat(Name,‘\UserInput4Exp’);
miho=strcat(‘save ’,dsave,‘ userdata;’);
eval(miho)
pause(2);

% Moves the piezoelectric stages to their starting locations
zstart=zcon-150;
zmove noint(zstart,vel);
xmove noint(xstart,1);
ymove noint(ystart,1);

% Program Core

% y-iteration
for yy=1:yit;

ynew=ystart+(yy-1).*dxy;
ymove noint(ynew,1)

% x-iteration
for xx=1:xit;

xnew=xstart+(xx-1).*dxy;
xmove noint(xnew,1);
zmove noint(zstart,vel);

% z-iteration
for iz=1:zit

if iz>1
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xmove noint(xnew,1);
end

% zeros the photodiode signal
photozero2
pause(2)

% calls the pulln sub function
nsubinfo=[vel; nt; dt; L0; L1; dl; np; vela; copt; fcatch; pt;

L2; dxy2];
[zc2,kc]=pullnft subMS(fcdes,nsubinfo);

% caluculates the new desired z based on the desired force
% and the previous contact position

zc=zc2;
zmove noint(zc2-lmax,vel)

% Increment
pause(1)
inds=num2str(index);
fprintf(‘Pull %s completed \n’,inds)
index=index+1;

end;

% Retracts the z-stage to minimize the likelihood of crashing
% into the surface while moving the xy-stage
zmove noint(zc2-150,vel);

end;

end;

fprintf(‘\n Automation Finished. Your data is saved in %s\n’,Name)
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pullnftMS manualanalysis v2.m

% pullnftMS manualanalysis v2.m
% Custom designed for the Craig lab to analyze data collected using
% pullnftMS. Originally written by Monica Rivera and last modified by Monica
% Rivera on August, 20 2008.

clear all
close all

% User-Defined Variables

%Setup Files for Analysis
datadir=‘C:\AFMData\june9 1\’;
file1=1;
filen=18;

%Numbers for Averaging
av n=6;
shift n=3;

%AFM Experiment Info
dl=10; % Detrend Length (nm)
aor=1; % To use actual z-position aor==1

% To use reference z-position aor==2
pa=1; % Plot relaxation data? pa=1 YES; pa=0 NO

% Initialization

% Misc. initialization variables... no need to change
YourData=[];

% Error checks
ie1=find(aor==[1 2]);
ie=isempty(ie1);
if ie==1

error(‘Incorrect user input. aor must be set to 1 or 2. Please correct
and rerun program.’)

end
clear ie1 ie

ie1=find(pa==[0 1]);
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ie=isempty(ie1);
if ie==1

error(‘Incorrect user input. pa must be set to 0 or 1. Please correct
and rerun program.’)

end
clear ie1 ie

% Loads the userdata and the dataset
dataset=strcat(datadir,‘UserInput4Exp’);
miho=sprintf(‘load %s’,dataset);
eval(miho);
clear miho dataset

for mr=file1:filen;

file=num2str(mr);
dataset=strcat(datadir,‘i’,file);
miho=sprintf(‘load %s’,dataset);
eval(miho)
clear miho dataset

% Background Information

velr=userdata(1);
vela=userdata(2);
x0=userdata(3);
y0=userdata(4);
xit=userdata(5);
yit=userdata(6);
zit=userdata(7);
dxy=userdata(8);
dxy2=userdata(9);
zcon=userdata(10);
fcdes=userdata(11);
nt=userdata(12);
dt=userdata(13);
L0=userdata(14);
L1=userdata(15);
L2=userdata(16);
pt=userdata(17);
np=userdata(18);
dl=userdata(19);
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copt=userdata(20);
fcatch=userdata(21);
Ts=userdata(22);
SRate=1/Ts;

% Background info
zstart=bgd(1);
xc=bgd(2);
yc=bgd(3);
tstart=bgd(4);
pcal=bgd(5);
k=bgd(6);
xp=bgd(7);
yp=yc;
zc=bgd(8);
zrelax=bgd(9);
fc=bgd(10);

xs=num2str(xp);
ys=num2str(yp);
L0s=num2str(L0);
pts=num2str(pt);

t2=strcat(‘L 0= ’,L0s,‘ nm, pause time = ’,pts,‘ X,Y=[’,xs,‘\mum, ’,ys,‘\mum
]’);

clear xs ys L0s pts

% Analysis

for j=1:np;
js=num2str(j);

d=strcat(‘data r’,js);
d1=sprintf(‘data=%s;’,d);
eval(d1)

% Data
z=data(aor,:); % z-position
zref=data(2,:);
v=data(3,:); % Vertical signal
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% Split data into retract/relax
L=max(zref)-min(zref);
rsamp=round(L/velr*SRate);

% Detrend Info
if dl>0

dsamp=round(dl/velr*SRate);
mv=mean(v(end-dsamp:end));
v=v-mv;

end

defl=v.*pcal;
f=defl.*k;
f=-f;
e=zc-z+defl;

% Stretch Data
es=e(1:end-rsamp-1);
fs=f(1:end-rsamp-1);

% Relax Data
erelax=e(end-rsamp:end);
frelax=f(end-rsamp:end);

% BOXCAR IT!
fs=avr boxcar(fs,av n,shift n);
es=avr boxcar(es,av n,shift n);
frelax=avr boxcar(frelax,av n,shift n);
erelax=avr boxcar(erelax,av n,shift n);

% Plot data and save plot
t1=strcat(‘Force vs Extension No.’,file,‘ fig’,js);
axes(‘FontSize’,12)

if pa==1
plot(erelax,frelax,‘.g’,es,fs,‘.k’)
legend(‘Relax’,‘Stretch’)

else
plot(es,fs,‘.k’)
legend(‘Stretch’)

end
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
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xlabel(‘Extension (nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
title(t1;t2,‘FontSize’,14);
mm=strcat(datadir,file,‘ fig’,js,‘.tif’);
saveas(gcf,mm);

% Manual point selection

% Creates the necessary variables
cursor info=[];
FB=[];
EB=[];
Epull=[];
Fpull=[];

% Asks the user for input
fprintf(‘Click on peak rupture force and corresponding minimum rupture force

(from left to right).\n Maximum number of rupture events is 10.\n If there are no
rupture events hit enter\n\n’);

pause
boop=isempty(cursor info);

% There were rupture events (as determined by the user)
if boop==0

[crap,c2]=size(cursor info);
k2=[];

% error breakpoints
if c2>20

error(‘DATA NOT SAVED. You clicked on too many points (max=10).’)
end

cp=find(c2==[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20]);
ie=isempty(cp);
if ie==1

error(‘DATA NOT SAVED. Error in the number of points.’)
end;

% Grabs and names the unbinding and extension data from the user-
% defined data points.
for k2=1:c2;

g=c2+1-k2;
Fpull1(k2)=cursor info(g).Position(2);
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Epull1(k2)=cursor info(g).Position(1);
end;

% Makes sure the points are clicked from left to right. If not it sorts and
rearranges them
for k3=1:c2;

bp=[Epull1 99999];
if bp(k3)>bp(k3+1)

sortme=[Epull’ Fpull’];
sorted=sortrows(sortme);
Epull=sorted(:,1);
Fpull=sorted(:,2);

end;
end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear bp k3 sortme sorted ie cp

% Calculates difference in the Force
for md=2:2:c2

mm=md/2;
Fpull(mm)=Fpull1(md-1)-Fpull1(md);
Epull(mm)=Epull1(md-1);

end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear mm md

REP=round(Epull);
RFP=round(Fpull);

end;

% There were no rupture events (as determined by the user)
if boop==1;

c2=0;
Epull=0;
Fpull=0;
lfp=‘No Rupture’;
lep=‘No Rupture’;
REP=[];
RFP=[];

end;
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% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear boop c2 g bp Epull1 Fpull1 mm md k2 k3 Epull Fpull

% Creates the zero-padded rupture information for the array
FB=zeros(1,10);
EB=zeros(1,10);
imp=isempty(REP);
rup=0;
if imp =1

[crap,rup]=size(REP);
for g=1:rup;

FB(g)=RFP(g);
EB(g)=REP(g);

end;
end;

% Clears unwanted variables from the workspace
clear crap REP RFP g cursor info

mj=(mr-file1)*np+j;

% Appends the necessary information to the array YourData
YourData(mj,1)=rup; % Number of Rupture Events
YourData(mj,2)=FB(1); % Rupture Force 1
YourData(mj,3)=EB(1); % Rupture Length 1
YourData(mj,4)=FB(2); % Rupture Force 2
YourData(mj,5)=EB(2); % Rupture Length 2
YourData(mj,6)=FB(3); % Rupture Force 3
YourData(mj,7)=EB(3); % Rupture Length 3
YourData(mj,8)=FB(4); % Rupture Force 4
YourData(mj,9)=EB(4); % Rupture Length 4
YourData(mj,10)=FB(5); % Rupture Force 5
YourData(mj,11)=EB(5); % Rupture Length 5
YourData(mj,12)=FB(6); % Rupture Force 6
YourData(mj,13)=EB(6); % Rupture Length 6
YourData(mj,14)=FB(7); % Rupture Force 7
YourData(mj,15)=EB(7); % Rupture Length 7
YourData(mj,16)=FB(8); % Rupture Force 8
YourData(mj,17)=EB(8); % Rupture Length 8
YourData(mj,18)=FB(9); % Rupture Force 9
YourData(mj,19)=EB(9); % Rupture Length 9
YourData(mj,20)=FB(10); % Rupture Force 10
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YourData(mj,21)=EB(10); % Rupture Length 10
YourData(mj,22)=xc; % x-contact
YourData(mj,23)=yc; % y-contact
YourData(mj,24)=zc; % z-contact
YourData(mj,25)=fc; % True Contact Force
YourData(mj,26)=xp; % x-pull
YourData(mj,27)=yp; % y-pull
YourData(mj,28)=L0; % L0
YourData(mj,29)=pt; % Pause-time
YourData(mj,30)=mr; % Main Pull index
YourData(mj,31)=j; % Sub-pull index

close all
end;
end;

%Saves the data
d3=strcat(datadir,‘combo’);
miho=sprintf(‘save %s YourData’,d3);
eval(miho)

fprintf(‘Data saved as %s’,d3)
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pulln retractMS.m

function fm=pulln retractMS(zc,zrelax,length,zvel,num,mda,kc,pcal,fc1,copt,fcatch,ee)

% function fm=pulln retractMS(zc, z relax, length, zvel, num, mba, kc, pcal,
% fc1, copt, fcatch). This function is called in pulln subMS.m, which is a
% subroutine of pullnMS.m. This program was originally written by Monica
% Rivera and was last modified by Monica Rivera on June 9, 2008.

% Intialization
close all
mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);
global Ts index Name Name2
global z cur t cur z ref vert v b time x ref y ref
global z thresh d z z des t step

[znow,tnow,xref,yref]=mlib(‘Read’,[z cur; t cur; x ref; y ref]);
xrs=num2str(xref);
yrs=num2str(yref);
nums=num2str(num-1);
inds=num2str(index);
bogo=strcat(‘Pull-’,inds,‘ ’,nums,‘, XY = [‘,xrs,‘\mum, ’,yrs,‘\mum]’);

% Retract

% Calculates variables to enable z-stage movement
zdes=zc-length;
ztot=znow-zdes;
absz=abs(ztot);
ttot=absz/zvel;
dz=(ztot/ttot)*Ts;
zcur=znow-dz;
tt=tnow+ttot+2;
vars2=[z cur; z ref; vert v; b time;];

ztot2=zdes-zrelax;
ttot2=(abs(ztot2))/zvel;
dz2=(ztot2/ttot2)*Ts;
Numpts=500+round((ttot+ttot2)/Ts);
Numpts1=2000+round(ttot)/Ts;
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if num==1 & ee==1;
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘NumSamples’,Numpts1);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement
mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes);
mlib(‘Write’,t step,‘Data’,5*tt);

while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
data=mlib(’FetchData’);

else
mlib(‘Set’,‘TraceVars’,vars2,‘NumSamples’,Numpts);
mlib(‘StartCapture’)

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement
mlib(‘’Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes);
mlib(‘Write’,t step,‘Data’,5*tt);
pause(ttot)
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz2);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zrelax);

while mlib(‘CaptureState’) =0
end
data=mlib(‘FetchData’);

end;

% Analysis and figure generation

% Saves the data by appending it to the previous mat file.
nums=num2str(num-1);
inds=num2str(index);

dc=strcat(‘ data r’,nums);
ec=strcat(dc,‘=data;’);
eval(ec);
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dsave=strcat(Name,‘\i’,inds);
d3=strcat(‘save ’, dsave,‘ -append ’, dc,‘;’);
eval(d3);

% Calculates the force and distance curve
zz=data(1,:);
[mz,imz]=min(zz);
Lact=zc-mz;
zz=zc-zz;

vv=data(3,:);
defl=pcal*vv;
defl=defl-mda;

znow=zz+defl;
fnow=-kc*defl;
fm=max(fnow);

% Plots the data
axes(‘FontSize’,12)
plot(znow(1:imz),fnow(1:imz),‘.b’)
xlabel(‘Distance (nm)’,‘FontSize’,14)
ylabel(‘Force (pN)’,‘FontSize’,14)
if num==1;

title(‘Retract From Suface’,‘FontSize’,14)
else

title([bogo],‘FontSize’,14)
end

% Saves the figure
inds=num2str(index);
mm=strcat(Name2,‘\fig’,inds,‘ num’,nums,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf, mm)

% Molecule catching option
if copt==1

if num>1
if fm>fcatch

inds=num2str(index);
mm=strcat(Name2,‘\fig’,inds,‘.jpg’);
saveas(gcf, mm)
length
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index=index+1;
error(‘May have a molecule’);

end;
end;

end;
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stopz.m

function stopz()

% This function will stop the z-stage at the current position. This code
% was originally written by Monica Rivera and was last modified by Monica
% Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global z cur
global z des

% Captures the current z position
zcur=mlib(‘Read’,z cur);

% Resets the desired z position to the current z position
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zcur)
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triangle.m

function triangle (height,vel)

% function(triangle(height(nm),vel(nm/s))
% This function is a routine that will move the z-stage in a triangular
% motion at the desired rate or velocity. This function is required for
% the photocal function which is used to calibrate the photodetector in the
% vertical direction. The original code was written by Matthew Johannes
% and was modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’)

% Intialization
global z cur

% Captures the current z position
zcur=mlib(‘Read’,z cur);

% Moves the z-stage in a triangular motion using the zmove function
zmove(height+zcur,vel) % ramp up
pause(height/vel) % pause the time it takes to ramp up
zmove(zcur,vel) % ramp down
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triangle2.m

function triangle2(height,vel)

% function(triangle(height(nm),vel(nm/s))
% This function is a routine that will move the z-stage in a triangular
% motion at the desired rate or velocity. This function is required for
% the photocal function which is used to calibrate the photodetector in the
% vertical direction. The original code was written by Matthew Johannes
% and was modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’)

% Intialization
global z cur

% Captures the current z position
zcur=mlib(‘Read’,z cur);

% Moves the z-stage in a triangular motion using the zmove function
zmove(height+zcur,vel) % ramp up
pause(height/vel) % pause the time it takes to ramp up
zmove(zcur,vel) % ramp down
pause(height/vel)
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xmove.m

function xmove(xdes,speed)

% function xmove(xdes(um),speed(um/s)). This function is a routine that
% will move the xy-stage to the desired x position at the desired rate or
% velocity. The code is an excerpt of xymove which was originally written
% by Matthew Johannes and was modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global d x
global x thresh
global x des
global x cur

% Captures the current x position
xcur=mlib(‘Read’,x cur);

xtot=(xdes-xcur); % Total x distance that must be moved
absx=abs(xtot);
ttot=absx/speed; % Time required to move the total distance
dx=(xtot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted x-stage rate

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement in the x
% direction

mlib(‘Write’,x thresh,‘Data’,xcur-dx);
mlib(‘Write’,x des,‘Data’,xdes);
mlib(‘Write’,d x,‘Data’,dx);
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xmove noint.m

function xmove noint(xdes,speed)

% function xmove noint(xdes(um),speed(um/s)). This function is a routine
% that will move the xy-stage to the desired x position at the desired rate or
% velocity. The movement cannot be interrupted. The code is an excerpt of
% xymove which was originally written by Matthew Johannes and was modified
% by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global d x
global x thresh
global x des
global x cur

% Captures the current x position
xcur=mlib(‘Read’,x cur);

xtot=(xdes-xcur); % Total x distance that must be moved
absx=abs(xtot);
ttot=absx/speed; % Time required to move the total distance
dx=(xtot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted x-stage rate

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement in the x
% direction

mlib(‘Write’,x thresh,‘Data’,xcur-dx);
mlib(‘Write’,x des,‘Data’,xdes);
mlib(‘Write’,d x,‘Data’,dx);
pause(ttot)
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xymove.m

function xymove(xdes,ydes,speed)

% function xymove(xdes(um),ydes(um),speed(um/s)). This function is a
% routine that will move the xy-stage to the desired position at the
% desired rate or velocity. The original code was written by Matthew
% Johannes and was modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global d x
global x thresh
global x des
global x cur
global d y
global y thresh
global y des
global y cur

% Obtain current xy position
[xcur,ycur]=mlib(‘Read’,[x cur; y cur]);

xtot=(xdes-xcur); % Total x distance that must be moved
ytot=(ydes-ycur); % Total y distance that must be moved
distance=sqrt(xtot^2+ytot^2); % Total distance that must be moved
ttot=distance/speed; % Time required to move the total distance
dx=(xtot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted x-stage rate
dy=(ytot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted y-stage rate
xcur2=xcur-dx;
ycur2=ycur-dy;

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement in the xy
% direction

vars=[x thresh;y thresh;x des;y des;d x;d y];
mlib(‘Write’,vars,‘Data’,xcur2;ycur2;xdes;ydes;dx;dy);
pause(ttot)
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ymove.m

function ymove(ydes,speed)

% function ymove(ydes(um),speed(um/s)). This function is a routine that
% will move the xy-stage to the desired y position at the desired rate or
% velocity. The code is an excerpt of xymove which was originally written
% by Matthew Johannes and was modified by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global d y
global y thresh
global y des
global y cur

% Captures the current y position
ycur=mlib(‘Read’,y cur);

ytot=(ydes-ycur); % Total y distance that must be moved
absy=abs(ytot);
ttot=absy/speed; % Time required to move the total distance
dy=(ytot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted y-stage rate

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement in the y
% direction

mlib(‘Write’,y thresh,‘Data’,ycur-dy);
mlib(‘Write’,y des,‘Data’,ydes);
mlib(‘Write’,d y,‘Data’,dy);
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ymove noint.m

function ymove noint(ydes,speed)

% function ymove noint(ydes(um),speed(um/s)). This function is a routine
% that will move the xy-stage to the desired y position at the desired rate or
% velocity. The movement cannot be interrupted. The code is an excerpt of
% xymove which was originally written by Matthew Johannes and was modified
% by Monica Rivera on April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global d y
global y thresh
global y des
global y cur

% Captures the current y position
ycur=mlib(‘Read’,y cur);

ytot=(ydes-ycur); % Total y distance that must be moved
absy=abs(ytot);
ttot=absy/speed; % Time required to move the total distance
dy=(ytot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted y-stage rate

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement in the y
% direction

mlib(‘Write’,y thresh,‘Data’,ycur-dy);
mlib(‘Write’,y des,‘Data’,ydes);
mlib(‘Write’,d y,‘Data’,dy);
pause(ttot);
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zmove.m

function zmove(zdes,zvel)

% function zmove(zdes(nm), zvel(nm/s))
% This function is a routine that will move the z-stage to the desired
% position at the desired rate or velocity. The original code was written
% by Matthew Johannes and was last modified by Monica Rivera on April 14,
% 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global z cur
global d z
global t step
global z des
global z thresh
global t cur

% Captures the current position of the Z-stage and the current program
% runtime

[zcur,tcur]=mlib(‘Read’,[z cur; t cur]);

% Adjusts the velocity for the sampling rate.
ztot=zdes-zcur; % Total distance that must be moved
absz=abs(ztot);
ttot=absz/zvel; % Time required to move the total distance
dz=(ztot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted z-stage rate
zcur2=zcur-dz;
tt=tcur+ttot+5;

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement
mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur2);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes);
mlib(‘Write’,t step,‘Data’,tt);
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zmove noint.m

function zmove noint(zdes,zvel)

% function zmove noint(zdes(nm),zvel(nm/s)) This function is a routine that
% will move the z-stage to the desired position at the desired rate or
% velocity. The movement cannot be interrupted. The original code was
% written by Matthew Johannes and was last modified by Monica Rivera on
% April 14, 2008.

mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘ds1104’);

% Initialization
global Ts
global z cur
global d z
global t step
global z des
global z thresh
global t cur

% Captures the current position of the Z-stage and the current program
% runtime

[zcur,tcur]=mlib(‘Read’,[z cur; t cur]);

% Adjusts the velocity for the sampling rate.
ztot=zdes-zcur; % Total distance that must be moved
absz=abs(ztot);
ttot=absz/zvel; % Time required to move the total distance
dz=(ztot/ttot)*Ts; % Adjusted z-stage rate
zcur2=zcur-dz;
tt=tcur+ttot+2;

% Updates the variables in the Simulink model to enable movement
mlib(‘Write’,z thresh,‘Data’,zcur2);
mlib(‘Write’,d z,‘Data’,dz);
mlib(‘Write’,z des,‘Data’,zdes);
mlib(‘Write’,t step,‘Data’,tt);

pause(ttot)
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